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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Essays in Financial Economics

by

Lawrence David Warren Schmidt
Doctor of Philosophy in Economics
University of California, San Diego, 2015
Professor Allan G. Timmermann, Chair

This dissertation addresses several questions in financial economics. A common
thread is the study of conditional distributions and higher moments. The first chapter
proposes state-dependent, idiosyncratic tail risk as a key driver of asset pricing dynamics.
In standard models, the only sources of priced macroeconomic risk govern time-variation
in aggregate consumption and/or preferences. When markets are incomplete, agents
care not just about the level of consumption, but also its redistribution across agents.
Administrative earnings data suggest that the conditional tails of the cross-sectional
distribution of labor income growth rates are highly cyclical; its left and right tails
become fatter and thinner, respectively, in recessions. These features are consistent with

xiii

a model in which households are exposed to rare, very large shocks and the probability
of these shocks varies over time. My paper measures, prices, and demonstrates the
quantitative importance of labor market event risk.
The second chapter studies investor redemption behavior from money market
mutual funds in September 2008. These funds are a popular alternative to bank accounts
for cash investments, particularly for large corporations and institutional investors. Like
banks, MMF investments have a liquidity mismatch between assets and liabilities that can
create the potential for a run. There is an active debate about the mechanisms generating
run-like behavior, particularly about the importance of strategic complementarities–
investors self-fulfilling beliefs about other investors actions (i.e. panic). Data from the
money market provide empirical evidence of the quantitative importance of complementarities in the data.
Another area of asset pricing where time-varying distributions becomes important
is option pricing. The third chapter studies the relationship between the option-implied
distribution of market returns and estimates of the distribution obtained from time
series methods. The ratio of the two densities, the pricing kernel, provides model-free
insights about preferences. Standard models predict that the pricing kernel should be
a monotonically decreasing function of the market return, but many estimates violate
this property. We develop a formal, nonparametric test of pricing kernel monotonicity,
provide general conditions under which the test is applicable, then perform the test using
S&P 500 options data. We frequently reject the hypothesis of monotonicity.

xiv

Chapter 1
Climbing and Falling Off the Ladder:
Asset Pricing Implications of Labor
Market Event Risk

1

2

Abstract
This paper proposes state-dependent, idiosyncratic tail risk as a key driver of
asset prices. I provide new evidence on the importance of tail events in explaining the
shape of the idiosyncratic distribution of income growth rates and its evolution over time.
I then formalize its role within a tractable affine, jump-diffusion asset pricing framework
with recursive preferences, heterogeneous agents and incomplete markets, making my
results immediately applicable to a wide class of existing models for aggregate dynamics.
Next, I demonstrate its importance using a calibrated model in which agents are exposed
to a time-varying probability of experiencing a rare, idiosyncratic disaster. The model,
whose parameters are disciplined by the data, matches the level and dynamics of the
equity premium. Empirically, stock returns are highly informative about labor market
event risk, and, consistent with the model’s predictions, initial claims for unemployment,
a proxy for labor market uncertainty, is a highly robust predictor of returns.

1.1

Introduction
Rare events can play an important role in asset pricing despite their relative

infrequency. For example, in theoretical models with macroeconomic disasters (e.g.,
wars, depressions, financial crises), tail risk is an order of magnitude more important
than day-to-day fluctuations in consumption, dramatically amplifying risk premia–i.e.
the required rate of return on risky assets. However, aggregate tail risk is hard to quantify,
precisely because these events are so rare.
This paper considers an economic environment in which tail events are crosssectional, rather than aggregate, phenomena. Discrete events, such as transitions between
jobs, can induce changes in labor income that are large, highly persistent, and largely
uninsurable, effectively exposing labor market participants to idiosyncratic tail risk. I
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make the case for state-dependent, idiosyncratic tail risk as a key driver of asset pricing
dynamics. Similar to aggregate tail events, these shocks can have a first-order effect on
household welfare, and, in turn, asset prices. Unlike aggregate tail risk, large panels of
earnings data imply that idiosyncratic tail risk is essentially observable, making it easier
to estimate and falsify the model.
I propose a model in which predictable changes in labor market event risk induce
predictable changes in risk premia. Empirically, I develop a new measure of idiosyncratic
tail risk, which is constructed using new data on the cross-sectional distribution of labor
income growth rates. Labor market event risk is persistent, highly cyclical, and quantitatively large. Theoretically, I embed uninsurable, idiosyncratic jumps (infrequent, large
shocks) into a state of the art endowment asset pricing framework. A calibrated model
shows that plausible labor market event risk can generate a large, time-varying equity
premium consistent with the data, even though aggregate consumption is essentially
unpredictable. In addition, I show that a number of interactions between idiosyncratic
risk and stock returns are consistent with the model’s predictions and, motivated by the
theory, identify a new, robust predictor of stock returns.
The basic intuition for the mechanism is as follows. As the economy contracts,
the left tail of the cross-sectional distribution of income growth rates becomes fatter and
the right tail becomes thinner. Large, negative shocks loom larger and lucrative outside
job offers dry up. This cyclical tail risk effectively concentrates the effects of business
cycles, ex post, among a small fraction of the population for whom recessions have
“disastrous” consequences. As in Mankiw (1986), this concentration mechanism makes
agents care much more about economic downturns than they would if idiosyncratic labor
market shocks were insurable. Stocks are a very poor hedge against idiosyncratic tail risk,
rationalizing a large risk premium. Moreover, investors demand higher compensation for
investing in stocks when uncertainty about future idiosyncratic risk increases, generating
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time variation in the risk premium, return predictability, and excess volatility.
In my model, two primary ingredients, recursive preferences and persistent,
idiosyncratic jump risk, combine to dramatically amplify the equity risk premium. Since
idiosyncratic tail events are very large and uninsurable, investors are willing to pay a
large premium to hedge against these risks, even though they are fairly unlikely. Further,
given the high persistence of idiosyncratic risk in the data, investors with Epstein-Zin
preferences require high compensation for investing in assets, such as stocks, whose
prices tend to fall in response to bad news about future idiosyncratic risk. In my stylized
model, these hedging demands are extremely important quantitatively.
The paper proceeds in four stages. First, I provide new evidence of statedependence in the tails of the cross-sectional distribution of labor income growth rates.
My analysis builds upon statistics from Guvenen et al. (2014c) which are calculated
from panel administrative earnings data. While the center of the cross-sectional earnings
growth distribution is insensitive to the business cycle, its tails are highly responsive.
Moreover, changes in aggregate wages appear to be primarily driven by these changes in
the tails.
I develop a method which allows me to estimate the higher frequency (quarterly)
dynamics of idiosyncratic risk from cross-sectional moments measured at lower frequencies. Using this mixed-frequency approach, I extract an empirical proxy for the
conditional skewness of the idiosyncratic income growth distribution from a large cross
section of macroeconomic and financial time series. This procedure yields a quarterly
index capturing the level of idiosyncratic risk at a point in time, which I also use to
calibrate a parametric model with time-varying labor market event risk. The data indicate
that idiosyncratic tail risk is quantitatively large, highly persistent and cyclical, and it
exhibits substantial time series variation, even in periods without recessions.
Second, I propose a tractable asset pricing framework which integrates hetero-
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geneous agents, incomplete markets, and state-dependent cross-sectional consumption
moments into a Lucas (1978) endowment economy. The key mechanism is that the shape
of the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks to consumption growth is linked to aggregate
state variables. I solve the model with arbitrary, jump diffusion aggregate cash flow
dynamics (stochastic volatility and time-varying, compound Poisson jumps), following
Drechsler and Yaron (2011). Symmetrically, idiosyncratic shocks have state-dependent
Gaussian and jump components. These idiosyncratic jump shocks provide an analytically
tractable way of capturing infrequent, large changes in consumption. As in Constantinides and Duffie (1996), agents are ex-ante identical and ex-post heterogeneous, which
preserves the analytical tractability of a representative agent economy.
To complement my solution for a fully-specified endowment-based model, I also
derive an intertemporal capital asset pricing (ICAPM) representation of the stochastic
discount factor from my incomplete markets economy, generalizing a recent contribution
by Campbell et al. (2014). This representation reveals that, in addition to several risk
factors which also appear in representative agent models, news about contemporaneous
and future idiosyncratic risk are priced risk factors. The contemporaneous covariance
between returns and idiosyncratic risk measures has received virtually all of the attention
in the extant literature. When idiosyncratic risk is fairly persistent, news about future
idiosyncratic risk likely carries a substantially higher weight.
Third, I illustrate the quantitative importance of idiosyncratic tail risk in affecting
the dynamics of risk premia within a stylized model. The novel mechanism is that
agents are exposed to rare, idiosyncratic disasters, where the idiosyncratic disaster
probability persistent and time-varying. While the structure of the model resembles
that of the Bansal and Yaron (2004) long-run risk model, the state variables in my
model are considerably less persistent and aggregate consumption growth is essentially
unpredictable. Risk premia are not driven by ultra-persistent state dynamics; instead, the
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presence of idiosyncratic disaster risk and incomplete markets amplifies the risk premium.
My model, whose key parameters are disciplined by the data, matches a number of
key asset pricing moments reasonably well; the equity premium is large (6.5%) and
time-varying, and stock returns are excessively volatile.
In my theoretical framework, risk premia dynamics are linked to uncertainty
about future investment opportunities. Therefore, in order for idiosyncratic risk to
affect time-variation in the risk premium (return predictability), it must be the case that
uncertainty about future idiosyncratic risk is time-varying. This necessary condition is
indeed satisfied by the data. Initial claims for unemployment–the rate of involuntary
job loss in the U.S. private sector–is a good proxy for the conditional volatility of my
idiosyncratic risk index. Thus, if time-variation in idiosyncratic risk is a key driver of risk
premium dynamics, then changes in labor market uncertainty should be accompanied by
changes in the equity risk premium.
The last section tests this implication of the theory, as well as several others,
by providing new evidence about the interactions between idiosyncratic risk and stock
returns. My findings are generally consistent with the theory. First, my uncertainty
measure is a robust predictor of broad market returns. Over the 1967-2012 sample, initial
claims produces more accurate forecasts of returns than a number of conventional state
variables from the literature on return predictability, including the dividend yield, the
book-to-market ratio, the earnings-price ratio, and the default yield. Furthermore, stock
returns are highly informative about future labor market conditions–i.e., the level of
and uncertainty about idiosyncratic risk–whereas they convey less information about
aggregate consumption growth.
While I emphasize labor income throughout, my asset pricing framework provides a tractable way of pricing risks associated with the redistribution of wealth more
generally. These shocks could also come from households’ idiosyncratic exposures to
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firms’ capital–e.g. private equity and entrepreneurial investments (Heaton and Lucas
(2000) and Moskowitz and Vissing-Jorgensen (2002)). In my framework, redistribution
risk varies over time and enters as a priced state variable. Moreover, this incomplete
markets mechanism, which is largely absent in production-based asset pricing models,
is likely to generate an amplified response to aggregate shocks. If unfavorable redistributions become more likely when productivity is low and/or uncertainty is high (e.g.,
because default risk is higher), the associated increase in discount rates will affect firms’
incentives to invest.
Related Literature. This paper lies at the intersection of literatures in finance,
macroeconomics, and labor economics. It relates most closely to a literature on asset
pricing with incomplete markets, building on the seminal contributions of Mankiw (1986)
and Constantinides and Duffie (1996).1 In these models, uninsurable idiosyncratic risk
concentrates aggregate shocks, ex post, among a small fraction of agents, amplifying risk
premia. My theoretical model embeds such a concentration mechanism within a more
general, dynamic environment. In response to the early literature, some authors question
the quantitative importance of the mechanism (see e.g., Lettau (2002) and Cochrane
(2008)). In my model, the combination of persistent idiosyncratic jump risk and the
additional hedging demands associated with Epstein-Zin preferences yields a different
conclusion.2
This paper also relates to an extensive literature, both empirical and theoretical,
studying time-variation in the equity risk premium. A large empirical literature provides
evidence that stock returns are predictable by a variety of macroeconomic and financial
indicators, though there is some debate about whether this predictability can be exploited
1 See also Cogley (2002), Constantinides (2002), Krebs (2003), Krebs (2004), De Santis (2005), Krebs
(2007), and Storesletten et al. (2007), among others.
2 Angeletos (2007) and Toda (2014a, b) appear to be the first to introduce these preferences into the
incomplete markets setting.
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out-of-sample.3 I provide a new empirical proxy for the risk premium, initial claims for
unemployment, and document that it outperforms a number of popular candidates from
the literature, particularly at short horizons. In my theoretical model, stock returns are
predictable, and the dynamics of the risk premium are calibrated to match the dynamics
of this empirical proxy.
My theoretical model combines elements from two families of representative
agent asset pricing models, which provide potential mechanisms to explain both the
level and dynamics of the equity risk premium. One mechanism, first introduced by
Rietz (1988) and Barro (2006), emphasizes the risk of rare macroeconomic disasters.4
The second mechanism is long-run risk, first proposed by Bansal and Yaron (2004).
These models combine Epstein-Zin preferences with a highly persistent, heteroskedastic
component in expected aggregate consumption growth.5 I show that predictability in
the higher moments of the idiosyncratic shock distribution–the idiosyncratic disaster
probability–affects asset prices in a very similar manner as the long-run risks (predictability in the mean) emphasized in the representative agent literature. However, these higher
moments are easier to identify from the data.
A growing body of empirical literature documents that households face a substantial amount of idiosyncratic labor income and/or consumption risk, as well as its
time variation.6 One strand focuses on job displacement risk–i.e., large, highly persistent,
and uninsurable declines in income which are often linked to the extensive margin: see
e.g. Krebs (2007) and Davis and Von Wachter (2011). Also important are situations
3 See,

e.g., surveys in Campbell (2000) and Rapach and Zhou (2013)
Gourio (2012), Gourio (2013), Gabaix (2012), Wachter (2013), and Tsai and Wachter (2013). A
primary critique is that key parameters are challenging to estimate (Julliard and Ghosh (2012)) particularly
when the disaster probability varies over time, though Backus et al. (2011) and Kelly and Jiang (2014)
propose potential identification strategies.
5 See Bansal et al. (2012) for a discussion of multiple extensions of the long-run risk model.
6 For labor income, see Storesletten et al. (2004), Mckay and Papp (2012), Huggett and Kaplan (2013),
Guvenen et al. (2014a), and Guvenen et al. (2014c), among many others. For consumption, see Deaton and
Paxson (1994), Brav et al. (2002), Vissing-Jorgensen (2002), Blundell et al. (2008), Malloy et al. (2009),
Ludvigson (2013), Constantinides and Ghosh (2014), and Heathcote et al. (2014).
4 See
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where a worker voluntarily switches jobs, presumably because she receives a better
outside offer, as occurs in on-the-job search models. Both types of “idiosyncratic tail
events” can result in large, persistent, and uninsurable changes in income, potentially
having disproportionate impacts on welfare even though their realizations only hit a small
fraction of households each period.
Theoretical motivations for labor market event risk are plentiful. In search models,
virtually all variation in labor income comes from transitions between jobs.7 Altonji et al.
(2013) also emphasize transitions as a source of lifetime earnings dispersion. Berk et al.
(2010), Berk and Walden (2013), and Lagakos and Ordoñez (2011) provide models in
which firms offer partial insurance to workers, causing wages to optimally move less than
one-for-one in response to productivity shocks.8 In Berk et al. (2010), financial distress
can cause this insurance to break down, concentrating losses among workers who switch
jobs. Further, partial insurance will imply that firm profits fall when labor market event
risk is high.
Two contemporaneous working papers also study asset pricing implications of
state-dependent idiosyncratic risk. Both provide empirical evidence consistent with
the mechanism and calibrate theoretical models with Epstein-Zin preferences which
are nested within my affine framework. Constantinides and Ghosh (2014) use data
from the consumer expenditure survey (CEX) to show that the skewness of household
consumption growth is cyclical, complementing earlier work by Brav et al. (2002). They
solve a model with a high, time-varying risk premium in which aggregate consumption
and dividend growth are i.i.d but the higher moments of household consumption growth
are persistent. They also present qualitative evidence that household skewness measures
are priced in the cross-section. Importantly, whereas Constantinides and Ghosh (2014)
7 Kuehn et al. (2013) and Hall (2014) both discuss interactions between labor market search and asset
prices. My model gives a reduced-form way of studying asset pricing implications of search frictions in
incomplete markets.
8 See Guiso et al. (2005) for empirical evidence on risk-sharing in the labor market.
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use unconditional moments of the cross-sectional consumption growth distribution in
their calibration, mine also emphasizes conditional moments–i.e., time-series dynamics.9
Whereas my income-based measures exhibit substantial persistence at business cycle
frequencies, the CEX-based measures exhibit little autocorrelation.
Herskovic et al. (2014) identify a common factor in the idiosyncratic volatility
of firm-level shocks and demonstrate that this common component is priced in the
cross-section of stock returns. They argue that shocks to idiosyncratic firm volatility are
correlated with shocks to idiosyncratic household income volatility, rationalizing a risk
premium.10 They replicate these cross-sectional asset pricing patterns in a model with
incomplete markets where the volatility of idiosyncratic consumption growth shocks is
persistent and countercyclical.
A key difference between these papers and mine is the manner in which the
idiosyncratic shock process is tied to the data. My income process parameters and state
dynamics are chosen to directly target the micro-level evidence. I provide additional
time-series evidence consistent with the mechanism, complementing the cross-sectional
evidence in both papers. By working within a general affine environment, I uncover
several new insights about the deep structure of models within this class. First, I show
that, for purposes of asset pricing, all assumptions about the distribution of idiosyncratic
shocks can be summarized by a cross-sectional certainty equivalent. Risk premia depend
in part on the covariance between returns and this certainty equivalent, which takes
an analytically tractable affine form in my model. Second, my ICAPM representation
illustrates the effect of state-dependent idiosyncratic risk on agents’ hedging demands, a
9 These empirical findings complement mine, which are derived from the cross-sectional distribution
of income growth rates. While CEX consumption measures have a more direct link with the theory, they
require the use of much smaller sample sizes, a non-trivial concern given the small sample properties of
higher moment estimates–see, e.g., Kim and White (2004). Also, survey-based consumption measures are
more susceptible to measurement errors relative to administrative earnings data.
10 Their leading measure of income risk is the change in the dispersion (measured as the difference
between the 90th and 10th percentiles) of year-on-year income growth rates from Guvenen et al. (2014c),
whereas I emphasize the asymmetry of the idiosyncratic income growth distribution.
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key driver of the quantitative performance of the model with Epstein-Zin preferences.
Moreover, while both papers present calibrated models which generate a market
risk premium consistent with the data, the mechanisms are somewhat different from my
paper. Herskovic et al. (2014) match the level of the risk premium on the market portfolio
via aggregate consumption risk; the first order effect of uninsurable idiosyncratic risk
is to help explain cross-sectional differences in risk premia across sorted portfolios.11
In Constantinides and Ghosh (2014), the primary source of the risk premium is lowfrequency variation in discount rates which is induced by very persistent changes in
idiosyncratic risk. As such, the way in which idiosyncratic risk affects asset prices is
quite similar to the time preference shocks in the model of Albuquerque et al. (2014).12
In my calibration, a large risk premium obtains with substantially less persistent shocks
because of predictability in aggregate dividend growth, which causes stock prices to fall
in response to bad news about idiosyncratic risk.

1.2

The Evolution of Idiosyncratic Risk Over Time
Here, I provide new evidence about idiosyncratic labor income risk and its

evolution over time. Section 1.2.1 describes the cross-sectional statistics from Guvenen,
Ozkan, and Song (2014c, hereafter “GOS”), which are key inputs to my analysis. Then,
section 1.2.2 combines these data with a large cross-section of macroeconomic time
series to calculate an idiosyncratic skewness index. Next, section 1.2.3 use this index to
fit a parametric model with labor market event risk, which fits the data well and provides
a rich picture of idiosyncratic risk dynamics, giving a sense for its magnitude in the
11 The authors explain: “Because the exposure of the aggregate market portfolio to the [idiosyncratic
volatility factor] is close to zero in the data, most of the equity risk premium on the market portfolio must
come from the standard consumption-CAPM term.”
12 Depending on the calibration, the half-life of a shock to the state variable governing idiosyncratic
risk varies from 4.1 to 6.8 years in Constantinides and Ghosh (2014). In my calibration, the comparable
half-life is 1.4 years.
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data. Finally, section 1.2.4 provides evidence that a necessary condition for idiosyncratic
risk to affect risk premium dynamics (i.e. return predictability) is satisfied, namely, that
uncertainty about idiosyncratic risk is time-varying. In particular, initial claims for
unemployment is a very good proxy for uncertainty about labor market conditions.

1.2.1

The Social Security Income Data
My analysis relies upon two sources of cross-sectional information from GOS.

GOS report a number of statistics for the cross-section of real income growth rates to
provide nonparametric evidence on its evolution over time. These statistics are calculated
from a nationally representative sample of panel earnings records for 10% of males aged
25-60 in the U.S. population from the Social Security Administration (“SSA”, 163 MM
observations). The data provide uncapped (i.e. not top-coded), nominal annual earnings
for each individual from 1978-2011, which are adjusted to real terms using the personal
consumption expenditure deflator.13
The first source is time-series data (annual) with the variance, skewness, and
several quantiles of the cross-sectional distribution of labor income growth rates at 1
and 5-year horizons. These statistics pool all earners in the sample, giving a snapshot
of the entire cross-sectional distribution of wage changes across the U.S. population as
it evolves over time. Taking the 1-year skewness measure as an example, the first data
point is the skewness of all real income growth rates from 1978-1979, the second uses
growth rates from 1979-1980, and so on. These data reveal substantial cyclical variation
in skewness/asymmetry of the distribution, while the variance of idiosyncratic shocks
is almost acyclical–a highly robust result.14 Section 1.2.2 uses these data to extract a
13 According to GOS, the earnings data “include wages and salaries,

bonuses, and exercised stock options
as reported on the W-2 form (box 1).” See GOS for additional details about the data and sample selection
criteria.
14 GOS show that variance/scale measures are approximately constant and skewness measures are
time-varying, even after controlling for cohort and life-cycle effects, age, and lagged income.
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quarterly skewness index from a large cross-section of macroeconomic variables.
Second, GOS provide additional statistics describing the shape of the income
growth distribution after conditioning on prior earnings. GOS sort individuals into 100
different bins on the basis of lagged earnings over the prior 5 years. Within each bin and
for each year in their sample, GOS calculate a variety of quantiles and moments for the
cross-sectional distribution of income growth rates, again at 1 and 5-year horizons. They
report averages of these statistics for each bin in expansion periods and recession periods,
respectively.
Given my focus on asset pricing, the nature of idiosyncratic risk faced by relatively
high earners–i.e. those who are likely to participate in financial markets–is of particular
interest. My calibration targets averages of GOS’s statistics over the 91st through 95th
percentiles of the lagged earnings distribution. These individuals have sufficiently high
earnings that they are likely to participate in stock markets. However, labor income is
still likely to be their primary source of non-housing wealth.15 Appendix 1.A.1 shows
that my conclusions are relatively insensitive to the specific choice of the endpoints.
The GOS data reveal a number of insights about this risk, which I discuss in
greater detail in Appendix 1.A.1. First, high earners face a substantial degree of idiosyncratic labor income risk, even in expansions. Second, the entire income growth
distribution shifts to the left in bad times; all reported quantiles are strictly lower in
recessions relative to expansions. Third, the center of the distribution (e.g. the median
income growth rate) is relatively insensitive to the business cycle, but its conditional tails
are highly state-dependent. In recessions, the left tail of the income growth distribution
becomes fatter, while its right tail shrinks, suggesting that, ex post, aggregate shocks are
15 In 2011, GOS report that the 90th and 95th percentiles of wages are $98k and $135k per year,
respectively, in 2005 dollars. GOS also emphasize the high cyclicality of the incomes of extremely high
earners, particularly those in the top 1%. See also Guvenen, Kaplan, and Song (2014a). While the higher
cyclicality is interesting, these individuals likely possess substantial financial wealth, making it difficult to
characterize the extent to which income shocks translate to consumption. For example, existing evidence
on partial insurance is unlikely to be representative of their behavior.
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disproportionately borne by those who experience large shocks. Section 1.2.3 replicates
these features using a model with idiosyncratic, state-dependent jump risk.

1.2.2

Conditional skewness index
GOS emphasize changes in skewness in recession years relative to expansion

years. However, asset pricing tests tend to be conducted using high frequency (e.g.
monthly or quarterly) data. In order to better assess the potential linkages between
labor income risk and asset pricing dynamics, it is helpful to have a more continuous,
higher frequency notion of idiosyncratic risk, particularly since recessions need not
coincide neatly with calendar years. Here, I extract an empirical proxy for the conditional
skewness of the idiosyncratic income growth distribution from a large cross section of
macroeconomic time series. My skewness index is available at a quarterly frequency
and is available over a longer time period, making it easier to understand its time series
properties. Below, I calibrate my theoretical model to match its dynamics.
I use a mixed-frequency approach to estimate a quarterly skewness index using
cross-sectional moments from the SSA data which are time-aggregated and only available
on an annual basis. I begin with a quarterly, reduced form model for the data-generating
process of labor income. Then, I derive the third cross-sectional moments of idiosyncratic
wage changes, where wages are measured annually. This method yields a regression
equation which identifies the third moment of idiosyncratic shocks in the quarterly
model–my skewness index–semi-parametrically.
My quarterly model for labor income is a generalized version of the canonical
permanent income model. Let wti and ageti be individual i’s log labor income (after
subtracting common shocks and a deterministic life-cycle component) and age in quarter
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t, respectively. I assume

wti =

ξti + αi + βi ageti + ρ(L) · ηti +
|{z}
| {z }
| {z }

permanent
component

i
ξti = ξt−1
+ ηti ,

profile
heterogeneity

state dependent
transitory shock

ηti |yt ∼ Fη (η; yt ),

E[(ηti )3 |yt ] = a + b0 yt ≡ a + xt

εti
|{z}

(1.1)

state independent
transitory shock

εti ⊥ yt ,

iid

(αi , βi ) ∼ G(α, β), (1.2)
(1.3)

where ηti is a shock that is independently distributed over time conditional on the aggregate state, a finite-dimensional, observable random vector, yt . ξti is a permanent
component to wages. As I discuss below, my theoretical model requires that ξti be a
random walk. An alternative would be for ξti to follow a persistent, stationary process
such as an AR(1). I impose the random walk restriction throughout, noting that estimates
of the AR(1) parameter in other studies are generally close to 1.16 αi and βi allow for heterogeneity in income levels and growth rates and are drawn from a bivariate distribution
with mean zero and finite third moments.
I also allow for a transitory component in labor income. The first term, which
can depend on current and past ηti via the lag polynomial ρ(L), allows permanent
shocks to have additional temporary effects on measured income. For example, large
negative realizations of ηti could be accompanied by unemployment spells, leading to
temporary interruptions in the flow of labor income.17 The second term, εti , is a mean
zero transitory component that is stationary and independent of the aggregate state. While
it is straightforward to also allow for state dependence in the distribution of εti , I maintain
this assumption for parsimony.18
16 GOS estimate an version of this model with an AR(1) persistent component, albeit with different
distributional assumptions, and obtain an annual autocorrelation coefficient of 0.979. An alternative
specification yields an estimate of 0.999. However, introducing profile heterogeneity could potentially lead
to lower estimates.
17 Signing bonuses could generate similar effects for large positive shocks.
18 My aggregation result goes through if, given the aggregate state, the third central moment of εi is
t
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Finally, I assume that the third moment of ηti is an affine function of yt . A
sufficient condition is that the cumulant-generating function (the log of the momentgenerating function) of ηti is linear in yt . Most distributions in theoretical asset pricing
models satisfy this condition, since it often leads to exponential affine solutions for
prices, facilitating analytical tractability.19 Two leading examples are compound Poisson
processes with time-varying arrival intensities and gamma random variables with timevarying shape parameters. Their cumulant-generating functions are affine in these
time-varying parameters. Independent sums of these variables also satisfy this property.
For example, if ηti has a compound Poisson distribution with intensity λt = λ0 + λ01 yt , my
regression recovers λ1 up to a constant of proportionality. This distribution provides an
analytically tractable way to represent infrequent, large shocks (“jump risk”).
Next, I derive a mixed-frequency representation which enables me to estimate
i = 3 exp(W i ) and wi ≡ logW i .
b0 yt –my quarterly skewness index, xt . Define WA,t
∑ j=0
t− j
A,t
A,t
i is a trailing four quarter moving average of labor income, which is only observed
WA,t

in the fourth calendar quarter of each year. In this notation, the year-on-year change
in annual log wages is wiA,t − wiA,t−4 . Finally, Ft is a filtration capturing aggregate
information up to time t, including {yt− j }∞j=0 . Proposition 1.1, proved in Appendix
1.A.2, derives the estimating equation.
∞ be generated as in (1.1-1.3). Then, for k ≥ 4,
Proposition 1.1. Let {wti }t=0

E

h
3 i
wiA,t − wiA,t−k − E[wiA,t − wiA,t−k |Ft ] |Ft ≈ ck + b0 φk (L; ρ)yt ,

(1.4)

where the coefficients ck and the known lag polynomial φk (L; ρ) are defined in Appendix
1.A.2.
The proof makes use of a simple log-linear approximation for time-aggregated
constant.
19 Otherwise, one could still motivate my specification using standard linear projection arguments.
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wages, which replaces an arithmetic mean with a geometric mean.20 Simulation results,
which are available upon request, demonstrate that approximation errors are negligible
for the parametric model in Section 1.2.3, particularly over longer horizons. Henceforth,
I ignore these errors.
Proposition 1.1 says that, when the third central moment of the permanent shock
ηti is affine in yt , I can recover b semi-parametrically with a regression. Given annual
data on third central moments of the cross-section–I use the 1 and 5-year measures from
GOS–and a model for ρ(L), b is the vector of slope coefficients from a regression of
the third moment on a constant and φk (L; ρ)yt . Further, I can pool information from
different horizons k, since the coefficients b are the same for all k. My estimation assumes
ρ(L) has a restricted MA(1) structure: ρ(L) = ρ · [1 + L]. This specification implies that
permanent shocks can have additional temporary effects that last about 6 months, though
I find similar results with different lag lengths.
Next, I must specify the state variables yt to include, as well as an estimation
method. I explore two approaches. One option is to estimate b directly via GMM (OLS
when ρ is known, non-linear least squares otherwise). The length of the sample precludes
the estimation of a large number of coefficients, so the risk of overfitting is nontrivial.
Thus, such an approach works well only if the dimension of yt is relatively low. Appendix
1.A.2 adopts this approach, estimating univariate and bivariate specifications involving
several theoretically-motivated regressors.
My preferred approach estimates (1.4) using statistical methods which are designed to provide optimal forecasts in a data-rich environment–situations where the
number of predictors is large (potentially much larger) relative to the sample size for the
forecast target. These methods enable the researcher to exploit the rich information in a
large cross-section of predictors while substantially reducing the risk of overfitting the
20 Mariano

and Murasawa (2003) and Camacho and Perez-Quiros (2010) adopt a similar approach.
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data. Relative to principal components methods, these techniques are more efficient in the
presence of irrelevant factors–that is, factors that explain cross-sectional variation among
predictors that are uncorrelated with target variable. I adapt the Three-Pass Regression
Filter (3PRF) method of Kelly and Pruitt (2014) to extract the optimal linear predictor
from a large number of macroeconomic and financial time series.
I include 109 quarterly time series in the vector yt , all of which are available from
1960-2013. I begin with 97 monthly macroeconomic and financial time series considered
in Bernanke et al. (2005).21 I augment these series with 12 additional variables from the
literature on stock return predictability, which are updated regularly by Goyal and Welch
(2008). I then construct quarterly series by averaging the underlying monthly series
within each calendar quarter. To allow for potential lead-lag relationships, I additionally
include several lags and (weighted and unweighted) moving averages of each variable.
Further details are in Appendix 1.A.2.
Table 1.1 documents the goodness-of-fit of the overall index, which is constructed
using the 3PRF, as well as other indices which are constructed using different subsets of
the 109 variables in yt . These subindices are constructed using an alternative method for
estimating linear models in a data-rich environment: forecast combination methods–e.g.
Timmermann (2006). The 3PRF uses a series of regressions to optimally combine the
information from each univariate model, whereas the forecast combination approach
takes a weighted average of the univariate models, using the inverse of the mean-squared
error (IMSE) as weights.22
Looking at the first row of Table 1.1, the overall performance of my skewness
21 I obtain the data from Global Insight and transform them as in Bernanke et al. (2005) to ensure
stationarity. Of the 120 variables included in Bernanke et al. (2005), Wu and Xia (2014) identify a subset of
97 variables which are available through the end of 2013. Wu and Xia (2014) also verify that the findings
of Bernanke et al. (2005) are replicable using the subset with available data.
22 Kelly and Pruitt (2014) prove that the 3PRF is consistent as the number of predictors and time series
observations go to infinity. The efficiency gains associated with the 3PRF (which estimates a cross-sectional
regression for each time series observation) require a large number of predictors. With the smaller number
of variables for the subindices, the combination methods (which estimate fewer parameters) perform better.
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Table 1.1: Goodness-of-fit statistics and variance decomposition of skewness index.
This table presents the results from estimating equation (1.4) for different subsets of
yt . The dependent variables are 1 and 5-year 3rd central moments of the cross-sectional
distribution of income growth rates for 1978-2011 from GOS. Columns report R2 values
at each horizon, as well as the correlation between the implied skewness measure and
the overall measure in the top row. Parameters are estimated so as to minimize the sum
of squared residuals for both 1 and 5-year measures. The specification in the first line
uses the 3PRF, while the remaining specifications construct a linear index as a weighted
average of the univariate forecasts from each variable in the category, using the inverse
of the mean-squared error as weights. Variables and categories are listed in Appendix
1.A.2. The parameter (ρ) governing the state dependent, temporary shock is 0.45.

Category
All variables (3PRF)
All variables (Combination)
Real output & income
Employment & hours
Real inventories, orders, & unfilled orders
Stock returns & predictability state variables
Money & credit quantity aggregates
Interest rates
Housing starts & sales
Consumption
Consumer expectations
Price indices
Average hourly earnings
Exchange rates

Number of
Variables
109
109
18
24
5
14
6
11
7
4
1
15
2
2

R2 : 3rd moment
1 year 5 year
70.1
80.8
66.4
66.6
57.7
56.8
51.4
53.9
30.7
11.2
28.9
7.0
7.6
3.2
12.5

72.2
68.8
63.3
65.1
74.4
66.0
47.0
13.4
5.1
17.6
16.9
7.2
15.1

Corr. w/
overall
100.0
99.6
96.3
95.8
89.1
68.9
63.9
62.1
49.7
48.6
34.0
25.6
19.8
12.5

index is quite strong. A single factor extracted from the 109 variables achieves R2 ’s of
70% and 81% at the 1-year and 5-year horizons, respectively. My estimate of ρ, which
governs transitory risk, is 0.45, suggesting that a 10% decline in permanent income in
quarter t is associated with an additional 4.5% transitory decline in income in quarters
t and t + 1. For additional discussion of the role of state-dependent transitory risk,
which much easier to see within the context of the univariate and bivariate specifications
explored there, I refer the interested reader to Appendix 1.A.2.
The next row of Table 1.1 reports the performance of an alternative index, which
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is constructed using IMSE weights. The R2 ’s decline somewhat to 66% and 72% at
the 1-year and 5-year horizons, respectively, which is perhaps unsurprising because
the combination methods trades some robustness for efficiency. Interestingly enough,
however, the time-series properties of skewness index from the IMSE combinations
are virtually identical to those of the 3PRF estimates. The correlation between the two
quarterly indices, which is reported in the last column, is 99.6%.
Figure 1.1 plots the estimated quarterly skewness index, xt , obtained using the
3PRF, and the alternative combination estimate. Both measures are visually indistinguishable from one another and highly cyclical, peaking in expansions and bottoming out
during (or immediately after) recessions. Note however that skewness dynamics appear
to considerably richer than the two-state (expansion and recession) Markov process
typically assumed in the empirical literature on estimating earnings process.23 Moreover, the measures are quite persistent, exhibiting substantial variation at business cycle
frequencies. The first-order autocorrelation, when expressed as a monthly number, is
around 96% for each measure.
In addition to the overall skewness indices, Figure 1.1 plots fitted values from the
40 best-performing univariate regression models, which are shaded from light to dark
according to goodness-of-fit. Darker lines indicate better fit. These univariate forecasts
are highly correlated with one another and generally track the overall indices quite closely,
indicating a strong factor structure in the data. Note that the estimation sample begins in
1978, while the overall and univariate skewness measures track one another quite closely
prior to 1978, suggesting that the identified factor is a genuine feature of the data, rather
than an artifact of over-fitting.
Turning back to Table 1.1, I find that the skewness index loads most heavily
23 In unreported results, I find that a quarterly NBER recession indicator has little explanatory power for
the time aggregated skewness measures. However, such a result could partially reflect a timing mismatch
between NBER recession dates and labor market peaks and troughs, which can lag the business cycle.
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Figure 1.1: Conditional skewness estimates from combination and univariate models.
This figure plots estimates of quarterly conditional third central moments obtained by
estimating (1.4) using a large cross-section of macroeconomic and financial variables.
Dark blue lines plot the combined forecasts, which average over all univariate models
using the 3PRF and inverse mean-squared-error combination weights, respectively.
Thinner lines plot the implied indices from the 40 best-fitting univariate models (as
measured by the total sum of squared residuals). Lines are color-coded to correspond
with overall goodness-of-fit, where the darkest lines indicate the best fit.

on measures of real activity, providing strong empirical support for the concentration
mechanism in Mankiw (1986). Indices constructed using two subcategories have a
correlation of 96% with the overall index. The first, real output and income, includes
a number of industrial production indices and measures of total household income.
The second category, employment and hours, primarily reflects information about the
extensive margin in the labor market (employment growth, the unemployment rate,
and the distribution of unemployment durations). Next, indices constructed from more
forward-looking measures–real inventories, orders, and unfilled orders–have an 89%
correlation with the overall index. All achieve R2 ’s which are slightly inferior, but
generally comparable with the performance of overall combination forecast.
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After these initial measures, my skewness index loads most heavily on financial
variables. An index constructed using realized stock returns and the Goyal and Welch
(2008) predictors has a 69% correlation with the overall index. Moreover, this subindex
outperforms any of the combination indices (including the overall measure) in tracking
5-year idiosyncratic skewness. Indices constructed using money and credit quantity
aggregates and interest rates perform reasonably well and have correlations of 64% and
62%, respectively, with the overall index.
Perhaps more surprisingly, an index constructed using aggregate consumption
measures does not capture the variation in idiosyncratic skewness relative to other
measures of real activity. The consumption-based subindex achieves a modest R2 ’s of
29% and 5% at the 1-year and 5-year horizons, respectively, though the consumptionbased index maintains a 50% correlation with the overall skewness index. Much of
the disconnect in performance relative to other economic activity measures is certainly
due to the substantial measurement errors in high frequency consumption data.24 In
addition, such a result could reflect temporal instabilities in lead-lag relationships between
aggregate consumption and other measures of real activity.
Of the remaining categories, none of the subindices is capable of explaining
very much of the variation in idiosyncratic skewness. Particularly striking is the lack of
explanatory power of average hourly earnings, which provides further evidence for a link
between the extensive margin and the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks in the labor
market.
24 Recall

that, so as to use the same data as in Bernanke et al. (2005), I construct quarterly series by
averaging the monthly measures over each quarter. In Appendix 1.A.2, I estimate univariate regressions
using quarterly NIPA data on real consumption of nondurables and services. Using these data, aggregate
consumption works somewhat better. However, its performance is inferior to that of other univariate
indicators, such as real compensation growth, employment growth, or a measure of overall profitability of
corporations.
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1.2.3

Parametric model with labor market event risk
The analysis in the previous section was semi-parametric, allowing me to make

statements about the time-series behavior of idiosyncratic skewness without distributional
assumptions. To close a quantitative asset pricing model, such assumptions are required.
This section adopts a more parametric approach, fitting a model with labor market event
risk to the data. My discussion here gives a heuristic view of the model. Appendix 1.A.3
discusses distributional assumptions, parameters, and calibration method in detail. I also
show that the model matches the variation in cross-sectional skewness from Section 1.2.1
and the time-series dynamics in Section 1.2.2 well.
Maintaining the assumptions on the labor income process from above, state
dependence manifests itself via the distribution of the permanent shock ηti . I assume
that ηti is the sum of three, mutually independent shocks: two state-dependent jump
(compound Poisson) shocks with time-varying intensities and a normally-distributed
state-independent neutral shock which hits every period. The first jump component is
a good shock with a positive mean, capturing infrequent, large upward adjustments in
consumption–“climbing the ladder”. These changes could come as a result of a promotion
or the arrival of an attractive outside offer. The second jump component is a bad shock
with a negative mean, capturing infrequent, large downward adjustments–“falling off the
ladder”–likely driven by events such as job loss.
I incorporate state dependence by allowing the probability of experiencing a
large shock (jump intensity) to vary over time. Empirically, I tie these intensities to my
skewness index from Section 1.2.2. I assume that, as the skewness index increases, large
positive and negative shocks become more and less likely, respectively. If the data are
generated according to my parametric model, my regression procedure would provide a
consistent estimate of these intensities up to location and scale. Finally, as is common in
the asset pricing literature, I assume that the distribution of jump sizes is does not vary
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Panel A: Quarterly poisson intensities for large shocks
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Panel B: Implied cross−sectional distributions of annual wage growth (F12M / L12M)
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Figure 1.2: Fitted dynamics of idiosyncratic distributions. Panel A plots the poisson
intensities for good and bad shocks from the estimated model for the income process.
Panel B plots the difference between the median and several quantiles of the modelimplied distributions of year-on-year changes in income.

over time, which facilitates analytical tractability.
Figure 1.2, Panel A plots the evolution of the fitted probabilities of good and back
shocks, respectively, over time. The probability of receiving a large shock is about 8%
per year. According to the fitted model, bad shocks are almost always more likely than
good shocks, though the difference between the two probabilities is relatively small in
expansions. As the economy moves into a recession, the probability of receiving a bad
shock increases substantially, while the probability of a good shock goes almost to zero.
These probabilities remain elevated in the early part of the post-recession recovery, then
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revert back to lower levels.
The fitted good intensity goes slightly negative during the financial crisis. For
purposes of calculating the model-implied moments, I truncate the bad intensity so that
the sum of the two intensities is always constant. The dashed line shows the untruncated
path of the bad probability. These estimates suggest that, during the financial crisis,
idiosyncratic risk reached unprecedentedly high levels relative to the rest of the period
where the index is available. Therefore, from an incomplete markets perspective, the
Great Recession could easily be considered a “disaster” in spite of the relatively moderate
observed decline in aggregate consumption.25
Figure 1.2, Panel B plots the several quantiles of model-implied distributions of
year-on-year income growth rates. These estimates condition on the observed trajectory
of the skewness index. To emphasize changes in higher moments, I subtract the median
from each quantile–i.e., I normalize it to zero. At a 1-year horizon, the central quantiles
barely move at all. The interquartile range is essentially unchanged, while the extreme
quantiles (2.5, 5, 95, 97.5) are highly state dependent. The 5th percentile varies between
-40 and -50 log points, and the the 2.5th percentile fluctuates even more, ranging between
-55 and -80 log points. These extreme quantiles move up and down together, increasing
in expansions and falling significantly in recessions.
The magnitudes associated with the state-dependent shocks are extremely large.
Incorporating Jensen’s inequality, the average decline in wages from a large negative
shock is about 49%! The 5th percentile of Before moving forward, recall that these
estimated magnitudes are for declines in pre-tax labor earnings for a single individual.
Associated declines in household consumption are likely to be smaller. In my quantitative
model, I assume that less than 25% of income declines pass through to consumption, on
25 Using NIPA data, I calculate that the peak-to-trough decline in quarterly real consumption of nondurables and services was approximately 1.6%, which was spread over a 4 quarter period. Some caution is
necessary when drawing this conclusion, because my fitted 5-year skewness measures are more negative
than their observed values in the GOS data during the crisis.
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Figure 1.3: Log densities of permanent component of year-on-year income growth in
expansions and recessions. This figure plots the log of the densities of year-on-year
changes in permanent income (φ4 (L; 0)ηt ) in expansions and recessions, respectively.
Dashed vertical lines correspond with the average change in log wages in expansions
and recessions, respectively. See the text for further details.

the low end of estimates in Blundell et al. (2008) and Heathcote et al. (2014).
Figure 1.3 characterizes the densities of the permanent component of year-on-year
changes in wages in expansions and recessions, respectively. To generate the figures, I
randomly sample with replacement from the observed values of xt in expansion quarters
and recession quarters, respectively, then plot the densities of year-on-year changes in the
permanent component of wages (i.e. I strip out transitory shocks). I also allow for a time
variation in the average logarithmic growth rate of labor income, which is assumed to be
an affine function of the change in aggregate private sector real compensation, choosing
the slope and intercept to exactly match the median in expansions and recessions from
Table 1.9. I use a log scale on the vertical axis in order to better show the changes in the
tails.26
26 On

this scale, the pdf of a normal distribution is a quadratic.
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Dashed vertical lines indicate the average change in log wages in expansions
and recessions, respectively. Note that, despite the location shift, the densities are
essentially indistinguishable from one another in the center of the distribution. However,
the behavior of the tails is radically different. In expansions, the density is relatively close
to symmetric, though the left tail is slightly fatter than the right tail. As the economy
moves from an expansion to a recession, the left tail becomes fatter, while the right tail
shrinks substantially. This evidence again suggests that observed changes in aggregate
wages are almost exclusively driven by changes in the tails.
In conclusion, the evidence in this section suggests that the business cycle has a
particularly strong impact on tails of the conditional distribution of idiosyncratic labor
income growth distribution. This result suggests that aggregate shocks are far from
equally distributed across households; instead, state-dependent shocks appear to be
disproportionately borne by those who receive very large positive or negative shocks. I
am able to replicate these features with a simple model where labor income is subject
to idiosyncratic “jump risk”. Moreover, my observable proxy for idiosyncratic risk is
highly persistent. Section 1.3 develops the asset pricing implications of a model which
allows for all of these features.

1.2.4

Uncertainty about idiosyncratic risk is countercyclical
In my theoretical model, the risk premium is constant when shocks to the state

vector are homoskedastic (Proposition 1.3). Idiosyncratic risk can only affect risk
premium dynamics if uncertainty about future idiosyncratic risk is time-varying. In this
section, I provide evidence that my skewness index, denoted by xt , is heteroskedastic,
and I identify three variables which capture uncertainty about future idiosyncratic risk.
My preferred uncertainty measure is initial claims for unemployment insurance
(Claimst ). I divide the number of claims filed in each month by the size of the workforce
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(from the BEA) in the prior month to obtain a stationary measure. An individual is only
eligible for UI if he/she becomes “unemployed through no fault of his/her own” (e.g.
laid off).27 Thus, the normalized series may be interpreted as the rate of involuntary
job loss in the cross-section of employed individuals in the private sector. Earlier, I
demonstrated that my skewness index is most closely linked with measures of real
activity and employment growth. Initial claims is a leading indicator of future labor
market conditions (Barnichon and Nekarda (2012)), which is available on a very timely
basis and is subject to little measurement error.
While initial claims plausibly proxies for expected future labor market conditions,
it is reasonable to ask why it should proxy for uncertainty. One would expect more
layoffs when aggregate productivity is low. An elegant justification for a link between
aggregate productivity and labor market uncertainty comes from Ilut et al. (2014). Using
establishment-level Census data, they find strong evidence that firm-level hiring and firing
decisions respond more strongly to bad news relative to good news about productivity.
Ilut et al. (2014) show that, when this condition holds, the conditional volatility of
aggregate employment growth is higher in bad times (i.e. when average firm productivity
is low), even if all productivity shocks are iid. The same condition also implies that
cross-sectional dispersion of employment growth is countercyclical.
Second, filing a claim for unemployment insurance benefits is time-consuming.
Individuals must fill out a lengthy application, and there is a waiting period while the
UI benefits office verifies the reason for the separation with employers. If a worker is
fairly certain that he/she will be able to find a job quickly, such a process may not be
worth the effort. In contrast, when uncertainty about one’s future job prospects is high,
the expected benefit from filing a claim is higher.
I also consider two alternative uncertainty measures. The first is, xt−1 , the lagged
27 Source:

http://www.edd.ca.gov/unemployment/Eligibility.htm.
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Figure 1.4: Co-movement of labor market uncertainty proxies. This figure plots the
co-movement of initial claims for unemployment, as a fraction of private payroll employment, my idiosyncratic skewness index, and a measure of cross-sectional employment
growth volatility across U.S. states. Series are standardized to have mean zero and unit
variance.

skewness index. If, for example, xt follows a square-root process, then its conditional
mean and volatility are perfectly correlated with one another. The argument from Ilut et al.
(2014) also applies to xt . The second, Volt , is a measure of cross-sectional volatility of
employment growth across states. I construct the cross-sectional measure using quarterly,
seasonally-adjusted, state-level employment growth data from Hamilton and Owyang
(2011).28
Figure 1.4 plots the three (standardized) measures, initial claims for unemployment (Claimst ), the skewness index (xt ), and Volt over the time period for which both
28 I am grateful to James Hamilton for making the data available. I extend the data to the present by
aggregating the monthly, seasonally-adjusted series which are now provided by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis. For each state, I estimate ∆emps,t = αs + βs ∆empt + σs us,t , where empt is the cross-sectional
averageq
employment growth. My uncertainty measure is the cross-sectional volatility of the fitted residuals:

Volt ≡

1
S

∑Is=1 û2s,t .
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Table 1.2: Tests for heteroskedasticity of skewness index and initial claims residuals.
This table presents the results of a test for the heteroskedasticity of my estimated
skewness index (xt , top panels) as well as initial claims for unemployment, Claimst .
Test statistics are generated using a two-step procedure. In the first stage, I estimate an
AR(p) or VAR(p) model using xt and Claimst . I report the R2 from this regression is in
the third column. The left and right panels report Newey-West t-statistics (4 lags) and
R2 (in brackets) from regressions of absolute and squared residuals, respectively. The
sample period is 1967:1 through 2012:3.
Dependent
variable
Skewness (xt )

Mean
specification
AR(1)

First
stage R2
75.0

Skewness (xt )

AR(2)

80.6

Skewness (xt )

AR(4)

80.8

Skewness (xt )

VAR(1)

75.3

Skewness (xt )

VAR(2)

88.0

Skewness (xt )

VAR(4)

92.2

Claimst

AR(1)

87.8

Claimst

AR(2)

89.4

Claimst

AR(4)

89.5

Claimst

VAR(1)

87.9

Claimst

VAR(2)

89.6

Claimst

VAR(4)

89.9

Number of residuals

Absolute residuals
Claimst−1
xt−1
Volt
3.50
-4.31
3.35
[19.1]
[18.1]
[10.6]
2.73
-3.21
3.19
[12.6]
[12.9]
[8.9]
2.69
-3.22
3.07
[12.6]
[13.2]
[8.4]
3.22
-4.09
3.39
[17.5]
[17.3]
[10.1]
3.73
-3.06
2.85
[12.7]
[8.6]
[5.6]
2.16
-2.35
3.15
[2.8]
[3.5]
[6.4]
6.74
[21.4]
4.93
[23.6]
4.99
[22.8]
6.50
[20.2]
4.64
[22.5]
4.72
[20.3]
179

-3.42
[6.7]
-2.98
[5.4]
-2.95
[4.9]
-2.98
[5.8]
-2.79
[5.2]
-2.83
[4.9]
179

4.08
[27.4]
4.25
[27.6]
4.25
[27.6]
4.24
[28.2]
4.19
[27.1]
4.13
[26.6]
179

Squared residuals
Claimst−1
xt−1
Volt2
2.63
-3.65
-4.31
[16.8]
[17.6]
[18.1]
2.43
-3.08
-3.21
[12.8]
[13.7]
[12.9]
2.44
-3.15
-3.22
[12.4]
[14.1]
[13.2]
2.55
-3.57
-4.09
[14.6]
[17.2]
[17.3]
3.30
-3.27
-3.06
[12.4]
[10.0]
[8.6]
2.23
-2.06
-2.35
[2.6]
[3.8]
[3.5]
3.94
[10.1]
2.70
[9.5]
2.65
[9.3]
3.80
[9.5]
2.68
[9.6]
2.62
[8.5]
179

-2.85
[3.1]
-2.38
[1.9]
-2.34
[1.7]
-2.57
[2.7]
-2.26
[1.9]
-2.30
[1.6]
179

-3.42
[6.7]
-2.98
[5.4]
-2.95
[4.9]
-2.98
[5.8]
-2.79
[5.2]
-2.83
[4.9]
179

series are available. xt and Claimst are strongly negatively correlated and highly cyclical.
Further, Claimst slightly leads xt ; bivariate Granger-causality tests provide strong evidence that Claimst Granger-causes xt when 2 or more lags are included in the VAR. The
business-cycle frequency movements of all three series are quite similar, spiking sharply
in recessions, though the cross-sectional measure differs somewhat during the double-dip
recession of 1982.
Next, I show that all three measures are good proxies for time series uncertainty
about future idiosyncratic risk. Table 1.2 presents the results from heteroskedasticity tests
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which are similar to the ARCH test of Engle (1982). I estimate AR(p) or VAR(p) models
using xt and Claimst , calculate the residuals, then regress absolute or squared residuals
on each uncertainty measure. I whether slope coefficients in the second stage regression
are zero.29 I also repeat the analysis using residuals for Claimst . Rows correspond with
different specifications for the conditional mean. The third column reports the first stage
R2 ’s for each conditional mean model, which are generally quite high. The remaining
columns report Newey-West t-statistics on the slope coefficient for each uncertainty
measure.30 R2 ’s from these second-stage regressions are in brackets.
The results are qualitatively identical regardless of the specification considered.
Increases in initial claims, decreases in the skewness index, and increases in crosssectional employment dispersion are highly significant predictors of the volatility of
both sets of residuals. The statistical tests also appear to be fairly insensitive to the use
of absolute of squared residuals. In terms of R2 , lags of the skewness index and initial
claims have roughly the same degree of explanatory power for xt residuals. Turning to
the bottom panel, Claimst−1 is also a good proxy for the volatility of its own residual,
whereas the skewness index has less explanatory power. Volt also captures initial claims
residual volatility reasonably well.

1.3

Asset Pricing Framework
In this section, I embed an endowment-based asset pricing model with heteroge-

neous agents and incomplete markets within a general affine, jump-diffusion framework.
My general setup closely resembles the model in Toda (2014b), which builds heavily
upon Constantinides and Duffie (1996). I place more structure on the stochastic environment, similar to Drechsler and Yaron (2011) and Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008),
29 The
30 I

standard errors, as currently calculated, are conditional on the estimated first stage coefficients.
use 4 lags, though results are insensitive to this choice.
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which leads to approximate analytical solutions. Section 1.3.1 describes the structure
of the model. Section 1.3.2 presents the general equilibrium conditions, Section 1.3.3
presents analytical solutions to a log-linearized model, and Section 1.3.4 presents an
ICAPM characterization of its stochastic discount factor. See Appendix 1.B.1 for a more
formal discussion of the model and the associated equilibrium.

1.3.1

General Structure
Time, indexed by t, is discrete and there are an infinite number of periods. There

is a continuum of infinitely-lived agents, indexed by i ∈ I = [0, 1]. Agents choose
consumption and savings to maximize lifetime utility, with identical Epstein and Zin
(1989) and Weil (1989) preferences:

Uti



1−1/ψ 1/(1−1/ψ)
1−γ
i 1−1/ψ
i
1−γ
= (1 − δ)(Ct )
+ δ(Et [(Ut+1 ) ])
,

(1.5)

where ψ governs the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) and γ is the coefficient
of relative risk aversion.31 Each agent receives an endowment which evolves according
to
Cti
Ct
,
= exp(ηti )
i
Ct−1
Ct−1

⇒

∆cti = ∆ct + ηti ,

E[exp(ηti )|Ft ] = 1

(1.6)

where Ct is the aggregate endowment and ηti is an idiosyncratic shock which redistributes
the aggregate endowment across agents.32 Agents can also invest in K other financial
assets in zero net supply, paying dividends (Dkt ). As in Constantinides and Duffie (1996),
shocks are structured so that no-trade is an equilibrium–i.e. agents choose to consume
their endowments. These financial assets do not affect allocations, but they are priced by
31 Krebs

(2007) and Toda (2014b) show how the assumption of infinitely-lived agents may be relaxed.
Allowing for a constant probability of death each period is isomorphic to lowering the discount rate δ.
32 As before, I denote levels with capital letters and logs with lower case letters, e.g. c = log(C ).
t
t
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the model.
The endowment process (1.6) emerges naturally as a special case of the permanent
income model from section 1.2.2 with no profile heterogeneity or transitory shocks. Ruling out profile heterogeneity is essentially without loss of generality, because differences
across agents in profile heterogeneity are isomorphic to different initial endowments.33
While the elimination of transitory risk is a substantial departure from the data, estimates
in Blundell et al. (2008) suggest that households smooth away virtually all transitory
income risk. Further, existing representative agent results suggest that, when the EIS >
1, agents’ willingness to substitute over time means that transitory dynamics generally
play a relatively minor role in affecting risk premia.34
My general model for aggregate dynamics, formalized in Assumption 1.1 in
Appendix 1.B.1, summarizes the state of the economy by a (L × 1) vector, yt+1 . yt+1
follows the stationary VAR,

yt+1 = µy + Fy yt + Gy,t zy,t+1 +
| {z }
Gaussian shocks
with stochastic
volatility

Jy,t+1
| {z }

,

(1.7)

Compound Poisson
(jump) shocks w/
time-varying intensity

whose innovation has both Gaussian and jump components. The variance-covariance
matrix for the Gaussian shocks and the arrival intensities for the jump shocks can both
depend on yt . Aggregate consumption and dividend growth are linear combinations of
yt+1 : ∆ct+1 = Sc0 yt+1 and ∆dk,t+1 = Sk0 yt+1 . This setup is quite flexible, encompassing the
majority of cash flow dynamics in endowment-based asset pricing models–e.g. the Bansal
and Yaron (2004) long-run risk model and the Wachter (2013) time-varying disaster
model.35
33 If

agents can write contingent claims on the aggregate state and have no borrowing constraints, they
can effectively smooth out any deterministic differences in the growth rate of the endowment process.
34 See, e.g. Bansal et al. (2010) and Dew-Becker and Giglio (2013).
35 The disaster model obtains if I assume that both S and S have a common exposure to one of the
c
k

34
i
Next, I parameterize the distribution of the idiosyncratic shock ηt+1
given yt+1 .
i
ηt+1
is the sum of a finite number of independent Gaussian and jump components whose

higher moments depend on yt+1 . As in Constantinides and Duffie (1996) and Storesletten
et al. (2004), the volatility of the Gaussian component is potentially time-varying, and, as
in my calibrated model of section 1.2.3, the poisson arrival rate for each jump component
can depend on yt+1 . I also need to subtract off a location adjustment (a function of yt+1 )
to ensure that the idiosyncratic shocks are truly idiosyncratic–i.e. satisfy the conditional
moment restriction in (1.6). For a more precise statement of the shock structure, as well
as a technical assumption about agents’ information, see Assumption 1.2 in Appendix
1.B.1.
The most restrictive assumption required by the model is that the distribution of
i
ηt+1
is identical across agents–i.e. all individuals face the same level of idiosyncratic risk.

In the data, the idiosyncratic risk of unemployed individuals could be quite different from
that of employed individuals. I rule out individual-specific state dependence. The model
can capture unemployment-type events in reduced-form, except that it collapses all of the
effects of unemployment into a single shock rather than allow for multiple shocks which
unfold over time.36 It also abstracts away from heterogeneity in risks between individuals
(e.g. skill heterogeneity, life cycle effects, etc.) and across industries/occupations, which
would require a more complicated model.
Finally, I impose an affine structure on the distribution of shocks in the model,
which is summarized by Assumption 1.3. For example, the idiosyncratic jump intensities
are assumed to be affine in yt+1 , as was the case in section 1.2.3. These final restrictions
ensure that, after performing the Campbell and Shiller (1988) approximation, the model
generates valuation ratios which are exponential affine in the state vector yt , leading to
approximate analytical solutions.
Poisson jump components, whose probability varies over time.
36 A similar simplifying assumption is common in the literature on rare macroeconomic disasters.
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1.3.2

Equilibrium Conditions
From Epstein and Zin (1989), equilibrium requires that, for any asset return R̃t+1 ,

each agent’s consumption profile satisfies the Euler equation:

1 = Et δθ

i
Ct+1
Cti



!− θ

ψ

"

i
Ct+1
Cti

(Ric,t+1 )−(1−θ) R̃t+1  = Et δθ

!−γ 

WCt+1 + 1
WCt

#

−(1−θ)

R̃t+1 ,
(1.8)

where θ =

1−γ
1−1/ψ ,

Ric,t+1 ≡

i +Ci
Wt+1
t+1
Wti

is the return of an (non-traded) asset delivering an

arbitrary agent’s consumption stream, and WCt is the wealth-consumption ratio. The
Constantinides and Duffie (1996) mechanism combines two key assumptions: permanent,
proportional idiosyncratic shocks and homothetic preferences. Since agents’ endowments
are i.i.d. in growth rates, they always have the same first-order conditions. Then, WCt is
identical across agents (I suppress i superscripts), the wealth distribution does not enter
the state space, and the marginal rate of substitution of an arbitrary household is a valid
stochastic discount factor.
Plugging (1.6) into (1.8) yields

1 = Et δ
|


θ

Ct+1
Ct

−γ 

WCt+1 + 1
WCt
{z

−(1−θ)

“representative agent” pricing kernel

}

i
exp(−γ · ηt+1
))

|

{z


R̃t+1

}

additional term from
uninsurable idiosyncratic risk

i
≡ Et [Mt+1
R̃t+1 ],

(1.9)

i , may be decomposed into the
so that the pricing kernel, which I will denote by Mt+1

product of the two terms in brackets. The first is the standard pricing kernel from representative agent models with Epstein-Zin preferences, which only depends on aggregate
quantities.37 The second term incorporates idiosyncratic consumption risk, which, since
it is undiversifiable and uninsurable to the agent, also affects risk premia.
37 The

equilibrium wealth-consumption ratio will differ from that of a representative agent model with
the same aggregate dynamics, since idiosyncratic risk affects the value of the consumption claim.
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The change in each individual agent’s endowment is the result of a compound
lottery. The first stage draws the aggregate state, which determines the higher moments
i , are drawn in the second
of the distribution from which the idiosyncratic shocks, ηt+1
i
stage. With the sole exception of the consumption claim, ηt+1
is independent of R̃t+1 . I

refer to assets satisfying this restriction as “financial assets”. I price them by projecting
out idiosyncratic risk:




WCt+1 + 1 −(1−θ)
θ
1 = Et δ exp[−γ(∆ct+1 + νt+1 )]
R̃t+1 , ≡ Et [Mt+1 R̃t+1 ] (1.10)
|
{z
}
WCt
|
{z
}
contemporaneous
consumption
(short run) risk

νt+1

hedging demands
(long run risk)

1
1
i
)|y+1 ] = − log
≡ − log Et [exp(−γ · ηt+1
γ
γ

∞

∑

(−γ) j
j!

!
i
E[(ηt+1
) j |yt+1 ] .

(1.11)

j=0

νt+1 is the log of an expected utility maximizer’s certainty equivalent for the second stage
i ) given y
lottery–i.e. the distribution of exp(ηt+1
t+1 . νt+1 converts agents’ (identical)

preferences over the higher moments of the second stage lottery into the same units as
aggregate consumption.
With recursive preferences, the presence of uninsurable risk can have two, often
complementary, effects on risk premia (expected excess returns) relative to the representative agent model. The first is a direct effect, coming from a cross-sectional correlation
between the certainty equivalent and returns. Covariance with the certainty equivalent
is priced in exactly the same manner as covariance with aggregate consumption. (1.11)
shows that the certainty equivalent is higher in states in which odd moments of the
i
cross-sectional distribution of ηt+1
are higher, and vice versa for even moments.38 All

else constant, assets which perform well when idiosyncratic skewness is unexpectedly
low provide a valuable hedging benefit, lowering investors’ required rate of return. When
38 It

i ) around zero before taking the (cross-sectional)
plugs in a Taylor series expansion of exp(−γ · ηt+1
i
expectation. The projected kernel will not price assets whose payoffs depend on ηt+1
properly.
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the idiosyncratic shock distribution is fat-tailed and highly negatively skewed, as in the
data, νt+1 can be much more volatile than ∆ct+1 , amplifying the risk premium.
The second amplification mechanism is an indirect effect which comes from
investors’ hedging demands (long run risk). This effect is quite transparent in the ICAPM
representation in section 1.3.4 below. When the EIS (ψ) is greater than 1 and γ > 1,
investors have a preference for the early resolution of uncertainty and may be willing to
pay a premium for assets which offer a hedge against unfavorable news about the higher
moments of future idiosyncratic shocks. Such a preference strengthens investors’ hedging
demands, changing the term in the pricing kernel involving the wealth-consumption ratio.
If agents have CRRA preferences–as is the case in Constantinides and Duffie
(1996) and the vast majority of extant literature on asset pricing with incomplete markets–
only contemporaneous covariances are priced, and the indirect effect is zero. My estimates in section 1.5.2 below suggest that the direct effect is reasonably small in the data,
which is perhaps unsurprising given that stock returns and labor market measures tend to
be leading and lagging business cycle indicators, respectively. However, there is scope
for the indirect effect to be quite large. Stock returns are highly informative about future
idiosyncratic risk, and my skewness index is quite persistent. Both features combine to
generate large hedging demands, generating a large risk premium with moderate risk
aversion.39 Recursive preferences are thus crucial for my quantitative results.
39 Along

these lines, Cochrane (2008) summarizes a common view which dismisses uninsurable idiosyncratic risk as a key driver of the equity premium: “In order to generate risk premia, then, we need the
distribution of idiosyncratic risk to vary over time...It needs to widen unexpectedly, to generate a covariance
with returns, and so as not to generate a lot of variation in interest rates. And, if we are to avoid high risk
aversion, it needs to widen a lot...Slow, business cycle-related variation in idiosyncratic risk [νt+1 in my
notation] will give risk to changes in interest rates, not a risk premium.”
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1.3.3

Solution
Next, I solve a log-linearized version of the model. Since my specification of

aggregate dynamics has many properties that have been studied elsewhere, I focus on
the incremental effects from incomplete markets.40 While the resulting expressions for
asset prices are quite similar, the testable implications for the co-movement of aggregate
variables and asset prices can be quite different. For brevity, many technical details may
be found in Appendix 1.B.4.
I linearize the return on the consumption claim around a constant log wealthconsumption ratio wc.41 Then, the log of the one period pricing kernel approximately
equals

i
i
mt+1
= θ log δ − (1 − θ)κc − γ∆ct+1 − (1 − θ)(ρc wct+1 − wct ) − γ · ηt+1
. (1.12)
{z
}
|
| {z }
linearized “representative agent” term

incomplete
markets term

As in (1.9), the representative agent pricing kernel is augmented by an additional term
capturing idiosyncratic risk. I then price financial assets by projecting out idiosyncratic
risk, yielding

mt+1 = θ log δ − (1 − θ)κc − γ(∆ct+1 + νt+1 ) − (1 − θ)(ρc wct+1 − wct ),

(1.13)

an expression involving the certainty equivalent νt+1 . Lemma 1.2 in the Appendix
40 The

only requisite approximation is the standard Campbell and Shiller (1988) log-linearization, which
features in the representative agent solution. Adding idiosyncratic risk does not necessitate additional
approximations. For additional details and discussion, see Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) and Drechsler
and Yaron (2011).
41 Denoting continuously compounded returns by lowercase letters (e.g. r i = log Ri ), r i
c,t
c,t
c,t+1 ≈ κc +
i
∆ct+1
+ ρc wct+1 − wct , with linearization constants ρc ≡
exp(wc)
¯
wc.
¯
exp(wc)+1
¯

exp(wc)
¯
exp(wc)+1
¯

< 1 and κc ≡ log(exp(wc)
¯ + 1) −

Analogously, the returns on the dividend claims approximately satisfy rk,t+1 ≈ κk + ∆dk,t+1 +

ρk pdk,t+1 − pdk,t where pdk,t is the log price-dividend ratio for the the kth dividend stream. The linearization
constants are the same, except that long-run values of the price-dividend ratios replace wc.
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shows that, under my distributional assumptions, the certainty equivalent νt+1 is an affine
function of yt+1 . While (1.13) will correctly price financial assets, the solution method
i , namely the consumption claim, is somewhat
for assets whose payoffs depend on ηt+1

different.
Proposition 1.2 gives my key result, namely the model has an affine solution.
Proposition 1.2. Let Assumptions 1.1-1.3 hold. The log-linearized model satisfies
1. wct = A0 + A0 yt ,
2. pdk = A0,k + A0k yt , for k = 1, . . . , K.
where A0 , A0,1 , . . . , A0,K are scalars and A, A1 , . . . , AK ∈ RK .
While further details are in Appendix 1.B.4, a brief outline of the solution method
is as follows. I guess (and later verify) that the log of the wealth-consumption ratio is an
affine function of yt .42 I solve for A0 and A using the Euler equation for the consumption
claim and the method of undetermined coefficients. Given my restrictions on the law of
motion for the state vector, I can evaluate the Euler equations analytically.43 Since the
Euler equations must hold for each yt in the state space, I get a system of L + 1 nonlinear
equations which pin down the coefficients. Analytical solutions are available in special
cases, but, in general, the system must be solved numerically. A similar procedure yields
solutions for valuation ratios for the other risky assets.
Plugging the affine form into the projected kernel (1.13) and subtracting terms
known at t yields


∂νt+1
0
0
mt+1 −Et (mt+1 ) = − γSc + γ 0 + (1 − θ)ρc A ][yt+1 − Et (yt ) ≡ −Λ0 [yt+1 −Et (yt )],
∂yt+1
(1.14)
42 Since

i
lagged values of ηti cannot help forecast future values of yt+1
and yt is a first order Markov
process, the wealth-consumption ratio will only depend on the aggregate state, yt .
43 An expression for the the conditional moment generating function of y
t+1 given yt is given in Lemma
1.3 in Appendix 1.B.4. This expectation is an exponential affine function of yt .
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a multi-factor CAPM-like formula. Λ captures the sensitivity of investors’ intertemporal
marginal rate of substitution to shocks to the vector of aggregate state variables. The first
two terms in Λ capture news about contemporaneous (short run) consumption risk. The
former captures preferences over the first moment of the cross-sectional distribution of
consumption growth, while the latter captures preferences over its higher moments. The
third term in Λ captures investors’ hedging demands (long run risk), incorporating the
indirect effect.
Conditional on the prices of risk (Λ), and the dividend-price ratio coefficients
(A0,k and Ak ), the representative agent solutions in Drechsler and Yaron (2011) go through
with almost no modifications. For example, the vast majority of the excellent discussion
in Drechsler and Yaron (2011) describes the model conditional on the valuation ratios and,
as such, is directly applicable here. Thus, my discussion is quite brief. However, these
ratios–the key objects governing risk premia and the transformation between the physical
and risk-neutral measures–differ from those obtained in the absence of idiosyncratic risk.
Proposition 1.3 gives the solution for the equity premium, which is derived in
Appendix 1.B.4.
Proposition 1.3. Let Assumptions 1.1-1.3 hold. The risk premium for the kth risky asset
is
log(Et [Rk,t+1 ]) − r ft+1 = [Sk + ρk Ak ]0 Gy,t G0y,t Λ + λ0y,t Ωk ,

(1.15)

where λy,t is the vector of jump intensities for Jy,t+1 and Ωk is defined in Appendix 1.B.4.
The first term reflects the covariance between the Gaussian innovation to returns
and the pricing kernel. The second term is the difference between the expected value
of the jump component of returns under the physical measure and its expected value
under the risk-neutral measure, which reflects compensation for jump risk. The terms are
additive because Gaussian and jump shocks are independent. For additional discussion,
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see Drechsler and Yaron (2011), section 3.3.3.
If Gy,t or λy,t vary over time, then the equity premium can also be time-varying.
An immediate corollary is that a variable will only predict excess returns if it is correlated
with uncertainty about shocks to the aggregate state. Above, I presented evidence that this
condition holds in the data. When the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks is particularly
negatively skewed (i.e. large negative shocks are more likely), uncertainty about future
skewness is generally high.
Finally, Appendix 1.B.2 provides affine expressions which can be used to price a
risky payment, such as a single dividend Dk,t+h , as of time t. These expressions can be
used to derive the term structure of (real or nominal) interest rates as well as the term
structure of risk premia–see, e.g. Lettau and Wachter (2007) and Van Binsbergen et al.
(2012). Understanding the pricing of risky cash flows at different points in time can help
to clarify the mechanics of the model, and, in some cases, generate additional testable
predictions. See Appendix 1.B.2 for further details.

1.3.4

ICAPM Representation
Campbell (1993) proposes an alternative method to derive the pricing kernel

which substitutes out consumption growth, therefore relying only on returns data. The
result is an intertemporal capital asset pricing model (ICAPM), which can be implemented
empirically when the return of aggregate wealth is observable. Even if the return on
wealth is unobservable, such a representation highlights the key sources of priced risk
in a model. In addition to allowing for incomplete markets, I generalize Campbell et al.
(2014) to allow for general affine jump-diffusion dynamics in the aggregate state vector,
yt .
Proposition 1.4, proved in Appendix 1.B.4, provides an ICAPM representation of
h
i
i
the pricing kernel. Define Rc,t+1 ≡ E Rc,t+1 |yt+1 and rc,t+1 = log Rc,t+1 .
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Proposition 1.4. Let Assumptions 1.1-1.3 hold. Then, the pricing kernel satisfies:

mt − Et−1 mt = −γ (νt − Et−1 [νt ]) +(1 − γ) NFIR,t + NDR,t − γNCF,t + 21 NUNC,t ,
|
{z
}
| {z }
{z
}
|
contemporaneous
idiosyncratic
risk news

future
idiosyncratic
risk news

representative agent terms

(1.16)
∗ ≡
where νt+1

1
i
1−γ log Et+1 [exp(1 − γ)ηt+1 |yt+1 ]
∞

,
∞

∗
NFIR,t+1 ≡ [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj νt+1+
j,

NDR,t+1 ≡ [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj rc,t+1+ j ,

NCF,t+1 ≡ [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj ∆ct+1+ j ,

NUNC,t+1 ≡ [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj ϑt+ j ,

j=1
∞

j=0

j=1
∞

j=1

and ϑt is defined in Appendix 1.B.4.
Relative to the representative agent model, idiosyncratic risk adds two news
terms to the pricing kernel, which are likely to be positively correlated in practice. As
discussed above, the first term captures the “direct effect”, news about contemporaneous
idiosyncratic risk. Agents dislike assets that underperform when the certainty equivalent,
νt+1 , is unexpectedly low.
The second term provides compensation for news about the future trajectory of
∗
idiosyncratic risk–the indirect effect. νt+1
is a certainty equivalent, but the associated
i
power (γ − 1) is lower, reflecting the fact that rc,t+1
is also exposed to the idiosyncratic

shock ηi,t+1 . Given the high persistence of my skewness measure, this term is likely
to be substantially larger in magnitude than the contemporaneous term. The additional
hedging demands associated with this second term provide the primary amplification
mechanism in my quantitative exercise below.
The first two representative agent terms reflect the differential pricing of news
about future discount and cash flow growth rates, respectively. Within a homoskedastic
representative agent model, only these terms are present. All else constant, investors’
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intertemporal hedging motives make them willing to offer a discount for stocks that
positively covary with discount rate news. The opposite is the case with cash flow news.
The decomposition, which is due to Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004), also implies
that cash flow news carries a risk price which is γ times larger than discount rate news.
Intuitively, discount rate shocks are transitory and cash flow shocks are permanent,
making the latter more important to an investor with a long time horizon.
Equation (1.16) indicates that the price of risk on NFIR,t+1 is γ − 1, one unit
smaller than the coefficient on cash flow news. For standard choices of γ, this implies that
the cross-sectional price of risk for news about future higher moments of consumption
growth is much closer in absolute value to the price of risk for cash flow news (that is,
news about the mean of consumption growth) than discount rate news.44 Moreover, if the
∗ is more persistent and/or volatile than aggregate
cross-sectional certainty equivalent νt+1

consumption growth, this term can play a very important quantitative role in amplifying
risk premia.
Finally, in the presence of stochastic volatility and/or jumps, there is a final
representative agent term which captures news about state variables governing the higher
moments of aggregate shocks. The Jensen’s inequality term ϑt is high when uncertainty
is high. All else constant, risk averse agents are willing to pay a premium for assets which
hedge against increases in uncertainty. Thus, the price of risk on NUNC,t+1 is negative.
For additional discussion, I refer the interested reader to Campbell et al. (2014).
Empirical implementations of the ICAPM include rc,t+1 , which is assumed to be
∗ are
observable, as an element of the state vector yt+1 . Under my assumptions, ϑt and νt+1

affine function functions of yt and yt+1 , respectively. Each news terms above is a linear
combinations of VAR residuals.45 Thus, the ICAPM provides an alternative approach for
44 Popular choices for γ in the theoretical literature with Epstein-Zin preferences often range between 5
and 15.
45 Analytical expressions for these linear combinations are available upon request.
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deriving the prices of risk Λ, which can potentially be more robust to misspecification of
the dynamics of ∆ct+1 .

1.4

Quantitative Model
Section 1.3 integrates my incomplete markets mechanism into a general, jump

diffusion model for aggregate cash flows. Here, I work with a standard specification
for aggregate risk to highlight the amplification in risk premia from incomplete markets.
The novel mechanism is that agents are exposed to rare, idiosyncratic disasters, and the
idiosyncratic disaster probability is time-varying. Despite its simplicity, the stylized
model is matches key asset pricing moments well, without relying on low-frequency
variation in state variable dynamics.

1.4.1

Setup
I perturb the representative agent model so that agents are exposed to idiosyncratic,

uninsurable event risk. For parsimony, throw away all state-independent sources of risk.46
Further, while my empirical results provide evidence of state dependence in both tails of
the idiosyncratic risk distribution, the stylized model only emphasizes downside risk to
keep the model as transparent as possible. As such, the novel mechanism in the model is
the inclusion of a time-varying probability of uninsurable idiosyncratic disasters within
an otherwise standard endowment economy.
My model for aggregate dynamics adopts the general structure of the Bansal and
46 State

independent risk primarily affects the risk-free rate and thus has little effect on excess returns.
Adding such a component is similar to changing the discount rate δ.
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Yaron (2004) long-run risk model. Aggregate cash flows evolve according to

∆ct+1 = µc + φc xt + σt εc,t+1

(1.17)

∆dt+1 = µd + φd xt + σt εd,t+1 ,

(1.18)

where dt+1 is the log dividend on the market portfolio. Asset pricing dynamics are
driven by two persistent state variables. The first is xt , a small but persistent component
governing expected cash flow growth. The second, σt2 , captures the conditional variance
of shocks in the economy.
The persistent component, xt , plays a second role in my model. xt also controls
the higher moments of idiosyncratic shocks to consumption. Agents are exposed to a
i
single jump component, Jη,t+1
, and its Poisson intensity λη,t+1 –the personal disaster

probability–is λ0 − λ1 xt . λ1 is positive, so that personal disasters become more likely in
states when expected cash flow growth is low. As above, I normalize xt to have mean
zero and variance one, so that λ0 and λ1 can be interpreted as the unconditional disaster
probability, and λ1 is the sensitivity of the conditional disaster probability to a 1 standard
deviation change in xt .
The personal disaster magnitude (the jump size) is normally distributed with mean
µb and standard deviation σb . This choice is inconsistent with the calibration in Section
1.2.3, which assumed exponentially-distributed jumps. In the interest of conservatism, I
choose the thin-tailed normal shocks. In my calibration, µb is a large, negative number,
and σ2b is very large relative to uncertainty about aggregate consumption. Analogously
with rare macroeconomic disasters, these infrequent labor market events are associated
with extremely high marginal utilities, so they have a large impact on asset prices despite
their relative infrequency.
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The state variables evolve according to

xt+1 = ρx xt + σt εx,t+1

(1.19)

2
σt+1
= 1 − ρσ + ρσ σt2 + σt εσ,t+1

(1.20)

where I normalize E[xt ] = 0 and E[σt2 ] = 1. In Bansal and Yaron (2004), the shock to
σt2 is homoskedastic. I allow σt2 to follow a square-root process to be consistent with
evidence from Table 1.2. This restriction also guarantees that σt2 is nonnegative in the
continuous time limit.
Relative to Bansal and Yaron (2004), I allow for a somewhat richer correlation
structure among the residuals in the model. The covariance matrix for the shocks is


ϕ2c

πc ϕ2c

0
0


 πc ϕ2 π2 ϕ2 + ϕ2 + π2 ϕ2 + π2 ϕσ πx ϕ2 πσ ϕ2
c
c c
x x
σ
x
σ

d
0
Et [εt+1 εt+1 ] = 
 0
πx ϕ2x
ϕ2x
χϕx ϕσ


0
πσ ϕ2σ
χϕx ϕσ
ϕ2σ






 . (1.21)




The Bansal and Yaron (2004) specification assumes that πc , πx , πσ , and χ are zero.
Bansal et al. (2012) allow πc 6= 0, which permits for a nonzero covariance between
consumption and dividend innovations. Analogously, πx and πσ allow for a nonzero
correlation between news about dividend growth and the state vector. χ permits a nonzero
correlation between xt and σt2 innovations, which has considerable support in the data.
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1.4.2

Amplification
Under these assumptions, Ax , the sensitivity of the wealth consumption ratio–the

key determinant of hedging demands in the pricing kernel–to xt innovations is
"
Ax =

∗ ≡
where νt+1

1 − ψ1
1 − ρx ρc

1
i
1−γ log Et [exp(1 − γ)ηt |xt+1 ]

#


∂νt∗
φc + ρx
,
∂xt

(1.22)

and ρc is the log-linearization constant. As-

suming that γ > ψ > 1, as is standard in the long-run risk literature, the first term in
brackets is positive. The second term captures the sensitivity of the household’s flow
utility to changes in xt . The first piece, φc , comes from the predictability of aggregate
consumption growth, while the second piece involving the cross-sectional certainty equivalent, νt∗ , comes from predictability of the higher moments of idiosyncratic consumption
growth shocks. Assuming that λ1 > 0 and ρx > 0, the contribution from this term is
also positive. Disasters states are associated with extremely high marginal utility, so this
second term dominates in my model.
From inspection of (1.22), the amplification mechanism associated with idiosyncratic risk becomes quite clear. Marginal utility becomes more sensitive to xt as the
cross-sectional certainty equivalent becomes more sensitive to xt . Households face more
risk, so their hedging demands against future increases in that risk are larger. In addition,
as in the representative agent case, the sensitivity also increase as xt becomes more persistent and/or aggregate consumption becomes more predictable. Though the expression for
the coefficient on σt2 is messier, a similar amplification is present. Under my preference
configuration, the price of volatility risk is negative. Idiosyncratic risk makes it larger in
magnitude relative to the representative agent case.
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Turning to the price dividend ratios, one can also show



 
1
∂νt ∂νt∗
1 ∂νt∗
φc
−
Ax,m =
φx − ψ − ρ x γ
+
.
1 − ρx ρm
∂xt ∂xt
ψ ∂xt

(1.23)

The contribution from the first two terms in parentheses come from the representative
agent solution, whereas the last term (in brackets) comes from incomplete markets.
The first term within the brackets in (1.23), which is generally positive, compares the
sensitivity of the certainty equivalents of two invidividuals, where one is more risk averse
i ) given y
47
than the other, to changes in the higher moments of exp(ηt+1
t+1 . The second

term within the brackets is the incomplete markets analogue to the − ψφ term coming from
the representative agent solution.
Inspection of the bracketed term in (1.23) reveals one of the potentially counterintuitive implications of the incomplete markets model. Idiosyncratic risk generally
increases the sensitivity of the pricing kernel to shocks to the aggregate state vector.
However, idiosyncratic risk pushes in the opposite direction for the price dividend ratios.
All else constant, for a given degree of dividend predictability, returns will tend to fall
less in response to bad news relative to the representative agent case.
What is the intuition behind this term? In the representative agent model, when aggregate consumption becomes more risky, standard calibrations assume that the dividend
claim becomes even riskier. This gives agents an incentive to shift away from dividends,
causing the price-dividend ratio to fall. In my model, given the interactions between aggregate and idiosyncratic risk, idiosyncratic risk also increases when dividends becomes
more risky. All else constant, this additional channel makes the dividend claim–which
is not exposed to idiosyncratic shocks–appear more favorable than it otherwise would,
47 Recall that ν
t+1 ,

which appears in the projected pricing kernel (1.13), is the log of a CRRA individual’s
i ) given x
certainty equivalent for lottery exp(ηt+1
t+1 when the risk aversion parameter is γ. Analogously,
1
∗
i
νt+1 ≡ 1−γ log Et [exp((1−γ)ηt+1 )|xt+1 ] is a certainty equivalent for the same lottery when the risk aversion
parameter is γ − 1. When γ ≥ 2, the two partial derivatives will have the same sign, and

∂νt+1
∂xt+1

≥

∗
∂νt+1
∂xt+1 .
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increasing the precautionary savings demand for financial assets. The last term captures
the strength of this precautionary savings motive. So, the price-dividend ratio will be less
responsive to changes in the state variables than it would be in the representative agent
model.
Taking stock, within the context of this stylized model, idiosyncratic risk increases
the sensitivity of household marginal utility (the pricing kernel) to news about the state
variables, but it reduces the sensitivity of returns. My quantitative exercise suggests
that the increased sensitivity of the pricing kernel is more important. However, one can
find parameter configurations where consumption is substantially riskier than dividends,
causing stock prices to increase in response to bad news, which is counterfactual (see,
e.g. the impulse responses in Figure 1.6). In order to generate a substantial risk premium,
dividends must be fairly predictable.48

1.4.3

Calibration
Table 1.3 provides an overview of the parameters in the quantitative model, along

with the calibrated values. While the number of parameters is larger than Bansal and
Yaron (2004), many key parameters are tied directly to the data. The model is quarterly,
to match the frequency of the analysis in section 1.2. See Appendix 1.B.3 for further
details.
I begin with the parameters governing idiosyncratic shocks. The disaster probability parameters are chosen to correspond with the state-dependent component of large
negative shocks from the calibrated model in section 1.2.3. Turning to the distribution of
48 Constantinides

and Ghosh (2014) calibrate a model with a relatively similar structure, except that
idiosyncratic risk is driven by a single variable which follows a square root process. In their calibration,
aggregate consumption and dividends are i.i.d. When idiosyncratic risk is sufficiently persistent, they
generate a large equity premium even in the absence of predictability. This occurs because the level and
volatility of idiosyncratic risk are perfectly correlated, so agents’ preference for an early resolution of
uncertainty causes prices to fall in response to bad news about future idiosyncratic risk.
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Table 1.3: Summary of Parameters for the Quantitative Model. This table describes the
parameters of the quantitative asset pricing model, along with the calibrated values. The
time horizon of the model is quarterly. The additional free parameters, µη and Fη , are
assumed without loss of generality to equal the expressions given in Lemma 1.1.

Parameter
λ0
λ1

Value
0.0065
0.0026

µb
σb

-0.18
0.115

Description
Average idiosyncratic jump intensity
Sensitivity of quarterly jump intensity to a one
standard deviation change in xt
Average consumption decline given a disaster
Standard deviation of disaster magnitude

ρx
ρσ
µc
µd
φc
φx

0.8847
0.9446
0.02 / 4
0.0075 / 4
0.000366
0.025

Persistence of xt process
Persistence of σt2 process
Drift of consumption growth
Drift of dividend growth
Loading of expected consumption growth on xt
Loading of expected dividend growth on xt

ϕc
ϕd
ϕx
ϕσ
πc
πx
πσ
χ

0.0125
p0.045
1 − ρ2x
0.1674
2.5
0.04
-0.0896
-0.66

Standard deviation of shock to ∆ct
Standard deviation of independent shock to ∆dt
Standard deviation of shock to xt
Standard deviation of shock to σt2
Loading of dividend innovation on ∆ct innovation
Loading of dividend innovation on xt innovation
Loading of dividend innovation on σt2 innovation
Correlation of shocks to xt and σt2

γ
δ
ψ

11
0.9745
2

Relative risk aversion coefficient
Rate of time preference (quarterly)
Intertemporal elasticity of substitution
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jump sizes (idiosyncratic disaster magnitudes), I choose parameters with an eye towards
conservatism. I do not assume that income shocks translate one-for-one into consumption
shocks, since stockholders have some means with which to smooth their consumption
over time, and households often have more than one earner. I combine my calibrated
parameters from section 1.2.3 with an assumption about the elasticity of consumption
growth with respect to permanent income growth. I set µb = −18% and σb = 11.5%,
values which translate to an elasticity of about 23%.49
I choose the level of consumption predictability φc so that an agent’s consumption
is i.i.d. conditional on not receiving a jump shock. This choice implies that, unlike
the Bansal and Yaron (2004) calibration, aggregate consumption growth is essentially
unpredictable. φc exactly offsets the location adjustment (Fη ) which is subtracted off
to ensure proper aggregation. Given this restriction, the only source of predictability in
∆ct+1 is the conditional expectation of the jump shock–a restriction which approximately
holds in the income data (see Figure 1.3).50 If, instead, I were to set φc = 0, ∆ct+1 is a
random walk. However, the location adjustment would counterintuitively imply that, for
all individuals who do not receive jump shocks, the distribution of consumption growth
shifts to the right as the personal disaster probability increases.
I choose the persistence parameters, ρx and ρσ , to match the first order dynamics
of my skewness index and initial claims, respectively. I estimate the AR(1) parameters
using a regression which is adjusted for finite-sample bias as in Bauer et al. (2012).51
Analogously, the correlation between the AR(1) innovations, χ, is estimated directly from
the bias-corrected regression residuals. I choose the volatility of σt2 to match the Kelley’s
49 Blundell

et al. (2008), Table 7 estimates a 22.5% elasticity for male earnings. All other estimates are
higher.
50 Wachter (2013) makes a similar assumption in a model with rare microeconomic disasters.
51 The OLS coefficient in an AR(1) model suffers from a downward finite sample bias, which can be
nontrivial when the dependent variable is fairly persistent. Bauer et al. (2012) develop an algorithm which
corrects for this bias and show that it improves the ability of an estimated affine term structure model to fit
the data.
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Table 1.4: Comparison with benchmark long-run risk calibrations. This table compares several features of my calibrated model with comparable values implied by the
parameters in Bansal and Yaron (2004, BY) and Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012, BKY).
Statistic
Persistence of xt (monthly)
Half-life of xt shocks

Baseline
0.96
1.4 years

BY
0.979
2.7 years

BKY
0.975
2.3 years

Persistence of σt2 (monthly)
Half-life of σt2 shock

0.980
2.9 years

0.987
4.4 years

0.999
57.7 years

0.15%
10.0%

2.0%
6.1%

1.5%
3.7%

Volatility of expected consumption growth (annualized)
Volatility of expected dividend growth (annualized)



Dividend growth predictability: Et ∑∞j=0 ρ j [∆dt+1+ j − E(∆dt+1+ j )|xt = σ(xt )
0% annual discount rate
21.7%
24.6%
5% annual discount rate
19.8%
20.6%
10% annual discount rate
18.1%
17.6%

12.6%
10.9%
9.5%

skewness of initial claims in the data.
Table 1.4 compares my assumptions about state variable dynamics and cash flow
predictability with two popular calibrations of the long run risk model, Bansal and Yaron
(2004, BY) and Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012, BKY), both of which generate large risk
premia in line with the data.52 The top panel compares the persistence coefficients, which
are expressed as monthly autocorrelations. In my model, the half life of an xt shock is
1.4 years, which is considerably shorter than the half lives of 2.7 and 2.3 years in the BY
and BKY calibrations, respectively. σt2 is also less persistent. σt2 shocks have a half life
of 2.9 years versus 4.4 years in the BY model. The BKY model emphasizes extremely
low frequency movements in volatility, so their choice of ρσ implies that a σt2 shock has
a half life of 57.7 years.
52 My key objective in making this comparison is to illustrate the amplification associated with incomplete

markets. While the first order autocorrelations of my skewness index and initial claims are indeed lower
than standard choices of ρx and ρσ in the long run risk literature, this need not imply that idiosyncratic risk
and labor market uncertainty feature important sources of low frequency variation.
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The next panel reports the volatility of expected consumption and dividend
growth, expressed as an annualized percentage. Given my focus on idiosyncratic risk, I
deliberately shut off almost all consumption predictability, so the volatility of annualized
expected consumption growth is 15 basis points. Predictable variation in aggregate
consumption is the primary source of the equity premium in BY and BKY, so the volatility
of expected consumption growth is considerably higher (2% and 1.5%, respectively).
Given the lower persistence of xt in my model, dividends are more predictable at
short horizons but less predictable at longer horizons. The volatility of the conditional
mean of dividend growth is 10% when expressed as an annualized rate, as compared
with 6.1% and 3.7% in the BY and BKY calibrations. As such, I report a measure of the
overall level of dividend predictability, which is the change in the expected discounted
sum of future dividend growth associated with a 1 standard deviation increase in xt . I
calculate these sums with 0%, 5%, and 10% annual discount rates. Regardless of the
discount rate, overall dividend predictability in my model is roughly comparable with
BY and somewhat higher relative to BKY.

1.4.4

Performance
Table 1.5 demonstrates the ability of the quantitative model to match a number of

key asset pricing moments. Data moments are taken from BKY, who calculate statistics
using annual time series of real returns and cash flow growth rates from 1930-2008.
I refer the reader to their paper for further details about the underlying data sources.
Next, I use the model to simulate 50,000 annual time series of the same length, then
report a number of quantiles of the finite sample distribution of the calibrated model.
These quantiles can also be interpreted as robust standard errors for the model-implied
moments.
Most importantly, my model generates a large and time-varying equity premium
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Table 1.5: Bootstrapped distribution of model-implied moments. This table presents
several moments of aggregate cash flows and asset prices, both from the data and the
model. The data moments are reproduced from Bansal, Kiku, and Yaron (2012), who
use real, annual data from 1930-2008. The remaining columns show the Monte Carlo
distributions of 50,000 simulated paths of analogous quantities, which are simulated
from the calibrated model and time-aggregated to an annual frequency. Each simulated
path has the same length as the historical data.
Data
Estimate
7.09
20.28
0.57
2.86

Median
6.46
23.61
0.46
3.46

2.5%
2.19
18.50
-1.61
2.50

E[pd]
σ(pd)
AC1(pd)

3.36
0.45
0.87

3.37
0.21
0.58

E[∆c]
σ(∆c)
AC1(∆c)
E[∆d]
σ(∆d)
AC1(∆d)
Corr(∆c, ∆d)

1.93
2.16
0.45
1.15
11.05
0.21
0.55

2.00
2.04
0.21
0.83
13.78
0.50
0.41

Moment
E[Rm − R f ]
σ(Rm )
E[R f ]
σ(R f )

5%
2.90
19.27
-1.22
2.63

Model
25%
5.02
21.73
-0.19
3.08

75%
7.91
25.69
1.05
3.87

95%
9.93
29.12
1.83
4.58

97.5%
10.61
30.47
2.07
4.83

3.25
0.15
0.35

3.27
0.16
0.39

3.33
0.19
0.51

3.41
0.23
0.65

3.45
0.28
0.73

3.46
0.30
0.76

1.43
1.59
-0.01
-5.64
10.33
0.28
0.16

1.53
1.66
0.02
-4.46
10.83
0.32
0.21

1.81
1.87
0.13
-1.27
12.50
0.43
0.33

2.19
2.21
0.28
2.77
15.20
0.57
0.49

2.46
2.47
0.39
5.33
17.68
0.66
0.58

2.54
2.57
0.42
6.15
18.61
0.68
0.61

of about 6.5% per year. It easily replicates the excess volatility puzzle; the volatility of
the market return is 10% larger than that of dividend growth. The addition of incomplete
markets leads to a fairly volatile real interest rate, whereas long run risk models with
complete markets tend to exhibit too little volatility. The model also matches the level of
the price-dividend ratio almost exactly, though it understates its volatility (a shortcoming
of the BY and BKY models as well). The price dividend ratio also exhibits a lower
degree of autocorrelation relative to the data, which is unsurprising given that the state
variables in my model are not very persistent.
Looking at the cash flow moments, the biggest differences between the model and
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the data are the first order autocorrelations of consumption and dividend growth, which
are significantly lower and higher than the corresponding values in the data, respectively.
The former is by construction, given that I deliberately shut off almost all consumption
predictability to highlight the amplification coming from incomplete markets.
The autocorrelation of dividend growth deserves more discussion. In my model
(and the BY and BKY models), the leading term in the equity premium is (1−θ)σt2 ϕ2x Ax Ax,m ,
which is the covariance between returns and the hedging demand for xt shocks. The
addition of idiosyncratic disaster risk makes Ax large and positive. However, dividends
need to be riskier than consumption in order for Ax,m to be positive. This ensures that,
consistent with the data, valuation ratios are procyclical. I achieve this by assuming
that dividends are fairly predictable over short to medium-term horizons, increasing the
autocorrelation of model-implied dividend growth. As discussed above, the overall level
of dividend growth predictability in my model is comparable with Bansal and Yaron
(2004).
Table 1.6 highlights the incremental contribution from incomplete markets by
comparing the asset pricing moments from my model with those obtained from a comparable representative agent model. The Markets column indicates whether the relevant
moment is obtained from the incomplete markets or representative agent version of the
model. It reports the average of the moments in Table 1.5 of a long simulation of 1 million
quarters. I shut off idiosyncratic risk by setting λ0 and λ1 equal to zero. In addition, I
raise the rate of time preference considerably to 0.996, which generates a risk-free rate of
about 2%.53 In addition, I demonstrate the effects of shutting down several dimensions
of risk which are embedded in my baseline calibration.
In the representative agent version of my baseline specification, the equity premium is generated by three distinct channels. The first is a contemporaneous covariance
53 In

rate.

some specifications, price-dividend ratios approach infinity if I try to match the observed risk-free
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Table 1.6: Data and model-implied moments for different specifications. This table
presents several moments of aggregate cash flows and asset prices, from the data and different versions of the model. The data moments are reproduced from Bansal, Kiku, and
Yaron (2012), who use real, annual data from 1930-2008. The remaining columns show
the averages over a simulation of 1 million quarters of analogous quantities, which are
simulated from the calibrated model and time-aggregated to an annual frequency. Please
see the text for the parameter restrictions associated with the different specifications.

Moment
E[Rm − R f ]

Data
Estimate
7.1

σ(Rm )

20.3

E[R f ]

0.6

σ(R f )

2.9

E[pd]

3.4

σ(pd)

0.45

AC1(pd)

0.87

E[∆c]
σ(∆c)
AC1(∆c)
E[∆d]
σ(∆d)
AC1(∆d)
Corr(∆c, ∆d)

1.9
2.2
0.45
1.15
11.1
0.21
0.55

Markets
Inc
RA
Inc
RA
Inc
RA
Inc
RA

Simulated Model-Implied Moments
Baseline No Cov. Less CF Vol IID Cons
6.5
5.5
5.8
5.3
3.2
3.1
2.5
2.0
24.2
20.2
23.4
23.1
26.9
23.5
26.0
25.5
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.7
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.7
3.7
3.5
3.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.0

Inc
RA
Inc
RA
Inc
RA

3.4
4.5
0.22
0.25
0.62
0.59

3.4
4.1
0.21
0.25
0.64
0.62

3.5
5.1
0.21
0.24
0.60
0.58

3.6
6.2
0.20
0.24
0.60
0.57

Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both
Both

2.0
2.1
0.23
0.68
14.5
0.53
0.40

2.0
2.1
0.23
0.75
12.8
0.50
0.44

2.0
2.1
0.23
0.70
14.4
0.53
0.41

2.0
2.1
0.23
0.80
14.4
0.53
0.36
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between consumption and dividend growth innovations. Second, since φc 6= 0, there
is a small amount of predictability in aggregate consumption growth. Third, there is
stochastic volatility about aggregate consumption innovations, as well as shocks to the
state vector. The Baseline column of Table 1.6 indicates that these channels combine
to generate an equity premium of 3.2% per annum. Thus, the addition of incomplete
markets doubles the risk premium in the baseline specification.
Looking at several of the other asset pricing moments, some general patterns
emerge. The risk-free rates are considerably more volatile in the incomplete markets
model, and price-dividend ratios are somewhat more autocorrelated. Returns are even
more volatile in the representative agent versions of the model. This follows from
(1.23), the expression for Ax,m . Holding dividend predictability constant, the additional
precautionary savings motive associated with incomplete markets reduces the sensitivity
of the price-dividend ratio to changes in xt .
The baseline model allows for a contemporaneous correlation between dividend
growth innovations and shocks to xt and σt2 via the parameters πx and πσ . The next column, titled “No Covariance”, sets both parameters to zero. Eliminating these covariances
reduces the incomplete markets equity premium by 1%, whereas it leads to a substantially
smaller reduction in the representative agent equity premium. This restriction reduces
the volatility of returns and cash flow growth and generates a mild reduction in the
autocorrelation of dividend growth.
The next column reduces the importance of stochastic volatility relative to the
baseline model. While shocks to xt and σt2 continue to be heteroskedastic, the terms
involving ϕc and ϕd in the covariance matrix (1.21) are now assumed to be homoskedastic.
This restriction affects both risk premia symmetrically, reducing both by about 0.7%.
The final column of Table 1.6, “IID Cons”, keeps the reductions on the role of
stochastic volatility from the “Less CF Vol” column and, in addition, sets φc = 0. These
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restrictions imply that aggregate consumption is i.i.d. Again, the associated reduction
in the risk premium of about 0.5% is the same across models. With i.i.d. aggregate
consumption, the incomplete markets model generates a risk premium of 5.3% versus a
2% risk premium with complete markets.

1.5

Interactions between Idiosyncratic Risk and Stock
Returns
In this section, I test several necessary conditions implied by my general model. I

discuss the implications of my incomplete markets model for return predictability, and I
consider the dynamic interactions between proxies for idiosyncratic risk and asset returns.

1.5.1

Labor market uncertainty predicts returns
A primary objective is to study the ability of an asset pricing model with in-

complete markets to generate large, time-varying equity premia. In this section, I test a
necessary condition for such a model by considering the ability of my preferred labor
market uncertainty measure, initial claims, to predict returns in the data. I also consider
its covariance with and compare its forecasting power with other leading predictor variables from the extant literature. I find that initial claims for unemployment outperforms
essentially all of the univariate predictors at short horizons (3 months to 1 year) and the
vast majority of variables at a 2 year horizon. Moreover, I find that common components
of the associated univariate forecasts track labor market conditions. Many variables
which are motivated as proxies for aggregate consumption risk also contain important
information about idiosyncratic risk.
In this analysis, I emphasize initial claims relative to the other two measures
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discussed above. I do so for a number of reasons. First, initial claims is available at a
higher frequency, does not require the estimation of any parameters, and is less likely
to be prone to measurement errors. Second, as discussed above, Granger-causality tests
suggest that initial claims leads the skewness index, suggesting that initial claims is likely
to outperform in a predictive setting. Finally, in contrast to the other two measures, initial
claims has substantial explanatory power for uncertainty about future skewness as well
as its own innovations.
Since a wealth of potential predictors have been suggested in the literature, I
focus on a subset of 12 monthly variables considered in Goyal and Welch (2008), which
are compiled and updated regularly by Ivo Welch. As the vast majority of these variables
are quite standard in the literature, I refer the reader to Goyal and Welch (2008) for
detailed descriptions of variable construction, as well as references to the original studies
which proposed each variable.
In addition to the univariate predictors, I summarize the predictive content of
all 12 variables by taking equal-weighted combinations of the fitted values from a
univariate regression of 1 year-ahead excess returns on each predictor. I emphasize these
combination forecasts in lieu of estimating multivariate models because the finite sample
properties of these forecasts are much more desirable, and, as emphasized by Goyal and
Welch (2008), estimation error is a first-order concern within this context. Indeed, these
combinations generally outperform all but the best univariate models in-sample, and
Rapach et al. (2010) demonstrate that combinations perform much better out-of-sample.
I produce three combination forecasts. The first is an equal weighted combination
of the univariate forecasts from each of the variables over the entire sample period:
1928-2012. The second begins the estimation in 1967, the first period for which initial
claims data are available. Finally, I orthogonalize each of the predictors with respect to
initial claims, then form combinations of the fitted values from univariate regressions of
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Table 1.7: Correlations between labor market variables and predictor variables. This
table reports univariate correlation coefficients between a number of monthly time series.
Initial claims for unemployment insurance, divided by private sector employment, is
my proxy for labor market uncertainty. Future employment cuts, is the negative of the
logarithmic growth rate in private payroll employment over the next 3 months. The table
also includes the Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors and combination forecasts which
are constructed from these predictors. The first two combination forecasts are estimated
using different sample periods. The last combination forecast uses predictors which are
orthogonalized with respect to initial claims. Stars indicate statistical significance at the
1% level.

Predictor
Employment cuts

Initial
claims
0.38∗

Equity premium combination forecasts
1928-2012 1967-2012 1967-2012 (orth.)
0.10∗
0.35∗
0.41∗

Equal-weighted equity premium forecast combinations
1928 - 2012
0.67∗
1967 - 2012
0.58∗
0.77∗
1967 - 2012 (orth.)
0.00
0.29∗

0.72∗

Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors
Dividend yield (dy)
Earnings-price ratio (ep)
Book-to-market ratio (bm)
Realized variance (svar)
3 month T-bill rate (tbl)
Term spread (tms)
BAA - AAA spread (dfy)
Long term yield (lty)
Net issuance (ntis)
Inflation (infl)
Corporate - govt bond return (dfr)
Long term bond return (ltr)

0.41∗
-0.10∗
0.28∗
0.35∗
-0.11∗
0.63∗
0.71∗
0.24∗
-0.26∗
-0.37∗
0.04
0.31∗

0.74∗
-0.46∗
0.76∗
0.01
0.41∗
0.09∗
0.69∗
0.57∗
0.08
0.24∗
0.07
0.08

0.72∗
-0.59∗
0.67∗
0.13∗
0.23∗
0.23∗
0.62∗
0.43∗
-0.39∗
0.09∗
-0.05
0.24∗

-0.27∗
0.47∗
-0.41∗
0.38∗
-0.72∗
0.79∗
0.31∗
-0.41∗
-0.36∗
-0.69∗
0.00
0.28∗

returns on these orthogonalized predictors.
Table 1.7 presents a number of pairwise correlations between initial claims, each
of the predictors, and a measure of employment declines over the next three months–a
simple measure of labor market conditions. Initial claims has a 38% correlation with
future employment declines and both of the combination forecasts (67% and 58%,
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respectively). It is even more strongly correlated with the dividend yield (74%), the bookto-market ratio (76%), and the default yield (69%). It is also positively correlated with
the T-bill rate (41%), the long term yield (41%) on government bonds, and the inflation
rate (24%), which is primarily driven by the period in the 1970s where both inflation
and labor market uncertainty were elevated. More surprising is the negative correlation
with the earnings-price ratio (-46%), which appears to be driven by differences in low
frequency variation between the two measures.54
Next, I report the pairwise correlations between each of the equity premium
combination forecasts and our predictor variables. The first of the combination forecasts
is most strongly correlated with the dividend yield (72%), the book-to-market ratio (67%),
and the default yield (62%). All three measures are highly correlated with initial claims,
suggesting that they are all capturing a common macroeconomic risk factor. Figure 1.5
overlays initial claims with the dividend yield, as well as the first of the combination
forecasts. These measures are highly correlated with one another; spikes or troughs in
initial claims are generally accompanied by similar movements in one or both of the
other risk premium measures.
Turning to the second combination model for the 1967-2012 sample, the combination forecast is most strongly correlated with the default yield (71%) and the term
spread (63%). While the individual pairwise correlations change a lot, the two combination forecasts are fairly highly correlated with one another (77%), consistent with
time variation in the implied risk premium from the combinations being somewhat more
robust to estimation error relative to univariate models. The dividend yield and book-tomarket ratio track this combination forecast less closely. During this period, the pairwise
correlation between initial claims and the combination forecast is still higher than any of
the remaining univariate predictors.
54 An even stronger negative correlation (-72%) arises between the dividend yield and the earnings price
ratio.
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Figure 1.5: Co-movement of initial claims with representative equity premium forecasts.
This figure plots the co-movement of initial claims for unemployment, expressed as a
fraction of private payroll employment, with two measures of the equity risk premium:
the market dividend-price ratio and an equal-weight combination of univariate forecasts
from the Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors. All series are standardized to have mean
zero and variance 1.

Finally, when I form a combination forecast using the orthogonalized predictors,
the resulting series loads most heavily on the term spread, inflation, and the yield curve.
Orthogonal components of the dividend yield, the book-to-market ratio, and the default
yield, variables which are most highly correlated with initial claims, are much less
strongly correlated with these combination forecasts. Note that this combination forecast,
despite being uncorrelated with initial claims, captures information about the conditional
mean of employment growth. The combination forecast which is constructed using the
orthogonalized predictors has a 41% correlation with future cuts in employment, which is
actually higher than the pairwise correlation between employment cuts and initial claims
(38%).
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Table 1.8: Predictive regressions for excess returns on Market and SMB portfolios.
This table plots the R2 values (in percentage points) from predictive regressions of
cumulative returns on a number of univariate state variables. I consider the market
excess return as well as the Fama and French (1993) SMB portfolio. I use overlapping
monthly data for the regressions, and the sample period is 1967-2012, the period for
which initial claims data are available. Newey-West t-statistics, with lag length equal to
the forecast horizon minus 1, are in parentheses.

Predictor
Initial claims

Market Excess Return
3 mo
1 yr
2 yr
2.40∗∗
6.37∗∗
4.96
(2.42)
(2.44)
(1.58)

Equal-weighted forecast combinations
1928 - 2012
2.22∗∗
8.96∗∗∗
(2.07)
(2.71)
∗∗
1967 - 2012
3.39
14.88∗∗∗
(2.05)
(4.19)
1967 - 2012
2.41
9.49∗∗∗
(orth. predictors)
(1.64)
(2.82)

9.34∗∗
(2.15)
16.95∗∗∗
(3.38)
10.70∗∗∗
(3.57)

SMB Return
3 mo
1 yr
2 yr
4.29∗∗∗ 10.82∗∗∗ 9.47∗∗∗
(3.63)
(3.90)
(2.58)

3.25∗∗∗
(2.61)
3.84∗∗∗
(3.30)
2.10∗∗
(2.53)

5.52∗
(1.91)
4.73∗∗
(2.27)
1.62
(1.51)

2.69
(0.92)
1.50
(0.96)
0.32
(0.32)

Univariate regressions with Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors
dy
0.97
3.12
4.29
1.16
(1.44)
(1.47)
(1.31)
(1.44)
ep
0.32
0.79
0.54
0.36
(-0.48) (-0.60)
(-0.42)
(-0.70)
bm
0.29
0.76
0.38
1.32∗
(0.50)
(0.63)
(0.31)
(1.73)
svar
0.31
0.85∗
1.72∗∗
0.47
(-0.44)
(1.75)
(2.26)
(1.58)
tbl
0.67
1.13
1.33
0.63
(-1.10) (-0.84)
(-1.03)
(-1.35)
tms
1.76∗∗
8.04∗∗∗ 13.11∗∗∗
0.98
(2.01)
(2.67)
(3.45)
(1.55)
dfy
1.29
3.82∗
3.62
2.89∗∗∗
(1.30)
(1.88)
(1.50)
(3.17)
lty
0.19
0.42
0.91
0.26
(-0.17)
(0.40)
(0.61)
(-0.63)
ntis
0.21
0.43
0.43
0.22
(-0.20) (-0.31)
(-0.34)
(-0.37)
infl
0.70
2.95∗∗
1.57∗
0.35
(-0.94) (-2.09)
(-1.90)
(-0.88)
dfr
0.92
0.31
0.23
0.37
(1.46)
(0.88)
(0.55)
(1.21)
ltr
0.62
1.64∗∗∗
0.78∗∗∗
0.48
(1.27)
(3.41)
(2.74)
(1.31)

1.71
(1.06)
0.50
(-0.48)
4.23∗
(1.91)
1.59∗∗
(2.06)
0.52
(-0.64)
1.48
(1.24)
5.22∗∗∗
(2.75)
0.18
(-0.04)
0.20
(-0.13)
0.82
(1.26)
0.44∗
(1.78)
0.23
(0.53)

0.48
(0.33)
0.31
(-0.21)
4.18
(1.26)
2.10∗
(1.84)
0.24
(-0.19)
0.20
(0.13)
5.26∗∗
(2.52)
0.23
(-0.17)
0.22
(-0.13)
1.85
(1.42)
0.23
(0.86)
0.19
(-0.27)
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Table 1.8 summarizes the forecasting performance of each of the predictor variables for cumulative returns. I report the R2 and the t-statistic on βh from the following
predictive regression:
h

∑ rt+ j ≡ rt:t+h = αh + βhxt + ut:t+h,

(1.24)

j=1

where rt is the log return on a given portfolio, xt is the predictor variable, and h is the
forecast horizon. Rows correspond with different predictors, while columns correspond
with different portfolios and forecast horizons. I consider forecasts of the log excess
return on the CRSP value-weighted index, as well as the Fama and French (1993) SMB
portfolio.55 I consider forecast horizons (h) of 3, 12, and 24 months, though results
are similar at other horizons. My sample period is 1967-2012. In order to make an
apples-to-apples comparison, when looking at the other predictors, I limit my attention
to the period for which initial claims data are available.
The results in Table 1.8 suggest that initial claims for unemployment is a powerful,
highly robust predictor of broad market returns (left columns). At a three month horizon,
initial claims achieves an R2 of 2.4%. Initial claims outperforms every one of the Goyal
and Welch (2008) predictors, and its performance is comparable with the first and third
combination forecasts. The only other statistically significant univariate predictor is
the term spread, which achieves an R2 of 1.76%. At a 1 year horizon, the R2 is 6.4%,
which is statistically significant. Only the term spread performs better with an R2 of
8%. At a 2 year horizon, claims performs a bit worse, though the magnitude of the R2 is
still reasonably high. The combination forecasts perform extremely well at the 1-2 year
horizons.
55 Results

are qualitatively similar for the HML portfolio, though the statistical evidence is much weaker.
None of the variables (including the combinations) forecast HML well at short horizons, though I find
weak evidence that initial claims forecasts HML at long horizons.
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A couple of other points are worth noting about the left panel of Table 1.8. First,
the 1967-2012 sample period is a tough one for the Goyal and Welch (2008) variables.
Many of the most frequently emphasized predictors, including the dividend yield, bookto-market ratio, and the default yield fail to achieve statistical significance. Stock market
realized volatility is statistically significant at longer horizons, though the associated
magnitudes are quite small. Inflation achieves significance, though its sign is (arguably)
wrong. Second, the second combination forecast outperforms all other models by a wide
margin at all horizons. This is not surprising, given that I am taking an average of fitted
values from 12 univariate regressions, all of whose coefficients are estimated using data
from the period over which evaluation takes place.
Turning to the right panels, I find that initial claims is an even stronger predictor of
the excess return on the Fama and French (1992) SMB portfolio. The R2 values are 4.3%,
10.8%, and 9.5% at 1 quarter, 1 year, and 2 year horizons, respectively. This performance
is better than any of the Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors or any of the combination
forecasts at all horizons. The term spread, which performed the best at predicting the
market return, has essentially no predictive content for the SMB portfolio. Further, initial
claims is the only predictor which is statistically significant at the 95% level at the 2 year
horizon. These results suggest that small stocks may be disproportionately exposed to
deterioration in labor market conditions, causing their risk premia to increase more when
labor market uncertainty is high relative to larger stocks.
In additional unreported tests, I include initial claims in bivariate regressions along
with each of the Goyal and Welch (2008) predictors. In virtually all of the specifications,
initial claims remains a positive, statistically significant predictor. These results are
available upon request.
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1.5.2

Market returns are informative about future labor market
conditions
When investors have Epstein-Zin preferences, an asset’s risk premium depends

on the covariance between its return and news about both contemporaneous and future
idiosyncratic risk. In addition, agents are willing to pay a premium to hedge against
labor market uncertainty shocks. In this section, I explore the covariance structure
between market return innovations and my proxies for the level of and uncertainty about
idiosyncratic risk. Empirically, I find that while return innovations have little predictive
content for contemporaneous measures, they are highly informative about future labor
market conditions.
To demonstrate this relationship in as parsimonious of a way as possible, I estimate model-free impulse response functions. My method closely relates to the local
projection method of Jordà (2005). Jorda’s method uses direct forecasts to estimate impulse responses at longer horizons, as opposed to iterating on a (potentially misspecified)
one-period model for the evolution of the state vector. However, I identify the shocks
via different means, using an argument from Lamont (2001) which is frequently used to
construct portfolios whose returns are informative about innovations in economic state
variables: factor-mimicking or economic tracking portfolios.
For a given observable variable yt , my definition of the impulse response is
E[yt+k |rt+1 − Et [rt+1 ] = v, Ft ] − E[yt+k |rt+1 − Et [rt+1 ] = 0, Ft ] for different values of k.
Given a set of conditioning variables, zt , I decompose yt+k as
yt+k = proj(yt+k |zt ) + [Et (yt+k ) − proj(yt+k |zt )] + εt:t+k ≡ β0k zt + ξtk + εt:t+k(1.25)
,

where ξt:t+k is a term reflecting potential misspecification of the conditional mean of
yt+k and εt:t+k is the “true” innovation. I additionally assume that, as is the case in
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my general theoretical framework, the conditional mean of returns takes the linear
form rt+1 = γ0 zt + vt+1 , where vt+1 has mean zero. Then, the impulse response equals
E[εt:t+k |vt+1 = v]. One obtains consistent estimates of ξtk + εt:t+k and vt+1 by taking the
residuals from regressions of yt+k and rt+1 on zt , respectively. Given these residuals,
I estimate proj(εt:t+k |vt+1 = 1) ≡ αh by regressing ξˆ tk + ε̂t:t+k on v̂t+1 . Inference is
straightforward, since the estimate of αh from this two step procedure is identical to the
coefficient on rt+1 from a regression of yt+k on zt and rt+1 .
This approach works because vt+1 has mean zero and is independent of ξtk , so
misspecification of the conditional mean adds noise to the dependent variable (ξˆ tk + ε̂t:t+k )
of the second stage regression. As long as I have estimated the return innovation correctly,
I need not have specified the mean of yt+k correctly. The advantage of such an approach is
that, in contrast with macroeconomic time series, returns are almost serially uncorrelated.
While the conditional mean of returns does vary over time, this variation is second order
compared with its highly volatile unforecastable component. However, the use of a direct
estimation method places practical constraints on the maximum lag length which can be
considered.
Figure 1.6 shows the estimated impulse response functions to market excess
returns for six different macroeconomic variables over twelve quarters. The vector zt
includes 4 lags of the target variable, the dividend yield, initial claims for unemployment,
the term spread, and the 3 month T-bill rate. For purposes of identification, it is more
important that the variables zt capture the conditional mean of returns, as opposed to
the target variables. Including lags of the target helps to reduce noise in the estimation
of the news terms, though, consistent with my identification argument, the results are
insensitive to the inclusion of one or more lagged terms.
The top left panel shows the responses of real aggregate consumption growth
(real consumption of nondurables and services from the National Income and Product
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Figure 1.6: Model-free impulse responses to market excess return innovations. This
figure plots model-free impulse responses of key macroeconomic variables to market
excess return innovations. The impulse response is the slope coefficient on the market
return, rm,t+1 , from a univariate regression of yt+k on a vector of predictors, xt , and
rm,t+1 . The vector zt includes yt , the dividend yield, initial claims for unemployment, the
term spread, and the 3 month T-bill rate. Shaded regions are pointwise 95% confidence
bands, calculated using Newey-West standard errors, where the number of lags equals
the horizon minus 1.

Accounts). The estimated response is positive and significant for the first few quarters,
though it quickly trails off to zero at longer horizons. Note however that the associated
magnitudes are quite small. A 1 standard deviation (+8.5%) quarterly return innovation is
associated with a cumulative consumption response of only about 30 basis points, which
is 15% of the standard deviation of annual consumption growth. Note that the absence
of a response after the first year is inconsistent with the presence of a highly persistent
component in expected consumption growth. However, my regression-based test could
have low power to detect news about an extremely persistent component if its variance is
sufficiently small.
Next, I consider the response of my conditional skewness index. Since xt is
normalized to have an unconditional variance equal to one, the response is measured in
standard deviation units. The response is small and insignificant on impact, peaking at
about 1/3 of one standard deviation 3 to 4 quarters after the return innovation is observed.
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The response turns statistically insignificant around 7-8 quarters later. My point estimates
are slightly negative, though insignificant, in the last four quarters. Such a result is
consistent with a transitory component in idiosyncratic skewness which subsequently
reverses itself.56 The magnitude of the skewness response is quite substantial; the
cumulative response over the first two years is 1.35 standard deviations.
Finally, I plot the response of my labor market uncertainty proxy, initial claims for
unemployment, to return innovations. The response is hump-shaped and unambiguously
negative. A positive return innovation is associated with a decrease in future labor market
uncertainty, where the news is most informative about initial claims 6-18 months in the
future. Here, the magnitudes are fairly substantial, given that the high persistence of
initial claims.

1.6

Conclusion
This paper presents evidence for the quantitative importance of idiosyncratic tail

events as an important driver of variation in risk premia over time. The vast majority of
theoretical research on time varying risk premia exclusively emphasizes risks associated
with the level of aggregate consumption over time. My analysis suggests that risks associated with redistribution of consumption across across agents can be just as important, if
not more important, than aggregate consumption risks. I view this paper’s contribution
as a “proof of concept”; there remains plenty of room for additional work.
Labor market event risk is likely to provide a novel mechanism for the amplification of aggregate shocks. If the uninsurability of labor market shocks causes discount
rates to rise much more sharply in response to bad news than they would if markets were
complete, firms’ incentives to invest are likely to be substantially distorted. For example,
56 If

I reestimate the regressions with only lags of the targets in zt (which would be valid if returns were
unpredictable), these negative point estimates disappear.
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a recent literature emphasizes the link between uncertainty and economic growth. In
representative agent models, uncertainty affects risk premia indirectly (e.g., by changing
the distribution of aggregate consumption). In my model, as well as Herskovic et al.
(2014), uncertainty has an additional, direct effect on preferences when it is liked with the
distribution of idiosyncratic shocks. My model can be easily embedded in a production
setting, and I plan to explore these interactions in future work.
In the data, aggregate and idiosyncratic risks are tightly linked with one another.
While my general model easily accommodates the study of these interactions, I deliberately downplay risks associated with aggregate consumption so as to highlight the
potential of the incomplete markets mechanism. My model simply takes labor market
event risk and its relationship with aggregate shocks as an exogenous input. A richer
model would endogenize these interactions, enabling it to address a larger number of
policy questions.
My estimates of the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks are intended to provide
an order of magnitude for the degree of tail risk agents face via the labor market. Given
recent improvements in the quality of panels of earnings records, one should be able to
pin down these distributions fairly precisely. Its tails are effectively observable given
the cross-sectional sample sizes available. This feature make the key parameters of the
incomplete markets model much easier to estimate relative to those governing aggregate
tail risk.
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Chapter 1 Appendix
1.A

Idiosyncratic Risk Process - Calibration and Estimation

1.A.1

Additional summary statistics for income growth rates
This section provides more detail about several key results from GOS about

the nature of idiosyncratic labor income risk. In addition to providing nonparametric
evidence of with time-varying, idiosyncratic tail risk, these statistics are inputs for my
calibrated model of the labor income process in Section 1.2.3.
One obtains an intuitive measure of the asymmetry of a distribution by considering
three conditional quantiles. A robust measure of skewness is Kelley’s skewness, which is
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defined as

[Q90t −Q50t ]−[Q50t −Q10t ] 57
.
Q90t −Q10t

The denominator is the distance between the 10th

and 90th percentiles, a measure of the overall spread of the distribution. GOS show
that, over longer horizons, the denominator is almost constant. The numerator splits
Q90t − Q10t into two pieces. The first, Q90t − Q50t , measures the width of the right tail,
while the latter, Q50t − Q10t measures the width of the left tail. In most cases, increases
in the former distance are “good”, indicating a higher likelihood of seeing large increases
in wages. Increases in the latter distance indicate a higher exposure to large declines in
wages.58
Figure 1.7 shows the time series evolution of these spreads, for 1, 3, and 5 year
trailing changes in wages. These statistics pool all observations in their sample, giving
a snapshot of the entire cross-sectional distribution of wage changes across the U.S.
population. As the economy moves from an expansion to a recession, the left tail of
the distribution (Q50 − Q10, in Panel A) expands, indicating an increased likelihood of
experiencing large decreases in wages, while the width of the right tail (Q90 − Q50, in
Panel B) shrinks. There are more big losers in recessions and fewer big winners. Note
that my use of trailing growth rates in the graphs means that the long horizon measures
will tend to lag the recession bars.
Table 1.9 summarizes a number of GOS’s results on the distribution of 5-year
wage changes, which control for cohort and life-cycle fixed effects and individuals’
previous earnings.59 For each year in their sample and for each of 100 different groups
formed based on lagged wages, GOS calculate a number of quantiles of the cross-sectional
57 An

alternative name for this measure, which is more popular in the finance literature, is “conditional
asymmetry”. See, e.g., Ghysels et al. (2013).
58 For example, a Kelly’s skewness of -20% implies that the left tail makes up 60% of the spread between
the 10th and 90th percentiles, while the right tail contributes the remaining 40% of the distance.
59 A potential critique of Figure 1.7 is that the reported statistics pool the entire population of male earners
together, which could overstate the asymmetry of the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks. Therefore, it
is important to control for other observable characteristics as well, particularly lagged earnings. GOS
control for lagged earnings nonparametrically, placing each individual into one of 100 bins based upon his
earnings over the previous 5 years, though similar results obtain when also controlling for age. I refer the
reader to GOS for further details on this procedure.
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Panel A: Difference between 50th and 10th percentiles of trailing k year real income growth rate
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Panel B: Difference between 90th and 50th percentiles of trailing k year real income growth rate
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Figure 1.7: Dynamic evolution of the cross-section of income growth rates over time.
Panel A plots the evolution of the distance between the 50th and 10th percentiles, a
measure of the width of the left tail, of the cross-sectional distribution of 1,3, and 5-year
trailing real income growth rates from the 10% sample of Social Security earnings
records in GOS. Panel B reports the distance between the 90th and 50th percentiles, a
measure of the width of the right tail. Data are from GOS Appendix Table A.13, which
reports linearly detrended cross-sectional quantiles.
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Table 1.9: Summary statistics for the cross sectional distribution of income growth
rates. This table summarizes a number of statistics from the cross-section of 5-year log
income growth rates, which are calculated from statistics reported by GOS using annual
data from 1978-2011. I report the average of each statistic over the 91st through 95th
percentiles of the 5-year average income distribution (see GOS for a detailed definition)
and over time. The second column indicates the period over which the average value of
the statistic is calculated, where “E”, “R”, and “R - E” denote expansions, recessions,
and the difference between recessions and expansions, respectively.
Statistic
Median

10th Percentile

90th Percentile

Kelley’s Skewness

Period
E
R
R-E

Value
1.53
-2.41
-3.81

Statistic
Scale measures
Inter-Quartile Range
90-10 Percentile Spread

Period

Value

R-E
R-E

1.30
-0.62

E
R
R-E

-62.62
-74.23
-11.51

Left tail width measures
50-25 Percentile Spread
50-10 Percentile Spread

R-E
R-E

3.01
7.70

E
R
R-E

53.19
40.96
-11.93

Right tail width measures
75-50 Percentile Spread
90-50 Percentile Spread
95-50 Percentile Spread
99-50 Percentile Spread

R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E

-1.72
-8.12
-15.47
-26.71

E
R
R-E

-10.85
-24.73
-13.89

distribution of income growth rates. They then average these statistics over expansion
periods and recession periods, and compare the average levels of the different quantiles
in expansions with those in recessions. In their classification, recession periods begin
one year prior to the start of the recession and end several years after the recession has
ended, in order to emphasize persistent changes in wages from recessions, as opposed to
more temporary declines in income such as lost wages during unemployment spells.60
Expansions are 5-year periods which do not include a recession year.
The left panel of Table 1.9 reports the median, 10th percentile, 90th percentile,
and Kelley’s skewness of five year income growth rates in expansions and recessions,
respectively. The right panel reports the changes in quantile-based measures of scale–the
60 GOS

define income growth rates starting in 1979, 1989, 1999, and 2006 as those which include
recessions. Expansions average over income growth rates starting in 1983, 1984, 1993, 1994, and 2002.
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inter-quartile range and the 90 - 10 percentile spread–in recessions versus expansions.
The right panel also reports quantile-based measures of the width of the left and right
tails of the cross-sectional distribution, respectively. Recall that increases in the width of
the left tail indicate higher risk exposures.
Several features of Table 1.9 are particularly striking. First, high earners face a
substantial degree of idiosyncratic labor income risk, even in expansions. The average
90-10 spread is 115 log percentage points. Second, the entire distribution shifts to the left
in bad times; all of the quantiles are strictly lower in recessions relative to expansions.
This shift is not specific to the three quantiles in the left panel. All of the reported
quantiles are lower in recessions.
Third, the change in the 10th and 90th percentiles is larger than the change in
the median, meaning that width of the left tail expands in recessions, while the right
tail shrinks (as was the case in Figure 1.7. This cyclical asymmetry is reflected by the
change in Kelley’s skewness, which decreases by 14 percentage points. In contrast,
both measures of the overall spread of the distribution changes very little over the cycle.
GOS demonstrate that a similar result holds for second moments, particularly at longer
horizons.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the tails of the idiosyncratic wage growth
distribution, as measured by extreme quantiles, are much more responsive to the cycle
than the center of the distribution. Over 5 year periods which include a recession, the
median change in wages is 3.8 log percentage points lower relative to expansions. Scale
measures barely change at all. However, the extreme quantiles of income growth rates
are highly cyclical. The 50-10 spread increases by 7.7 log points, indicating a higher risk
of large wage declines, while the 50-25 and 75-50 spreads moves much less (3 and -1.7
log points, respectively). Turning to the right tail, where more statistics are available, I
find that the 90-50 spread shrinks by a magnitude comparable to the 50-10 spread, while
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the more extreme tail quantiles contract by considerably larger amounts. The 95-50 and
99-50 spreads shrink by 15.5 and 26.7 log points, respectively.
The results in Table 1.9 suggest that, for those individuals who receive idiosyncratic shocks from the center of the distribution, the business cycle has a relatively mild
impact on their labor income. However, for those who experience larger shocks, the
cycle has a substantial quantitative impact. Ex post, aggregate shocks appear to be
disproportionately borne by a small fraction of the population. Section 1.2.3 replicates
these features with a simple model where labor income is exposed to infrequent but very
large shocks whose distribution is state-dependent.
Table 1.9 reported a number of statistics for the cross-sectional distribution of
income growth rates, which were averaged over the 91st through 95th percentiles of the
earnings distribution. Table 1.10 shows that the same results hold for different segments of
the earnings distribution. It reports the same statistics, averaged over different percentiles
of the distribution. These ranges are indicated by different columns, where [96,100] in
the first column indicates that we are describing the risk faced by the top 5% of earners.
Thus, row one, column three of Table 1.9 reports the median changes in log income,
averaged over the top 5 percentiles of the 5-year average income distribution and over 5
expansion periods.
Regardless of the specific group (column of Table 1.10) considered, the results
are consistent with the discussion in the main text. The overall level of idiosyncratic risk
is extremely high, with the level of the 90-10 spread exceeding 100 log percentage points
for all groups. The entire distribution shifts to the left in recessions. Scale measures
are relatively insensitive to the business cycle, while the extreme tails move much more
strongly. Finally, including the highest group of earners increases the overall degree of
risk substantially.
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Table 1.10: Summary statistics for the cross sectional distribution of income growth
rates. This table summarizes a number of statistics from the cross-section of 5-year
log income growth rates, which are calculated from statistics reported by GOS using
annual data from 1978-2011. Columns indicate averages of the statistic over different
percentiles of the 5-year average income distribution (see GOS for a detailed definition),
where 1 and 100 indicate the lowest and highest 1% of earners, respectively. The second
column indicates the period over which the average value of the statistic is calculated,
where “E”, “R”, and “R - E” denote expansions, recessions, and the difference between
recessions and expansions, respectively.

Statistic
Median

10th Percentile

90th Percentile

Kelley’s Skewness

Period
E
R
R-E
E
R
R-E
E
R
R-E
E
R
R-E

Average over percentiles of 5-year average income distribution
[96,100] [91,100] [91,95] [76,100] [76,95] [76,90]
2.71
2.12
1.53
1.22
0.84
0.61
-4.46
-3.44
-2.41
-2.99
-2.62
-2.68
-7.50
-5.65
-3.81
-4.19
-3.37
-3.22
-76.48
-69.55
-62.62
-63.99
-60.87
-60.28
-95.34
-84.79
-74.23
-76.09
-71.27
-70.29
-18.35
-14.93
-11.51
-11.91
-10.31
-9.90
76.63
64.91
53.19
52.59
46.58
44.37
53.51
47.23
40.96
39.27
35.72
33.97
-20.47
-16.20
-11.93
-12.80
-10.88
-10.53
-3.22
-7.03
-10.85
-12.65
-15.01
-16.40
-22.30
-23.52
-24.73
-27.23
-28.46
-29.70
-19.09
-16.49
-13.89
-14.58
-13.45
-13.31

Scale Measures
Inter-Quartile Range
90-10 Percentile Spread

R-E
R-E

0.43
-4.26

0.86
-2.44

1.30
-0.62

0.78
-1.22

0.87
-0.46

0.73
-0.40

Left Tail Width Measures
50-25 Percentile Spread
50-10 Percentile Spread

R-E
R-E

4.08
10.85

3.55
9.28

3.01
7.70

2.67
7.72

2.32
6.94

2.09
6.69

Right Tail Width Measures
75-50 Percentile Spread
90-50 Percentile Spread
95-50 Percentile Spread
99-50 Percentile Spread

R-E
R-E
R-E
R-E

-3.66
-12.97
-19.06
-29.81

-2.69
-10.54
-17.26
-28.26

-1.72
-8.12
-15.47
-26.71

-1.89
-8.61
-15.46
-25.82

-1.45
-7.52
-14.56
-24.82

-1.36
-7.32
-14.26
-24.19
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1.A.2

Skewness Index Estimation

Proof of Proposition 1.1
This section derives expressions for the moments of time-aggregated wages from
my quarterly model in (1.1-1.2). For notational simplicity, I suppress i subscripts here. A
first-order Taylor expansion yields that, for k ≥ 4,
wA,t − wA,t−k

≈

k−1
1
1
3
3
1
1
∆wt + ∆wt−1 + ∆wt−2 + ∑ ∆wt− j + ∆wt−k + ∆wt−k−1 + ∆wt−k−2 .
4
2
4
4
2
4
j=3

k−1
1
1
3
3
1
1
= β · k + ηt + ηt−1 + ηt−2 + ∑ ηt− j + ηt−k + ηt−k−1 + ηt−k−2
4
2
4
4
2
4
j=3

1
1
ρ(L)(ηt + ηt−1 + ηt−2 + ηt−3 ) − ρ(L)(ηt−k + ηt−k−1 + ηt−k−2 + ηt−k−3 )
4
4
1
1
+
(εt + εt−1 + εt−2 + εt−3 ) − (εt−k + εt−k−1 + εt−k−2 + εt−k−3 )
4 {z
}
|4
+

≡εA,t −εA,t−k

≡ β · k + θk (L; ρ)ηt + εA,t − εA,t−k ,

(1.26)

where θk (·) is a polynomial in the lag operator whose second argument is the vector of
coefficients for ρ(L). Next, I link the third central moments of time-aggregated wages
with moments from the quarterly model. Since ηt is independent of ηt− j given the path
of the aggregate state, then
∞

M3 [yA,t − yA,t−k ] = k3 M3 [β] + ∑ [θk, j (ρ)]3 M3 [ηt− j ] + M3 [εA,t − εA,t−k ],
j=0

≡ φk (L; ρ)M3 [ηt ] + k3 M3 [β] + M3 [εA,t − εA,t−k ],

(1.27)

where M3 (·) denotes the third central moment, conditional on aggregate information.61
If we further assume that M3 (ηt ) = a + b0 yt , where yt is a vector of observable state
61 This

follows because, given two independent random variables x and z with µx ≡ E[x] and µz ≡ E[z],

E[(x + z − µx − µz )3 ] = E[(x − µx )3 ] + 3E[(x − µx )2 (z − µz )] + 3E[(x − µx )(z − µz )2 ] + E[(z − µz )3 ]
= E[(x − µx )3 ] + E[(z − µz )3 ] ≡ M3 [x] + M3 [z],
where we use independence to replace terms such as E[(x − µx )2 (z − µz )] with E[(x − µx )2 ]E[(z − µz )] = 0.
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variables, then
M3 [wA,t − wA,t−k ] = ck + b0 φk (L; ρ)zt ,

(1.28)

where φk (L; ρ) is a known lag polynomial and ck ≡ φk (1; ρ)a + k3 M3 [β] + M3 [εA,t −
εA,t−k ], which is constant given our assumption that the third moments of βi and εt are
state independent.

Skewness Indices - Parametric Approach
Motivation for Explanatory Variables
I consider four macroeconomic time series for inclusion in the vector yt . The first
variable, ∆empt , is the quarterly change in the logarithm of private payroll employment.
In section 1.2.3, I found that the tails of the income growth distribution are much more
sensitive to the cycle relative to the center. If tail events are related to transitions between
jobs, one would expect to see more large positive shocks and fewer large negative shocks
when firms are hiring, generating a positive relation between ∆empt and cross-sectional
skewness.
The second variable, ∆yt , is the quarterly change in real compensation to private
sector employees, which is essentially the first moment of the cross-sectional distribution
of income growth rates. If changes in the first moment are driven by changes in the tails,
one would expect to see a positive relation between ∆yt and cross-sectional skewness.
All nominal variables are converted to real variables using the personal consumption
expenditures (PCE) deflator.
The third variable, pwt−1 , is the lagged ratio of corporate profits to wages,
detrended using a HP filter.62 This variable captures a potential timing mismatch between
62 I

filter the series to eliminate very low frequency movements in this ratio, which could be related to
changes in the composition of the private sector relative to the economy as a whole over time. As such, I
use a smoothing parameter of 12,800, 8 times higher than the standard quarterly choice of 1600. Similar
results obtain if the series is detrended by using a 10-year backward-looking moving average.
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shocks received by firms and those received by workers. Relative to profits, the response
of wages to aggregate shocks is more sluggish, generating cyclical variation in overall
profitability. If profits and wages are cointegrated, pwt−1 can be interpreted as an errorcorrection term. Thus, when profits are high relative to wages, it is likely that firm
recently experienced a series of favorable shocks. Future wages are likely to be higher
and firms are more likely to be hiring than firing, causing the right tail of the income
growth distribution to expand and the left tail to contract.
Additional motivation for ∆yt and pwt−1 comes from Berk et al. (2010). They
derive the optimal contract between a risk averse worker and a risk-neutral firm when the
productivity of the match varies over time, extending Harris and Holmstrom (1982) to a
setting where firms have a financial incentive to issue debt. Under the optimal contract,
firms partially insure workers against productivity shocks. In normal times, wages rise
less than 1 for 1 in response to positive shocks and stay constant in response to negative
shocks. This insurance breaks down when firms encounter financial distress, dissolving
completely if the firm goes bankrupt. Workers whose contracts are terminated experience
sudden, large declines in wages–i.e. idiosyncratic “disaster risk” arises as an equilibrium
outcome of the model.63
Berk et al. (2010) is a partial equilibrium model, lacking any sources of aggregate
risk. However, if one takes the structure of their optimal contract as given and applies it
to a world where aggregate productivity is time-varying, the implications for the crosssectional distribution of income growth rates are relatively clear. When productivity
increases, firms’ average profit margins increase, making it easier for firms to insure
workers against bad shocks in the future. When profitability increases, average wages also
increase. Conversely, firms have lower risk-bearing capacity when overall profitability
63 Berk et al. (2010) write: “employees’ wages at the moment of termination will typically be substantially
greater than their competitive market wages. As a result, these entrenched employees face substantial costs
resulting from a bankruptcy filing.”
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is low and wages are falling, increasing the risk that workers experience large negative
shocks and making the income growth rate distribution more negatively skewed.64
The last variable, ∆ct , is the change in the logarithm of real aggregate consumption
(nondurables plus services). The intuition for aggregate consumption is essentially
identical to that for ∆yt . One would expect the distribution of income growth rates to be
more negatively skewed when household consumption is falling. However, compared
with ∆yt , there is more scope for a timing mismatch between ∆ct and cross-sectional
skewness. For example, households with a strong precautionary savings motive could cut
consumption today in response to bad news about the distribution of future labor income
growth, causing ∆ct to lead the cross-sectional moments.
Results
As a precursor to my regressions, Figure 1.8 summarizes the univariate forecasting
performance of the employment and compensation growth, perhaps two of the most
natural candidates for zt . It plots the time series of 1-year and 5-year third central moments
from GOS, and weighted moving averages of these first two variables, φk (L; 0)∆empt and
φk (L; 0)∆yt , respectively. For purposes of generating these graphs, I calculate the moving
averages assuming that ρ(L) = 0, which assumes that transitory shocks are completely
state-independent. As we discuss in greater detail below, changing ρ(·) primarily impacts
the level of φk (L; 0)zt rather than its time series variation. Similar results obtain with
other choices of ρ(·).
At both horizons, the time-aggregated employment and income growth measures
track the cross-sectional moments quite closely. The latter works slightly better at the
5-year horizon, while both measures perform equally well at the 1-year horizon. The
R2 ’s from univariate regressions of 5-year moments on employment and income growth
are 61% and 72%, respectively. For 1-year measures, these R2 ’s are 68% and 67%,
64 Giving workers occasional opportunities to switch firms, as in on-the-job search models, could
potentially generate procyclical variation in the likelihood of experiencing large positive shocks as well.

Standard deviations relative to mean

Standard deviations relative to mean
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Panel A: 5 year trailing measures
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Panel B: 1 year trailing measures
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Figure 1.8: Co-movement of aggregate variables with third central moment of idiosyncratic income growth rates. Panel A plots the co-movement of 5-year idiosyncratic third
central moments from GOS with weighted moving averages of logarithmic employment
growth and real compensation growth. Panel B repeats the analysis for a 1 year measures. Series are standardized to have mean zero and unit variance. The weights are
the lag polynomials φ20 (L; 0) and φ4 (L; 0) for 5 year and 1 year changes, respectively,
which are defined in equation (1.27).

respectively.65 At these frequencies, the two moving averages are fairly highly correlated.
This is perhaps unsurprising, because changes in the size of the workforce likely generate
the lion’s share of variation in aggregate wages. In the data, the asymmetry of the
idiosyncratic labor income growth distribution is tightly linked with the extensive margin.
Table 1.11 estimates the vector b in (1.4) by regressing the time-aggregated
skewness measures on several aggregate variables. Given the sample size, I limit attention
to univariate and bivariate specifications. Panel A sets ρ(L) = 0, while Panel B allows for
65 See

Table 1.11, Panel A.
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a restricted MA(1) structure: ρ(L) = ρ · [1 + L].66 In this latter specification, the partial
derivative of yit with respect to ηit on is [1 + ρ] in quarters t and t + 1, and 1 in later
periods; thus, the temporary effect reinforces (dampens if ρ < 0) the permanent effect by
an additional ρ%. All estimates are obtained by minimizing the sum of squared residuals,
which is an OLS regression when ρ is held fixed, and nonlinear least squares otherwise.67
Each panel includes the coefficients from three different estimations. In the left
columns, I report coefficients from pooled GMM regressions which include both 1 and
5-year third central moments as dependent variables. Next, we reestimate the model using
data from each horizon separately. The center columns use 5-year measures only, while
the right columns use 1-year measures only. When estimating these univariate regressions
in Panel B, I fix the value of ρ at its estimated value from the bivariate model.68
Qualitatively, the picture is essentially the same across specifications. In models
1-4, each of the four proxies always has the expected (positive) sign and is highly statistically significant. When I allow ρ 6= 0 in Panel B, our estimates are generally positive,
suggesting that permanent shocks have additional transitory effects. In the bivariate
models 5 and 6, both variables always enter positively and are generally statistically
significant. A combination of contemporaneous income or employment growth with a
proxy for future labor market conditions pwt−1 matches the skewness measures quite
well. Our estimates in Model 7, where ∆yt and ∆ct are both generally significant but enter
with opposite signs, are somewhat less intuitive. However, the time series of quarterly
skewness measures from this model track those from the other, more intuitive models
relatively closely.
Panel A of Figure 1.9 plots our estimates of quarterly conditional third central
moments, b̂0 zt , from the pooled GMM estimates of models 5-7 from Panel B of Table
66 Similar

results obtain with different lag lengths.
calculate standard which are robust to the presence of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. I use a
Newey-West estimator for the long-run variance with 4 lags.
68 Thus, the associated standard errors are best interpreted as conditional on ρ̂.
67 I
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Table 1.11: Regressions of third central moment of income growth on aggregate
variables. This table presents the results from estimating equation (1.4) for different
choices of zt by least squares. The dependent variable is the time series of third
central moments from the cross section of income growth rates from GOS. Panel A
restricts ρ(L) = 0, while Panel B estimates ρ(L) = ρ · [1 + L]. The “pooled GMM”
column combines information from 1 and 5 year moments, while the next two columns
reestimate the models using data on 5 year and 1 year measures only, conditioning on ρ̂
from the pooled specification. Newey-West standard errors, calculated with 4 lags, are
in parentheses.

Model
1

Variable
∆empt

2

∆yt

3

pwt−1

4

∆ct

5

∆empt
pwt−1

6

∆yt
pwt−1

7

∆yt
∆ct

Model
1

Variable
∆empt

2

∆yt

3

pwt−1

4

∆ct

5

∆empt
pwt−1

6

∆yt
pwt−1

7

∆yt
∆ct

Pooled GMM
Coefficient
ρ̂
1.7959***
0
(0.415)
1.1325***
0
(0.143)
0.0438***
0
(0.006)
1.5459***
0
(0.383)
1.2245***
0
(0.236)
0.0257***
(0.006)
0.8456***
0
(0.129)
0.0202***
(0.007)
1.8210***
0
(0.123)
-1.9281***
(0.230)

Panel A: Specifications with ρ(L) = 0
5 year only
R25 , R21
Coefficient
R2
0.599
1.5640***
0.612
0.340
(0.424)
0.708
0.9944***
0.722
0.395
(0.152)
0.610
0.0402***
0.615
0.205
(0.007)
0.233
1.3163***
0.241
0.156
(0.388)
0.766
0.9908***
0.780
0.353
(0.214)
0.0256***
(0.006)
0.808
0.6895***
0.823
0.391
(0.093)
0.0210***
(0.006)
0.853
1.6517***
0.866
0.432
(0.104)
-1.8194***
(0.249)

Panel B: Specifications with ρ(L) = ρ · [1 + L]
Pooled GMM
5 year only
Coefficient
ρ̂
R25 , R21
Coefficient
R2
1.5676***
0.5763
0.545
1.3332***
0.562
(0.473)
(0.371)
0.489
(0.371)
0.9565***
0.6002**
0.676
0.8390***
0.690
(0.160)
(0.237)
0.571
(0.152)
0.0433***
-1.3590***
0.614
0.0393***
0.620
(0.007)
(0.285)
0.275
(0.008)
1.2088***
0.8957*
0.239
1.0426***
0.246
(0.376)
(0.448)
0.248
(0.369)
1.1851***
0.4639
0.702
0.9456***
0.720
(0.261)
(0.313)
0.495
(0.208)
0.0221***
0.0217***
(0.007)
(0.005)
0.7952***
0.5240**
0.752
0.6568***
0.768
(0.125)
(0.243)
0.566
(0.116)
0.0154*
0.0158***
(0.008)
(0.005)
1.5525***
0.4392**
0.810
1.4137***
0.822
(0.140)
(0.217)
0.574
(0.115)
-1.5139***
-1.4530***
(0.305)
(0.246)

1 year only
Coefficient
R2
6.1042***
0.677
(0.865)
3.1307***
0.666
(0.434)
0.1303***
0.366
(0.020)
6.0070***
0.348
(1.691)
5.1872***
0.715
(0.991)
0.0497***
(0.018)
2.7027***
0.689
(0.666)
0.0407
(0.026)
3.5460***
0.673
(0.584)
-1.4021
(1.840)

1 year only
Coefficient
R2
2.9610***
0.629
(0.455)
1.4730***
0.651
(0.196)
0.0891***
0.374
(0.016)
1.7950***
0.278
(0.650)
2.8498***
0.676
(0.617)
0.0295***
(0.010)
1.3848***
0.678
(0.326)
0.0224*
(0.012)
2.1247***
0.670
(0.372)
-1.1432
(1.124)
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Fitted third central moment, demeaned

Panel A: Quarterly third central moment of permanent shocks − all models, demeaned
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Figure 1.9: Key features from estimated regression models. Panel A plots pooled
GMM estimates of quarterly conditional third central moments from the estimated
specifications in Panel B of Table 1.11, i.e. b̂0 zt . A dashed vertical line indicates the
beginning of the sample period used to estimate the skewness measures. Panel B plots
the coefficients of the lag polynomial φ4 (L; ρ) in the regression equation (1.4) for 1 year
skewness measures. The first series imposes ρ(L) = 0, while the second corresponds
with the estimated ρ(L) = ρ̂(1 + L) from Model 5. The third line rescales the first line
so that the sum of the weights is the same as that from the estimated specification. Panel
C repeats the analysis in Panel B for 5 year measures.

1.11. The picture from the corresponding models in Panel A are essentially identical.
Model 5, which includes employment growth and the profit-wage ratio, appears to capture
a common, low-frequency component around which the more volatile estimates from
Models 6 and 7 fluctuate. While all three time series are highly cyclical, peaking in
expansions and bottoming out in recessions, these idiosyncratic risk measures exhibit
substantial time series variation, even in periods without recessions. Moreover, a quarterly
NBER recession indicator has almost no explanatory power.
With the exception of ∆ct , all of my proxies are capable of capturing the variation
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in the 5-year measures quite well. Models 1-3 and 5-7 generate R2 ’s in excess of 60% at
a 5-year horizon. The inferior performance of Model 4 is somewhat unsurprising in light
of my discussion above about a potential timing mismatch between ∆ct and idiosyncratic
labor market shocks. Moreover, the 5-year R2 ’s are similar between the pooled GMM and
univariate specifications in the left and middle columns, respectively. At a 1-year horizon,
R2 ’s are also in excess of 60% for Models 1-2 and 5-7 in the univariate specifications
in the middle and right columns. However, the differences between the pooled GMM
and univariate specifications are larger. In the pooled GMM specifications, these R2 ’s are
between 10 and 20 percentage points lower in Panel B and substantially lower in Panel
A.
If the data are generated according to equation (5), the slope coefficients from a
regression of M3 [yA,t −yA,t−k ] on φk (L; ρ) is the same for all horizons k. My pooled GMM
estimations impose this restriction.Therefore, I can check the validity of this assumption
by comparing the estimated coefficients and R2 ’s in the middle and right columns with
those from the pooled estimation. Comparing the the middle and right columns, the
coefficients estimated using the 1-year skewness measures only are generally much larger
in magnitude than the pooled estimates. These differences are particularly stark in Panel
A, where unrestricted 1-year specifications outperform the pooled GMM estimates by a
wide margin.
These discrepancies, though still present, shrink substantially once I allow ρ 6= 0
(Panel B). When comparing the R2 ’s from the pooled GMM specifications in Panels A
and B, the first order effect of allowing ρ 6= 0 is an improvement in the fit for 1-year
skewness measures. Panels B and C of Figure 1.9 offer an explanation for such a result.
Panel B plots the coefficients of the lag polynomial φ4 (L; ρ) in the regression equation
(1.4) for 1 year skewness measures. First, I plot the weights when ρ(L) = 0. Second, I
plot the weights implied by ρ(L) = ρ̂(1 + L) from model 5. The third line rescales the
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first so that the sum of the weights matches the second, making it easier to compare the
shapes of the two fitted polynomials.
At a 1-year horizon, both lag polynomials are tent-shaped, giving the highest
weight to the third lag (the shock received in first quarter of the end year). The biggest
difference is that the model with ρ > 0 has a much higher peak. The sum of weights is
about 75% larger relative to the specification with ρ = 0. Second, the weighting function
with ρ > 0 is asymmetric, overweighting more recent lags. Relative to the change in the
sum of the weights, the change in the shape induced by ρ 6= 0–the difference between
the solid gray and dashed blue lines–is less substantial. As such, the primary effect of
allowing ρ > 0 is to increase the variance of φk (L; ρ)zt by a factor of around 3, shrinking
the 1-year regression coefficients towards zero.
Figure 1.9, Panel C shows the corresponding weights in the lag polynomials for 5
year measures. Once again, the specification with ρ > 0 puts higher weight on recent lags.
However, as I am summing over a much larger number of lags, the overall effect is quite
minor. The sum of the weights is much less sensitive to changes in ρ, and the weighting
functions have essentially identical shapes after the 5th lag. Accordingly, changes in ρ
will have much larger effects on the 1-year moving averages relative to the 5-year moving
averages.
Looking at Panel B of Table 1.11, there remains room for improvement. The
coefficients from the unrestricted 1-year models in the right columns are still larger and
the R2 ’s are somewhat lower than their counterparts from the pooled GMM specifications.
There appear to be additional dimensions of transitory risk which are not captured
by my relatively simplistic model for ρ(L). For example, models 5-6 in the right
column tend to place higher weights on ∆yt and ∆empt relative to the other columns, so
contemporaneous labor market factors might have a closer connection with transitory
risk than the forward-looking pwt−1 . The dynamics of the quarterly skewness measures
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are relatively insensitive to my specification of ρ(L). However, I am more concerned
with the model’s performance at longer frequencies, which is quite strong.
In additional unreported results, I replicate the volatility tests from Table 1.2
for each of the conditional skewness indices. For most of the models, all three of the
measures from section 1.2.4 proxy for uncertainty about future idiosyncratic risk. For
some of these alternative specifications, I find that the cross-sectional volatility measure
works particularly well.

Implementation Details - 3PRF Approach
Variables used to calculate the skewness index
Table 1.12 lists the variables which I use to construct my skewness index. Following Wu and Xia (2014), 97 of the variables are obtained from Global Insight, which is the
subset of 120 series from Bernanke et al. (2005) which are available through the present.
I augment these time series with 12 variables from the literature on return predictability,
which are taken from Ivo Welch. The second column provides the Global Insight or
Goyal and Welch (2008) mnemonic for each series, and the final column indicates which
transformation, if any, I perform to the raw time series data.
Methodology
Here, I provide a number of additional details about the estimation procedure
which generates my quarterly skewness index. Equation (1.4) shows that I can write a
panel of time-aggregated cross-sectional moments (at different horizons k, measured at
different times t) in “regression” form. I estimate b so as to minimize the sum of squared
residuals in (1.4).
Equation (1.4) is linear in parameters conditional on the moving average coefficient, ρ. Further, the slope coefficients are identical across horizons; only the intercepts
are horizon-specific. Therefore, for low-dimensional yt , an OLS regression of the cross-

IPS11.M
IPS299.M
IPS12.M
IPS13.M
IPS18.M
IPS25.M
IPS32.M
IPS34.M
IPS38.M
IPS43.M
IPS311.M
IPS307.M
IPS10.M
UTL11.M
PMI.M
PMP.M
PI001.M
A0M051.M

LHEM.M
LHNAG.M
LHUR.M
LHU680.M
LHU5.M
LHU14.M
LHU15.M
LHU26.M
CES001.M
CES002.M
CES003.M
CES006.M

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Mneumonic

EMPLOYMENT AND HOURS
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE: EMPLOYED, TOTAL (THOUS.,SA)
CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE: EMPLOYED, NONAGRIC.INDUSTRIES (THOUS.,SA)
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: ALL WORKERS, 16 YEARS and OVER (%,SA)
UNEMPLOY.BY DURATION: AVERAGE(MEAN)DURATION IN WEEKS (SA)
UNEMPLOY.BY DURATION: PERSONS UNEMPL.LESS THAN 5 WKS (THOUS.,SA)
UNEMPLOY.BY DURATION: PERSONS UNEMPL.5 TO 14 WKS (THOUS.,SA)
UNEMPLOY.BY DURATION: PERSONS UNEMPL.15 WKS + (THOUS.,SA)
UNEMPLOY.BY DURATION: PERSONS UNEMPL.15 TO 26 WKS (THOUS.,SA)
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - TOTAL NONFARM
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - TOTAL PRIVATE
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - GOODS-PRODUCING
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - MINING

REAL OUTPUT AND INCOME
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - PRODUCTS, TOTAL
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - FINAL PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - CONSUMER GOODS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - DURABLE CONSUMER GOODS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - NONDURABLE CONSUMER GOODS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - BUSINESS EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - MATERIALS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - DURABLE GOODS MATERIALS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - NONDURABLE GOODS MATERIALS
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - MANUFACTURING (SIC)
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - OIL & GAS WELL DRILLING & MANUFACTURED HOMES
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - RESIDENTIAL UTILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX - TOTAL INDEX
CAPACITY UTILIZATION - MANUFACTURING (SIC)
PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX (SA)
NAPM PRODUCTION INDEX (PERCENT)
PERSONAL INCOME, BIL$ , SAAR
PERS INCOME LESS TRSF PMT (AR BIL. CHAIN 2009 $), SA-US

Description

Table 1.12: List of Variables Included in Calculation of Skewness Index

∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

Transform
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Mneumonic
CES011.M
CES015.M
CES017.M
CES033.M
CES046.M
CES048.M
CES049.M
CES053.M
CES140.M
CES154.M
CES155.M
PMEMP.M

PI031.M
PI032.M
PI033.M
PI034.M

HSFR.M
HSNE.M
HSMW.M
HSSOU.M
HSWST.M
HS6BR.M
HMOB.M

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

log
log
log
log
log
log
log

HOUSING STARTS AND SALES
HOUSING STARTS:TOTAL FARM&NONFARM (THOUS.,SA)
HOUSING STARTS:NORTHEAST (THOUS.U.)S.A.
HOUSING STARTS:MIDWEST(THOUS.U.)S.A.
HOUSING STARTS:SOUTH (THOUS.U.)S.A.
HOUSING STARTS:WEST (THOUS.U.)S.A.
HOUSING AUTHORIZED: TOTAL NEW PRIV HOUSING UNITS (THOUS.,NSA)
MOBILE HOMES: MANUFACTURERS’ SHIPMENTS (THOUS.OF UNITS,SAAR)

Transform
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

CONSUMPTION
PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES, BIL$ , SAAR
PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES - DURABLE GOODS, BIL$ , SAAR
PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES - NONDURABLE GOODS, BIL$ , SAAR
PERSONAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES - SERVICES, BIL$ , SAAR

Description
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - CONSTRUCTION
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - MFG
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - DURABLE GOODS
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - NONDURABLE GOODS
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - SERVICE-PROVIDING
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - TRADE, TRANSPORT, UTILITIES
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - WHOLESALE TRADE
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - RETAIL TRADE
EMPLOYEES, NONFARM - GOVERNMENT
AVG WKLY HOURS, PROD WRKRS, NONFARM - MFG
AVG WKLY OVERTIME HOURS, PROD WRKRS, NONFARM - MFG
NAPM EMPLOYMENT INDEX (PERCENT)

Table 1.12: List of Variables Included in Calculation of Skewness Index, Continued
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PMNV.M
PMNO.M
PMDEL.M
MOCMQ.M
MSONDQ.M

FSPCOM.M
FSPIN.M
DY (GW)
EP (GW)
BM (GW)
SVAR (GW)
TBL (GW)
TMS (GW)
DFY (GW)
LTY (GW)
NTIS (GW)
INFL (GW)
DFR (GW)
LTR (GW)

EXRUK.M
EXRCAN.M

54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

73
74

Mneumonic

EXCHANGE RATES
FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE: UNITED KINGDOM (CENTS PER POUND)
FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE: CANADA (CANADIAN $ PER U.S.$)

STOCK RETURNS AND PREDICTABILITY STATE VARIABLES
S&P’S COMMON STOCK PRICE INDEX: COMPOSITE (1941-43=10)
S&P’S COMMON STOCK PRICE INDEX: INDUSTRIALS (1941-43=10)
DIVIDEND YIELD
EARNINGS-PRICE RATIO
BOOK-TO-MARKET RATIO
STOCK MARKET REALIZED VARIANCE
3 MONTH T-BILL RATE
TERM SPREAD
DEFAULT YIELD: BAA - AAA SPREAD
LONG-TERM YIELD
NET ISSUANCE
INFLATION
CORPORATE - GOVT BOND RETURN
LONG-TERM BOND RETURN

Description
REAL INVENTORIES, ORDERS, AND UNFILLED ORDERS
NAPM INVENTORIES INDEX (PERCENT)
NAPM NEW ORDERS INDEX (PERCENT)
NAPM VENDOR DELIVERIES INDEX (PERCENT)
NEW ORDERS (NET) - CONSUMER GOODS and MATERIALS, 1996 $ (BCI)
NEW ORDERS, NONDEFENSE CAPITAL GOODS, IN 1996 $ (BCI)

Table 1.12: List of Variables Included in Calculation of Skewness Index, Continued

∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log

Transform
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FYFF.M
FYGM3.M
FYGM6.M
FYGT1.M
FYGT5.M
FYGT10.M
FYGM3.M-FYFF.M
FYGM6.M-FYFF.M
FYGT1.M-FYFF.M
FYGT5.M-FYFF.M
FYGT10.M-FYFF.M

ALCIBL00.M
CCINRV.M
FM1.M
FM2.M
MBASE.M
MNY2.M

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89
90
91

Mneumonic

MONEY AND CREDIT QUANTITY AGGREGATES
COML&IND LOANS OUTST IN 2009 $,SA-U
CONSUMER CREDIT OUTSTANDING - NONREVOLVING(G19)
MONEY STOCK: M1(CURR,TRAV.CKS,DEM DEP,OTHER CK’ABLE DEP)(BIL$,SA)
MONEY STOCK:M2(M1+O’NITE RPS,EURO$,G/P&B/D MMMFS&SAV&SM TIME DEP(BIL$,SA)
REVISED MONETARY BASE-ADJUSTED-(FED RESERVE BANK-SAINT LOUIS),SA-US
M2 - MONEY SUPPLY - M1 + SAVINGS DEPOSITS, SMALL TIME DEPOSITS, & MMMFS [H6],SA-US

INTEREST RATES
NTEREST RATE: FEDERAL FUNDS (EFFECTIVE) (% PER ANNUM,NSA)
INTEREST RATE: U.S.TREASURY BILLS,SEC MKT,3-MO.(% PER ANN,NSA)
INTEREST RATE: U.S.TREASURY BILLS,SEC MKT,6-MO.(% PER ANN,NSA)
INTEREST RATE: U.S.TREASURY CONST MATURITIES,1-YR.(% PER ANN,NSA)
INTEREST RATE: U.S.TREASURY CONST MATURITIES,5-YR.(% PER ANN,NSA)
INTEREST RATE: U.S.TREASURY CONST MATURITIES,10-YR.(% PER ANN,NSA)
SPREAD: FYGM3.M-FYFF.M
SPREAD: FYGM6.M-FYFF.M
SPREAD: FYGT1.M-FYFF.M
SPREAD: FYGT5.M-FYFF.M
SPREAD: FYGT10.M-FYFF.M

Description

Table 1.12: List of Variables Included in Calculation of Skewness Index, Continued

∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

Transform
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PMCP.M
PWFSA.M
PWFCSA.M
PWIMSA.M
PWCMSA.M
PUNEW.M
PU83.M
PU84.M
PU85.M
PUC.M
PUCD.M
PUS.M
PUXF.M
PUXHS.M
PUXM.M

CES277.M
CES278.M

U0M083.M

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

107
108

109

Mneumonic

∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log
∆ log

∆ log
∆ log

PRICE INDICES
APM COMMODITY PRICES INDEX (PERCENT)
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX: FINISHED GOODS (82=100,SA)
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX:FINISHED CONSUMER GOODS (82=100,SA)
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX:INTERMED MAT.SUPPLIES & COMPONENTS(82=100,SA)
PRODUCER PRICE INDEX:CRUDE MATERIALS (82=100,SA)
CPI-U: ALL ITEMS (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: APPAREL & UPKEEP (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: TRANSPORTATION (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: MEDICAL CARE (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: COMMODITIES (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: DURABLES (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: SERVICES (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: ALL ITEMS LESS FOOD (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: ALL ITEMS LESS SHELTER (82-84=100,SA)
CPI-U: ALL ITEMS LESS MEDICAL CARE (82-84=100,SA)
AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS
AVG HRLY EARNINGS, PROD WRKRS, NONFARM - CONSTRUCTION
AVG HRLY EARNINGS, PROD WRKRS, NONFARM - MFG
CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS
BUSINESS CYCLE INDICATORS,CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS,NS

Transform

Description

Table 1.12: List of Variables Included in Calculation of Skewness Index, Continued
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sectional moments on φk (L, ρ)yt and horizon-specific constants will minimize the sum of
squared residuals for each value of ρ. Then, I choose the value of ρ which minimizes the
total sum of squared residuals. Very little changes when I move from a low-dimensional
to a high-dimensional yt . However, rather than run an OLS regression, I use the 3PRF to
estimate b for each value of ρ.69
The 3PRF method of Kelly and Pruitt (2014) is intended to solve a linear, univariate forecasting problem, whereas (1.4) includes horizon-specific constants. Given that the
constants in (1.4) aren’t of particular interest, I “partial them out” before estimating the
slope coefficients. This amounts to subtracting the time-series mean of the cross-sectional
moments (the dependent variable) and φk (L, ρ)yt (the independent variables) for each of
the horizons k.70 The regression involving these transformed variables no longer has an
intercept. Since none of the coefficients depend on k, I can ignore the panel dimension
entirely and treat my data as if I were running a simple univariate regression. I estimate b
by applying the 3PRF to the transformed variables.
Finally, as mentioned in the main text, I allow for some flexibility with respect to
lead-lag relationships between the observed macroeconomic time series and the crosssectional moments. For example, a moving average of returns may outperform the
contemporaneous stock return as a proxy for the conditional skewness of ηt . I allow
for this possibility in a fairly straightforward manner. For each of the 109 time series, I
choose the moving average transformation (lag polynomial) which best fits the data–as
measured by the sum of squared residuals in the univariate version of (1.4)–from a
finite set of potential transformations. The coefficients on the lag polynomials for these
potential transformations of the data are given in Table 1.13.71 The 3PRF then chooses
69 I use the version of the 3PRF with a single factor and automatic proxy selection. See Kelly and Pruitt
(2014) for further details. I am grateful to Bryan Kelly and Seth Pruitt for making available their code for
the 3PRF.
70 Note that this adjustment will depend on ρ.
71 I allow this selection to vary depending on ρ. The weights are constructed using the pdf of a Beta(α, β)
random variable (a popular choice in the literature on MiDaS estimation), where the two parameters are
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the optimal linear combination of these transformed variables.

1.A.3

Further details on parametric income process

Calibrated specification
I maintain my assumptions on the labor income process from section 1.2.2. For
ease of notation, I will suppress i superscripts here. Equation (1.26), in Appendix 1.A.2,
shows that the growth rate of annual labor income at horizon k is the sum of three pieces:
profile heterogeneity, (β · k), a state-independent transitory shock (εA,t − εA,t−k ), and a
weighted moving average of permanent shocks (θk (L; ρ)ηt ). For the first two terms, I
adopt the fairly standard assumptions that β ∼ N(0, σ2b ) and εA,t ∼ N(0, σ2ε ).
My primary interest is on the last term, a weighted moving average of permanent
shocks, ηt . I assume that ηt = (Jg,t − Et [Jg,t ]) + (Jb,t − Et [Jb,t ]) + N(0, σ2n ). Jg,t and Jb,t
are compound Poisson random variables with time-varying intensities and exponential
increments, defined as
Ng,t

Jg,t =

∑ [µs + Exponential(σs) − σs],

Ng,t ∼ Possion(λ0g + λ1 xt )

(1.29)

Nb,t ∼ Possion(λ0b − λ1 xt ),

(1.30)

j=1
Nb,t

Jb,t =

∑ [−µs + σs − Exponential(σs)],

j=1

where xt is a scalar, and Jg,t = 0 and Jb,t = 0 when Ng,t = 0 and Nb,t = 0, respectively.
In the relevant region of the parameter space, the probability that Ng,t or Ng,t is larger
than 1 is essentially zero, so one can interpret λ0g + λ1 xt and λ0b − λ1 xt as the quarterly
probabilities of experiencing good and bad shocks, respectively. State dependence
manifests itself via time variation in these probabilities. The conditional skewness of
ηt is proportional to λ1 xt . When λ1 xt is high, large positive shocks become more likely
chosen on a rectangular grid where α ∈ {0.1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and β ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. This produces a flexible
variety of shapes, as is evident from inspection of the lab polynomials in Table 1.13.
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Table 1.13: Potential moving average transformations of underlying time series performed prior to calculating skewness index. For each one of the 109 quarterly time
series which is considered for inclusion in my skewness index, I allow for some flexibility with respect to lead-lag relationships between the observed macroeconomic time
series and the cross-sectional moments. For each of the underlying 109 time series, I
choose from a finite set of potential moving average transformations (lag polynomials)
which best fits the data–as measured by the sum of squared residuals in the univariate
version of (1.4). The table provides the coefficients on the lag polynomials for these
potential transformations of the data. I consider transformations involving 4 quarters
and 8 quarters of data, which are provided in the left and right columns, respectively.
The selected transformation is permitted to vary depending on ρ.
Models w. 4 lags
0
1
2
3
100
0
0
0
100 100
0
0
0
100
0
0
100 100 100
0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
100
95
91
84
71
46
91
84
72
53
25
70
54
35
15
3
34
19
8
2
0

5
9
14
21
24
9
15
23
30
25
28
38
44
35
13
55
55
42
19
5

0
1
2
7
17
0
1
5
13
25
2
8
19
35
30
11
24
42
44
23

0
0
0
1
13
0
0
0
3
25
0
0
2
15
53
0
1
8
35
72

0

1

Models w. 8 lags
2
3
4
5

6

7

81
75
67
55
34
68
59
47
31
13
27
17
9
3
0
4
2
1
0
0

15
18
21
22
18
23
26
27
24
13
37
31
21
10
2
23
14
6
2
0

3
5
8
11
13
7
10
15
18
13
24
27
26
16
4
34
28
17
6
1

0
0
0
1
6
0
0
0
2
13
0
0
2
10
24
0
1
6
21
27

0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
3
31
0
0
1
9
47

1
1
3
6
10
2
3
7
12
13
10
16
22
20
8
25
29
26
14
3

0
0
1
3
8
0
1
3
8
13
3
7
14
20
12
10
19
26
22
7

0
0
0
2
7
0
0
1
4
13
0
2
6
16
18
2
7
17
26
15
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while large negative shocks become less likely, shifting probability mass from the left to
the right tail.
The parameters µs and σs are the mean and standard deviation of these large
shocks (jump increments) in log labor income, respectively. In the interest of parsimony,
I assume that the jump size distribution for good shocks equals that for the bad shocks
multiplied by negative 1. When the sum of the Poisson intensities is constant, this
restriction implies that the variance of ηt is constant. By construction, then, my estimates
are consistent with the evidence on the lack of cyclical variation in second moments
from GOS. By allowing λ0g to differ from λ0b , this process can generate substantial
unconditional skewness.
As discussed earlier, if the data are generated according to (1.29-1.30), the
quarterly skewness index from Figure 1.1 is a consistent estimate of xt up to a constant
of proportionality. Therefore, when calibrating the idiosyncratic shock distribution, I set
xt equal to my skewness index, normalized it to have mean zero and variance one. After
this normalization, λ0g and λ0b capture the unconditional probabilities of experiencing
good and bad shocks, while λ1 captures the marginal effect of a 1 standard deviation
increase in xt on the probability of a good shock.
My calibration tries to match a number of statistics from Table 1.9, plus several
additional moment conditions from statistics reported by GOS. I estimate the parameters
so as to minimize a weighted sum of squared errors between a number of model-implied
and data-implied moments.72 First, I try to match the average distance between the
median and the 10th percentile of 5-year income growth rates in expansions and recessions.
I also target the average distance between the 90th percentile and the median in expansions
and recessions. Second, I target the changes from recessions versus expansions in the
72 I also place some practical constraints on the parameters, which restrict the variance of jump shocks,
σs , and guarantee that the fitted poisson intensities are non-negative for most of the sample. If the fitted
intensity is negative, I truncate λ1 xt so that the minimum intensity is zero the sum of the fitted intensities is
λ0b + λ0g .
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left tail and right tail width measures. Third, I target the average distance between the
90th and 10th percentiles of 1-year growth rates in expansions. Finally, I add information
about the standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis from GOS.
I place two additional restrictions on the model. Under my assumptions, the
distribution of wA,t − wA,t−k can be decomposed into the sum of a gaussian component
and a non-gaussian component. The variance of the gaussian component depends on
σ2β , σ2ε , and σ2n . Given that data are only available two different horizons (1-year and
5-year), I need an additional restriction to achieve identification. I choose to shut off
profile heterogeneity by setting σ2β = 0, which is relatively innocuous given my focus on
state-dependent shocks. With respect to the state-dependent transitory shock, I fix ρ at its
estimated value of 0.45.
I am interested in matching the time series behavior of cross-sectional quantiles
of time-aggregated income growth rates, which cannot be expressed in closed form.
However, conditional on the parameters governing ρ(L) and the income process, which I
collect in a vector β, I can calculate its characteristic function, ϕk,t (ω; β) ≡ Et [exp{iω ·
(wA,t − wA,t−k )}] analytically. Using Lévy’s theorem, I recover the probability density
function fk,t (z; β) by taking the inverse Fourier transform of ϕk,t (ω; β),
1
fk,t (z; β) = · Real
π

Z
0

∞

−iωz

[ϕk,t (ω; β)e


]dω ,

(1.31)

which involves a single numerical integration. I use the fractional fast Fourier transform
to efficiently evaluate fk,t (z; β) on a fine grid over the support of wA,t − wA,t−k . By
integrating fk,t (z; β), I quickly and accurately recover the conditional cdf and quantile
functions.73 Expressions for ϕk,t (z; β) and further details about the procedure are in
73 The

whole procedure takes about 2 milliseconds for each time period. I run some diagnostics using a
variety of parametric densities and find that approximation errors associated with the estimated quantiles
are on the order of 10−8 .
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Table 1.14: Calibrated income process parameters. This table presents the estimated
parameters governing the distribution of idiosyncratic labor income shocks. Estimates
are obtained by minimizing a weighted sum of squared errors between model-implied
and data moments, both of which are displayed in Table 1.15. These moments are
averages of quantiles or moments of the cross-sectional distribution of income from
GOS.
Parameter
λ0g
λ0b
λ1

Value
0.75%
1.25%
0.26%

µs
σs
σn
σε
ρ

77.5%
51.7%
1.86%
13.5%
45%

Description
Average quarterly intensity of large positive shocks
Average quarterly intensity of large negative shocks
Sensitivity of quarterly intensity of large shocks to a one standard
deviation shock to business cycle factor
Absolute value of average change in log wages given a large shock
Standard deviation of a large shock to wages
Standard deviation of quarterly state-independent permanent shock
Standard deviation of annual state-independent temporary shock
State-dependent mean of transitory shock (MA parameter)

Appendix 1.A.3.
Table 1.14 presents estimates of the parameters governing the labor income
process. λ0g + λ0b is about 2%, suggesting that the probability of receiving a large shock
within a given year is about 8%. λ0b is larger than λ0g , implying that large negative
shocks are more likely to occur than large positive shocks. λ1 is 0.26%, implying that,
on an annualized basis, a 1 standard deviation increase in xt shifts 1% of the probability
mass from bad to good shocks.
In stark contrast with the jump shocks, the annualized standard deviation of the
state-independent permanent, gaussian shock is only 3.7%, implying that permanent
income is relatively safe when no jumps occur. The contribution from transitory shocks
is more substantial. The calibrated value of σε is 13.5%, implying that the standard
deviation of εA,t − εA,t−k is 19%.
Table 1.15 provides some goodness-of-fit statistics for the calibrated model. The
left panel compares the moments implied by the calibrated model with their counterparts
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Table 1.15: Goodness-of-fit statistics for calibrated income process. This table presents
goodness-of-fit statistics for the calibrated model for idiosyncratic labor income risk.
The left panel compares model-implied moments with their counterparts in the data.
These moments are averages of quantiles or moments of the cross-sectional distribution
of income growth rates for individuals in the 91st through 95th percentiles of the income
distribution, most of which are in Table 1.9. The right panel calculates the R2 from
univariate regressions of time series of model-implied statistics on the same statistics
from GOS for the cross-section of income growth rates for male earners in the U.S.
population.
Cross-sectional distribution of income growth rates.
Statistic
Period
Data
Model
50-10 Percentile
5 yr E
64.14
63.29
5 yr R
71.82
72.79
5 yr R-E
7.68
9.50
90-50 Percentile
5 yr E
51.66
51.64
5 yr R
43.37
44.27
5 yr R-E -8.30
-7.37
50-25 Percentile
5 yr R-E
3.01
1.81
75-50 Percentile
5 yr R-E -1.72
-0.79
95-50 Percentile
5 yr R-E -15.47 -15.15
99-50 Percentile
5 yr R-E -26.71 -18.62
90-10 Percentile
1 yr E
58.67
58.31
Standard Deviation
5 yr E
66.52
62.36
Skewness (Moment) 5 yr E
-1.18
-0.29
5 yr R
-1.80
-0.76
5 yr R-E -0.62
-0.47
Kurtosis
5 yr
≈ 10
10.53

Time series
Statistic
Horizon
Mean - 50 Percentile
1 yr
3 yr
5 yr
50-10 Percentile
1 yr
3 yr
5 yr
90-50 Percentile
1 yr
3 yr
5 yr
Kelley skewness
1 yr
3 yr
5 yr

R2
0.790
0.801
0.793
0.520
0.702
0.671
0.659
0.695
0.667
0.709
0.762
0.789

in the data. Generally speaking, the fit is quite close. By setting λ0b > λ0g , the model
is replicates the negative unconditional asymmetry which is observed in the data. The
model comes pretty close to matching the cyclical variation in the 50-10 and 90-10
spreads, slightly overestimating variation in the former and underestimating the latter. It
matches the level of the 90-10 spread at 1 and 5 year horizons almost perfectly. While the
exact magnitudes of changes in the other quantiles do not match perfectly, particularly for
the 99-50 percentile spread, the fit is reasonably close. The presence of rare, large shocks
generates substantial cyclical variation in the tails of the distribution, while leaving the
central quantiles essentially unchanged.
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In addition to quantile-based measures from Table 1.9, I target several time
series averages of cross-sectional moments from GOS. First, the model-implied standard
deviation is relatively close, though slightly lower, to its value in the data.74 GOS
provide a number of reasons to prefer quantile-based skewness measures such as those
reported in Table 1.9. I also compare the calibrated (moment-based) skewness measures
to their counterparts in the data. The fitted model has some trouble matching the level of
unconditional skewness, though it does a better job of matching the observed change in
skewness from expansions.75
I also calculate the kurtosis of 5-year earnings growth. Guvenen et al. (2014b)
emphasize the extremely high degree of excess kurtosis observed in the SSA earnings data,
which is at odds with the assumption of normally distributed shocks that is ubiquitous in
the literature on calibrating earnings distributions. Their estimates, which are constructed
using similar methods to GOS, suggest that the kurtosis of 5-year income growth rates
for relatively high earners is about 10. My model with jump shocks generates an average
kurtosis of 10.5, consistent with this evidence.
The right panel of Table 1.15 compares model-implied time series with their
counterparts in the data. Recall that GOS report annual time series for the shape of the
cross-sectional distribution of income growth rates, where the entire U.S. population
of male earners is treated as a single cross-section. In contrast, my calibrated model
targets the level of income risk faced by relatively high earners. However, I can still
assess whether our fitted model qualitatively matches the time series dynamics of these
cross-sectional moments. At 1, 3, and 5-year horizons, I report the R2 from a univariate
regression of the GOS data on model-implied statistics. I consider four different time
series, two of which are plotted in Figure 1.7: the difference between the mean and the
74 It is worth noting that the fitted standard deviation is a bit further off at a 1-year horizon, suggesting
that there is room for improvement in my specification of transitory risk.
75 Recall from the discussion above that the constant term, a , in (1.4) capturing unconditional skewness
k
is more difficult to identify relative to the slope coefficient b. The same difficulty applies here as well.
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median, the 50-10 spread, the 90-10 spread, and Kelley’s skewness.
Overall, my model matches essentially all of these time series moments quite
well. The R2 ’s tend to be highest at a 3-year horizon, which is somewhat reassuring given
that no data from that horizon were used to estimate the linear index, xt . I have some
trouble matching the transitory variation in the 50-10 spread in recessions, suggesting that
I am omitting some important sources of transitory risk. The high R2 ’s on the Kelley’s
skewness measure suggest that we do a reasonable job of capturing the cyclical variation
in the overall asymmetry of the distribution.

Quasi-analytic calculation of conditional quantiles
This section details the steps performed in order to calculate conditional quantiles
of the calibrated earnings process. First, I derive the characteristic functions for the
idiosyncratic component of the cross-sectional distribution of time-aggregated labor
income, ϕk,t (ω; β), conditional on the skewness index (xt ) and parameters governing the
earnings process (β). I begin from from equation (1.26). By assumption, the first term
involving profile heterogeneity is zero, and all shocks are independent conditional on xt .
Then, it follows that
∞

log ϕk,t (ω; β) =

∑



h(θk, j (ρ) · ω, xt− j ) − ω2 σ2e ,

(1.32)

j=0

where h(ω, xt ) ≡ log Et [exp(iωηt )|xt ] and θk, j (ρ) is the jth term in the lag polynomial
defined implicitly by equation (1.26). Given my distributional assumptions,

h(ω, xt ) = (λ0g + λ1 xt )[exp(iω · (µs − σs ) − log(1 − iωσs )) − 1 − µs iω]
+ (λ0b − λ1 xt )[exp(iω · (σs − µs ) − log(1 + iωσs )) − 1 + µs iω] − 12 ω2 σ2n .
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Thus, for a given z and ω, I can evaluate the integrand in (1.31) in closed form.
As is well known, one can approximate the integral in (1.31) numerically using the
trapezoid rule, a method which also has a number of desirable computational properties.
The trapezoid rule approximates the integral as a sum over an equally-spaced grid from
[0, Ω]. By using an equally-spaced grid, I can exploit the computational efficiency of the
Fast Fourier Transform in order to solve for the density fk,t (z; β) over a fine grid, [−Z, Z]
which covers the support of the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks.76 Prior to executing
the Fourier inversion algorithm, I also normalize the distribution of wA,t − wA,t−k in order
to have mean zero and variance 1. I use 210 = 1024 grid points, and I set Ω = 20 and Z
equal to 9 standard deviations.77
The final step is to integrate the density in order to solve for the conditional CDF,
and, in turn, the conditional quantiles. After some experimentation, I find that Simpson’s
rule (which eliminates a first-order bias term which is associated with the trapezoid
rule) produces extremely accurate results. Finally, I use quadratic interpolation of the
conditional CDF in order to solve for the desired conditional quantiles. A number of
simulation exercises confirmed that the approximation errors associated with the Fourier
inversion, integration, and interpolation procedure are extremely small. Further details
are available upon request.
76 Following

the method in Mastro (2013), I use the Fractional Fast Fourier Transform to break the
(otherwise mechanical) link between Ω and Z which is required in order to use the Fast Fourier Transform.
This dramatically improves the accuracy of the algorithm.
77 This combination of tuning parameters produced highly accurate results for a variety of parametric
densities.
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1.B

Theoretical Model Appendix

1.B.1

Full Structure of General Model
The model is a Lucas (1978) endowment economy with incomplete markets.

Agents’ consumption stream derives from two types of assets (trees), each of which
delivers an uncertain stream of future cash flows (fruit). Between periods, total fruit
output grows stochastically and the growth of each tree is potentially subject to aggregate
and idiosyncratic shocks. The first type of tree, human capital (Hti ), is a claim on future
labor income, which will equal consumption in equilibrium. ividend income, other
sources of income are included as well. In addition, agents have the option to purchase
shares (Nkt ) in K other financial assets in zero net supply, paying dividends (Dkt ).
In the model, the key distinction between the two types of assets is that labor
income is subject to idiosyncratic risk, meaning that different investors will receive
different returns over the same holding period because their trees will not all grow at the
same rate. Defining the aggregate quantity Ct ≡

i
I Ct di,

R

the fruit production of the first

type of tree grows at rate Ct /Ct−1 × exp(ηti ), where ηti is a shock which is independently
and identically distributed across agents satisfying E[exp(ηti )] = 1.78 Households are
unable to buy or sell human capital, nor trade contingent claims on realizations of ηti .79
Dividend income is only subject to aggregate risk, so cash flows from trees of the second
type grow at the same rate (Dkt /Dk,t−1 ). Finally, the total supply of each type of tree in
the economy is fixed, so that, in equilibrium, aggregate consumption will equal total fruit
production.
At time 0, each agent begins with an initial endowment H0i . Thereafter, each
agent chooses her consumption (the numeraire) and investment Nti to maximize (1.5). All
78 I

will formalize my assumptions about ηti later in the section.
the financial assets are in zero net supply, no-trade will be an equilibrium. Therefore, I could
assume that households are able to buy and sell human capital without affecting any of the results below.
The key friction is the inability to write contingent claims on ηti .
79 Since
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financial assets are in zero net supply, so market clearing will imply Nkti = 0 for all i, k,
and t.80 These assumptions imply the following budget constraint
K

K

i
i
Cti + ∑ Pkt Nkti = Ct exp(ηti )Ht−1
+ ∑ (Pkt + Dkt )Nk,t−1
k=1

(1.33)

k=1

th
i
subject to ∑K
k=1 Pkt Nkt > −W , where Pkt is the price of the k financial asset. The

borrowing constraint, which will not bind in equilibrium, is simply present in order to
i . This will imply that
rule out Ponzi schemes. Under my assumptions, Hti = exp(ηti )Ht−1

Cti = HtiCt

⇒

∆cti = ∆ct + ηti .

(1.34)

Assumption 1.1 gives my general model for aggregate dynamics.
Assumption 1.1. Aggregate variables evolve according to the stationary VAR model:

yt+1 = µy + Fy yt
(L×1)

+ Gy,t zy,t+1 + Jy,t+1 ,

(1.35)

with y0 given, where
1. zt+1 is i.i.d. N(0,1),
2. Gy,t G0y,t is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix, a function of yt ,
3. Fy has all of its eigenvalues inside the unit circle.
4. Jy,t+1 is a compound Poisson shock with mutually independent, i.i.d. increments
and arrival intensity vector λy,t , a function of yt , and
5. ∆ct+1 = Sc0 yt+1 and ∆dk,t+1 = Sk0 yt+1 for L × 1 vectors Sc and S1 , . . . , SK .
80 Without

loss of generality, we normalize the total supply of human capital to equal 1.
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I summarize the jump size distribution for the compound Poisson shocks with
Ψy (u), the L × 1 vector-valued function whose jth element is the moment-generating
function of the size distribution for the jth jump component. I need little structure on
Ψy (u) beyond the existence of such a function (and boundedness for certain values of u).
Gy,t need not have full rank. For example, one can impose cointegration restrictions on
consumption and dividends or make dividends a levered claim on aggregate consumption
via appropriate restrictions on Fy and Gy,t .
Assumption 1.2 allows the distribution of the idiosyncratic shock to depend on
the realization of the aggregate state vector, yt+1 . This structure means that, ex post,
aggregate shocks (e.g. consumption declines) need not be distributed equally across
agents. Denote agent i’s private information by the filtration Fti and public information
by Ft = Fti .
T
i

Assumption 1.2. The following statements are true.
1. ηti = 10M η̃ti , and, conditional on yt+1 , η̃ti is generated according to



i
i
i
η̃t+1
= Gη,t+1 ziη,t+1 + Jη,t+1
− log E exp Gη,t+1 ziη,t+1 + Jη,t+1
|yt+1 , (1.36)
(M×1)

where ziη,t+1 is a vector of standard normal random variables that is i.i.d. across
agents and over time, Gη,t+1 G0η,t+1 is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix.
i
Jη,t+1
is a compound Poisson shock with mutually independent, i.i.d. increments

(across agents and over time for a given agent) and arrival intensity vector λη,t+1 .
i )|F i is the same as the joint distri2. yt ∈ Ft and the joint distribution of (yt+1 , ηt+1
t
i )|y .
bution of (yt+1 , ηt+1
t

As above, I will describe the jump size distribution for the idiosyncratic shocks by
Ψη (u) be, an M × 1 vector-valued function whose jth element is the moment-generating
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function of the size distribution for the jth jump component.
As discussed in the text, Assumption 1.2.i is the most important and restrictive.
It implies that, conditional on public information, η̃ti does not depend on any of its past
realizations. Following Toda (2014b), Assumption 1.2.ii says that all agents have rational
expectations and consider the same set of information when choosing their investments.
It also says that yt , which is common knowledge, is a sufficient statistic for describing
aggregate and idiosyncratic dynamics.
Assumption 1.3 places general restrictions on the model which are necessary to
ensure that, after performing the Campbell and Shiller (1988) approximation, the model
generates valuation ratios which are exponential affine in the state vector yt .
Assumption 1.3. The following statements are true.
1. Gy,t G0y,t = hy + ∑Lj=1 Hy, j y j,t , where hy and Hy,1 , . . . , Hy,L are L × L matrices.
2. λy,t = ly0 + ly1 yt , where l0 and l1 are L × 1 and L × L matrices,
0 y , where h and H are a scalar
3. The (1,1) element of Gη,t G0η,t equals hη0 + Hη1
t
η
η1

and a M × 1 vector, respectively. All other elements of Gη,t G0η,t are zero.
4. λη,t = lη0 + lη1 yt , where lη0 and lη1 are M × 1 and M × L matrices, respectively.
Assumptions 1.3.i-ii are standard restrictions which ensure that the model’s
solution falls into the affine class.81 In the absence of idiosyncratic shocks, my framework
nests long-run risk-type representative agent models with Poisson jumps, such as DY.
Assumptions 1.3.iii-vi parameterize the idiosyncratic shocks. Assumption 1.3.iii
allows for a normally-distributed “diffusion” shock, and the variance of this shock is
81 The key property I exploit is that log E [exp(u0 y
i
t
t+1 )] and log Et [exp(u · ηt+1 )|yt+1 ] are affine functions
of yt and yt+1 , respectively. Therefore, my solution method extends to other families of conditional
distributions that also have this property. For example, Bekaert and Engstrom (2013) show that the sum of
gamma random variables with time-varying shape parameters satisfies this property.
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allowed to be state-dependent.82 As such, I can easily allow for CCSV within our model.
Given that GOS find little evidence of CCSV in their Social Security Administration
dataset, my analysis will focus more on state-dependence in the “jump” shocks. However,
the theoretical implications of and intuition for time-varying volatility of the Gaussian
shocks are similar. Assumption 1.3.iv parallels Assumption 1.3.ii, allowing for statedependence in the idiosyncratic jump intensities.
Note that equation (1.36) includes a location adjustment. Lemma 1.1 says that
under the distributional assumptions above, this adjustment is affine.
Lemma 1.1. Let Assumptions 1.2 and 1.3.iii-iv hold. Then,




i
log E exp Gη,t+1 ziη,t+1 + Jη,t+1
|yt+1 = µη + Fη yt+1 ,

where

(1.37)

denotes element-by-element multiplication,

1. µη = −1/2hη0 e1 − lη0 (Ψη (1M ) − 1M ), and
2. Fη = −1/2e1 ⊗ h0η1 − lη1

[(Ψη (1M ) − 1M ) ⊗ 10L ].

Therefore, I can fully decouple any assumptions about the time-variation in
the distribution of idiosyncratic consumption risk from aggregate consumption while
preserving linearity of the process. My solutions below replace the expectation with this
affine form.
An equilibrium in this economy is a sequence of state-contingent prices {P1,t , . . .
∞ and allocations {Ci , i ∈ I}∞ which solves agents’ optimization problems and
, PK,t }t=0
t
t=0

satisfies market clearing in the capital markets. I restrict attention to symmetric (no-trade)
equilibria where all agents consume their endowments. Such an equilibrium can obtain
since all agents have identical homothetic preferences and access to the same investments,
82 Without

loss of generality, I can concentrate all of the “diffusion risk” in the first element of η̃ti , so M,
the dimension of ηti , is solely determined by the number of independent sources of jump risk.
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making their first order conditions identical. Market clearing is trivially satisfied. Toda
(2014b) establishes the existence and essential uniqueness of a symmetric equilibrium in
a similar environment.
In the text, I provide quasi-analytical solutions to a log-linearized model with
affine, jump-diffusion dynamics. Tractability maintains without these specific distributional assumptions, in the sense that the wealth distribution does not enter the state space
when solving the model, provided that shocks have the permanent, proportional form in
(1.6).
The general solution obtains by imposing that, in equilibrium, (1.8) and (1.9)
must hold for all assets in the investment opportunity set. Plugging the consumption
claim and financial asset returns into (1.9) yields
 
1−γ 


WCt+1 + 1 θ
θ Ct+1
i
1 = Et δ
exp((1 − γ)ηt+1 )
(1.38)
Ct
WCt
P

 
−γ 
−(1−θ)

k,t+1
+
1
D
WCt+1 + 1
Dk,t+1
k,t+1
θ Ct+1
i

1 = Et δ
exp(−γ · ηt+1 ) 
(1.39)
,
Pkt
Ct
WCt
D
k,t
D
kt

a system of nonlinear equations involving the two key valuation ratios, WCt and Pkt /Dkt .
Since all of exogenous quantities in (1.38-1.39) are stationary by Assumptions 1.1-1.3,
the model may be solved numerically by finding the value of WCt that satisfies (1.38)
for each value of yt+1 in the state space. Then, given the solution for WCt , one can use
(1.39) to solve for the equilibrium price-dividend ratios for the financial assets.

1.B.2

The Term Structure of Risk Premia
In this section, I derive expressions for the term structure of risk premia. At least

three types of claims are of potential interest:
• Dividend strips / “Zero-coupon” equity: Dk,t+h , a single dividend payment from
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one of the risky assets,
• Non-defaultable bonds: a real or nominal risk-free payment at time t + h, or
i , an individual agent’s consumption at time t + h.
• Consumption strips: Ct+h

Prices for the first two types of assets are (mostly) observable and, as such, supply
additional dimensions with which to test the model. While the prices for individual
consumption strips are unobservable due to market incompleteness, they help to reveal
information about the nature of discounting over different time horizons.
Within my framework, we can use identical methods to price zero-coupon bond
and equity claims by judiciously parameterizing the selector vectors for the financial
assets. For example, I can price an asset that delivers a risk-free, constant real payoff by
assuming that its selector matrix is zero. The associated “dividend” prices are real bond
prices, up to an irrelevant constant of proportionality. Nominal, default-free bonds are
also easy to price. If I assume that the log of the inflation rate (πt ) equals Sπ0 yt+1 , then
the real log change in the value of a fixed coupon payment is −πt . By assuming that the
“dividend” of one of the risky assets grows at rate −Sπ0 yt+1 , the prices of its “dividends”
are proportional to nominal bond prices.
h be the price of a zero-coupon equity claim, an asset which pays D
Let Pk,t
k,t+h
h−1
0 = D . Then Rh
h
at time t + h. Trivially, no arbitrage requires that Pk,t
k,t
k,t+1 ≡ Pk,t+1 /Pk,t

is the holding period return from t to t + 1 for an investor who purchased an h-period
h
zero-coupon equity claim at time t. No arbitrage also implies Pk,t = ∑∞
h=1 Pk,t , so

Rk,t+1 =

∞ Ph
∞ Ph+1 Ph
∞ Ph
Pk,t+1 + Dk,t+1
k,t+1
k,t
k,t+1
k,t
=∑
=∑
· h+1 = ∑
· Rhk,t+1 ,
Pk,t
Pk,t
h=0 Pk,t
h=0 Pk,t
h=1 Pk,t

(1.40)

meaning that Rk,t+1 , the return of the claim on the entire dividend stream, is a weighted
average of the claims on the individual zero-coupon equity claims. It follows that the
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risk premium for asset k is a weighted average of the risk premia for its associated
zero-coupon equity claims.
Proposition 1.5 says that the valuation ratios for the zero-coupon consumption
and dividend claims are affine functions of yt .
Proposition 1.5. Let Assumptions 1.1-1.3 hold. The log-linearized model satisfies
h /C ) ≡ wch = Ah + y0 Ah ,
1. log(Pc,t
t
t
t
0
h /D ) ≡ pd h = Ah + y0 Ah , for k = 1, . . . , K.
2. log(Pk,t
k,t
t k
k,t
0,k

for all t and h ≥ 0, where Ah0 , Ah0,1 , . . . , Ah0,K are scalars and Ah , Ah1 , . . . , AhK ∈ RK .
An immediate implication, in light of the discussion above, is that real and nominal bond yields are also affine functions of yt . Expressions such as log Et [Dk,t+h /Dk,t ]
are affine as well. Therefore, I can study how the term structures of real bond yields,
expected dividend growth rates, and risk premia evolve over time.

1.B.3

Additional Discussion of Quantitative Model Calibration
I set λ1 , the sensitivity of the disaster probability to a change in xt , exactly equal

to its calibrated value from Table 1.14. Given my emphasis only on the state-dependent
component of idiosyncratic risk, I set the unconditional disaster probability equal to
2.5 × λ1 , which implies that the probability of the fitted intensity going negative is very
small, though still nonzero.83
µc and ϕc are set to generate a mean and volatility of aggregate consumption
growth which is roughly in line with the data. Note that, given that I have chosen the
idiosyncratic risk parameters to correspond with the income risk faced by relatively high
83 My calibration embeds a negative correlation between x
t

and σt2 shocks, implying that the unconditional
distribution of xt is negatively skewed (consistent with the data). Since the disaster probability decreases in
xt , the likelihood that the fitted intensity goes negative is quite small.
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earners, it is not immediately obvious that “aggregate consumption” in the model should
be tied to NIPA consumption data. For instance, Malloy et al. (2009) find evidence
that the average consumption growth of stockholders is more highly correlated with
returns relative to non stockholders. Parker and Vissing-Jorgensen (2010), Guvenen
et al. (2014c), and Guvenen et al. (2014a) provide additional evidence of above-average
cyclicality of high earners. Nonetheless, as predictability of average consumption growth
is not the main focus of the paper, I maintain the NIPA benchmark for ease of comparison
with the literature.
I set the drift of aggregate dividend growth (µd ) equal to 75 basis points per year,
somewhat lower than the mean of aggregate consumption growth. I assume that a 1
standard deviation increase in xt increases expected dividend growth by 2.5% in the
following quarter. AGiven the degree of persistence in xt , dividends are fairly predictable
at short horizons, but are fairly difficult to predict at longer horizons. I set the loading of
the dividend innovation on the consumption growth innovation, πc , equal to 2.5, which
is identical to the value in Bansal et al. (2012). The correlation between consumption
growth and dividend growth innovations is 52%. My choice of ϕd implies that the
quarterly volatility of the dividend growth innovation is just shy of 6%. The parameters
πx and πσ imply that dividend innovations are moderately correlated with xt and σt2
shocks; pairwise correlations are 31% and -25%, respectively.
For the preference parameters, I set γ = 11 and ψ = 2, which fall in the standard
range of choices in the literature with Epstein-Zin preferences. Given that ψ > 1, agents
have a preference for the early resolution of uncertainty, implying that they are willing to
pay a premium for assets whose returns hedge against bad news about the state vector
(low xt or high σt2 ). The discount factor δ is chosen to roughly match the real risk free rate.
It is worth noting that matching observed risk-free rates the presence of idiosyncratic risk
necessitates the use of discount factors which are substantially lower relative to standard
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choices in representative agent models.

1.B.4

Proofs of Propositions

Proof of Lemma 1.1 (Aggregation Restrictions)
i
Using the independence on ziη,t+1 and Jη,t+1
, it follows that
i
i
)|yt+1 , yt ]
)|yt+1 , yt ] = exp(10M µη + 10M Fη yt + 1/2(hη0 + h0η1 yt ))E[exp(10M Jη,t+1
E[exp(ηt+1

= exp[10M µη + 10M Fη yt + 1/2(hη0 + h0η1 yt )]
× exp(10M (lη0 (Ψη (1M ) − 1M ) + lη1

[(Ψη (1M ) − 1M ) ⊗ 10L ]yt )),

where I used the moment-generating function of the normal distribution and a compound
Poisson process to go from the first to the second line. To establish the claim, the log of
this expression has to equal zero for all values of yt . Substituting in the given expressions
for µη and Fη yields zero, so the restriction holds.
Proof of Proposition 1.2 (Wealth-Consumption Ratios)
I will begin by solving for the wealth-consumption ratio coefficients, then proceed
to solve for the price-dividend ratios. My solution method closely follows Eraker and
Shaliastovich (2008) and Drechsler and Yaron (2011), who solve representative agent
models with jump-diffusion shocks in continuous time and discrete time, respectively.
Additional details and discussion are available in Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008) and
Drechsler and Yaron (2011).
Before working with the Euler Equations, I introduce two lemmas, which provide
i
analytical expressions for expectations of linear functions of the state vector, ηt+1
and

yt+1 , respectively.
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Lemma 1.2. Let Assumptions 1.2 and 1.3.iii-iv hold. Then,
i
E[exp(u · ηt+1
)|yt+1 ] = exp[β0 (u) + β0 (u)yt+1 ],

(1.41)

where β0 (u) : R → R and β(u) : R → RL for u ∈ R are given by
0 (Ψ (u1 ) − 1 ) and
1. β0 (u) = µ0η 1M u + 21 u2 hη0 + lη0
η
M
M
0 (Ψ (u1 ) − 1 ).
2. β(u) = Fη0 1M u + 21 u2 Hη1 + lη1
η
M
M
i
i . By the conditional independence of zi
Proof. By definition, ηt+1
= 1M η̃t+1
η,t+1 and
i
Jη,t+1
,
i
log E[exp(u · ηt+1
)|yt+1 ] = u10M [µη + Fη yt+1 ] + log E[exp(u10M Gη,t+1 ziη,t+1 )|yt+1 ]
i
+ log E[exp(u10M Jη,t+1
])|yt+1 ]

log E[exp(u10M Gη,t+1 ziη,t+1 )|yt+1 ] =

0
1 2 0
2 u 1M Gη,t+1 Gη,t+1 1M

0
= 12 u2 [hη,0 + Hη1
yt+1 ]

i
log E[exp(u10M Jη,t+1
])|yt+1 ] = λ0η,t+1 [Ψη (u1M ) − 1M ] = [lη0 + lη1 yt+1 ]0 [Ψη (u1M ) − 1M ],

where I evaluate expectations using the moment generating functions of the multivariate
normal and compound Poisson distributions then plug in the assumed affine functional
form from Assumptions 1.3.iii-iv. Collecting the constants and terms multiplying yt+1
yields the desired result.
Lemma 1.3. Let Assumptions 1.1 and 1.3 hold. Then,
Et [exp(u0 yt+1 )] = exp[ f (u) + g(u)0 yt ],
where f (u) : RL → R and g(u) : RL → RL for u ∈ RL are given by
0 (Ψ (u) − 1 )
1. f (u) = µ0y u + 21 u0 hy u + ly0
y
L
0 (Ψ (u) − 1 )
2. g(u) = Fy0 u + 21 [u0 Hyi u]i∈{1,...,L} + ly1
y
L

(1.42)
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and [u0 Hyi u]i∈{1,...,L} is the L × 1 vector whose ith component equals u0 Hyi u.
Proof. The proof is similar to that from the previous proposition. I start by using the
conditional independence of zy,t+1 and Jy,t+1 to write
log Et [exp(u0 yt+1 )] = u0 [µy + Fy yt ] + log Et [exp(u0 Gy,t+1 zy,t+1 )] + log Et [exp(u0 Jy,t+1 ])]
log Et [exp(u0 Gy,t zy,t+1 )] =

0
1 0
2 u Gy,t Gy,t u

= 12 u0 hy u + 12

L

∑ u0 Hy, j u · y j,t

j=1
0

log Et [exp(u Jy,t+1 ])] =

λ0y,t [Ψy (u) − 1L ] =

[ly0 + ly1 yt ]0 [Ψη (u) − 1L ].

Again, I use moment generating functions to evaluate expectations, plug in the functional
forms from Assumptions 1.3.i-ii, then collect terms. See also Drechsler and Yaron (2011)
section A.1.
I will assume that the wealth-consumption ratio wct = A0 + A0 yt . By Assumptions
1.1-1.2, I can write consumption growth in vector notation as ∆cti = Sc0 yt + ηti . Combining
(1.12) with my assumption, the log-linearized Euler equation for the consumption claim
is
1




i
= Et exp θ log δ + θκc + θ(ρc − 1)A0 + (1 − γ)(Sc0 yt+1 + ηt+1
) + θ(ρc A0 yt+1 − A0 yt )



i
= exp(θ log δ + θκc + θ(ρc − 1)A0 − θA0 yt )Et exp [(1 − γ)Sc0 + θρc A0 ]yt+1 + (1 − γ)ηt+1
= exp(θ log δ + θκc + θ(ρc − 1)A0 − θA0 yt )
i
× Et [exp{[(1 − γ)Sc0 + θρc A0 ]yt+1 + log Et [(1 − γ)ηt+1
|yt+1 ]}]

= exp(θ log δ + θκc + θ(ρc − 1)A0 − θA0 yt )
× Et [exp{[(1 − γ)Sc0 + θρc A0 ]yt+1 + β0 (1 − γ) + β(1 − γ)0 yt+1 }],

where the second and third equalities use the law of iterated expectations and the last
line follows from Lemma 1.2. Using Lemma 1.3 to evaluate the expectation yields
θ(log δ + κc + (ρc − 1)A0 ) − θA0 yt = − f ((1 − γ)Sc + θρc A + β(1 − γ)) + β0 (1 − γ)
−g((1 − γ)Sc + θρc A + β(1 − γ))0 yt .
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Since the Euler equation holds for each yt in the state space, the solution must satisfy
f ((1 − γ)Sc + θρc A + β(1 − γ)) + β0 (1 − γ) = −θ(log δ + κc + (ρc − 1)A0 )
g((1 − γ)Sc + θρc A + β(1 − γ)) = Aθ,

(1.43)
(1.44)

an (L + 1)-dimensional system of equations in A and A0 . This system does not have an
analytical solution in general; however, it is relatively straightforward to solve the system
numerically.
In addition to the primitive parameters governing preferences and cash flows, the
system (1.43-1.44) also depends on the log-linearization constants κc and ρc . Following
Drechsler and Yaron (2011) and Eraker and Shaliastovich (2008), I choose the linearization point to equal the unconditional mean of the wealth-consumption ratio. In particular,
I choose wc so that
log(ρc ) − log(1 − ρc ) = wc = E(wct ) = A0 + A0 E(yt ),

(1.45)

which, when combined with the definition of κc , implies that (see DY equation A.2.2)
κc + (ρc − 1)A0 = − log ρc − (ρc − 1)A0 E(yt ).

(1.46)

I can then substitute (1.46) into (1.43), yielding
f ((1 − γ)Sc + θρc A + β(1 − γ)) + β0 (1 − γ) = −θ(log δ − log ρc − (ρc − 1)A0 E(yt )),
(1.47)
leaving (1.44) and (1.47), an exactly identified system of equations in A and ρc . Then,
given these solutions, I can use the expressions above to derive A0 , κc , and κ.
I will assume that the price-dividend ratio for asset k, pdk,t = A0,k + A0k yt . By
Assumption 1.1, I can write dividend growth as ∆dkt = Sk0 yt . Since the dividend claims
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are financial assets, I can price them using the projected pricing kernel in (1.13). Note
that (1.13) becomes
mt+1 = κ − γ∆ct+1 − (1 − θ)(ρc wct+1 − wct ) + β(−γ)0 yt+1 ,

(1.48)

where κ ≡ θ log δ − (1 − θ)κc + β0 (−γ). Plugging in the projected kernel, the loglinearized Euler equation for the kth dividend claim is
1 = exp[κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 + κk + (ρk − 1)A0,k + (1 − θ)A0 yt − A0k yt ]



× Et exp [−Λ0 + Sk0 + ρk A0k ]yt+1 .

As before, using Lemma 1.3 to evaluate the expectation and taking logs yields the
(L + 1)-dimensional system of equations

f (−Λ + Sk + ρk Ak ) = −[κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 + κk + (ρk − 1)A0,k ]

(1.49)

g(−Λ + Sk + ρk Ak ) = Ak − (1 − θ)A.

(1.50)

Once again, I choose the linearization constants in order to linearize around the unconditional mean log price-dividend ratio. In order to obtain a more accurate solution, I allow
the linearization constants κk and ρk to differ across assets. This amounts to replacing
equation (1.49) with
f (−Λ + Sk + ρk Ak ) = −[κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 − log ρk − (ρk − 1)A0k E(yt )].

(1.51)
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Proof of Proposition 1.3 (Risk Premia)
Given my solution for the price-dividend ratio, the log-linearized market return is

rk,t+1 = κk + (ρk − 1)A0,k + (Sk0 + ρk A0k )yt+1 − A0k yt ≡ κk + (ρk − 1)A0,k + B0k yt+1 − A0k yt .
(1.52)
Following Drechsler and Yaron (2011), I decompose the projected pricing kernel and the
return on a risky asset into jump and Gaussian components
mt+1 = κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 + (1 − θ)A0 yt − Λ0 (µy + Fy yt + Gy,t zy,t+1 ) + −Λ0 Jy,t+1
|
{z
} | {z }
g

J
≡mt+1

≡mt+1

rk,t+1 = κk + (ρk − 1)A0k − A0k yt + B0k (µy + Fy yt + Gy,t zy,t+1 ) + B0k Jy,t+1
{z
} | {z }
|
g

J
≡rk,t+1

≡rk,t+1

Drechsler and Yaron (2011) show that the risk premium may be decomposed as
log(Et [Rk,t+1 ]) − r ft+1

g

g

J
= −covt (mt+1 , rk,t+1 ) + log(Et [exp(rk,t+1
)])
J
J
J
+ log(Et [exp(mt+1
)]) − log(Et [exp(rk,t+1
+ mt+1
)])

= B0k Gy,t G0y,t Λ + λ0y,t [Ψy (Bk ) − 1L ] − λ0y,t [Ψy (Bk − Λ) − Ψy (−Λ)]
≡ B0k Gy,t G0y,t Λ + λ0y,t Ωk .

See Drechsler and Yaron (2011), section A.4, for further details.

Proof of Proposition 1.4 (ICAPM)
In this section, I derive an ICAPM representation. Many of the steps of the
derivation follow Campbell et al. (2014), so I highlight the incremental effects of adding
incomplete markets. From Proposition 1.2, the log of the average return on the consumption claim is an affine function of the state vector, yt . Following Campbell (1993), I
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substitute out ∆ct+1 using the identity

∆ct+1 ≈ rc,t+1 − κc − ρc wct+1 + wct .

(1.53)

Plugging (1.53) into the log-linearized pricing kernel (1.12), one obtains

mi,t+1 = const. − γ(rc,t+1 + ηi,t+1 ) + ψθ (ρc wct+1 − wct ).

(1.54)

i
Plugging (1.54) into the Euler equation for rc,t+1
and projecting out ηi,t+1 yields

h

i
∗
1 = Et exp const. + (1 − γ)(rc,t+1 + νt+1
) + ψθ (ρc wct+1 − wct ) , (1.55)
∗ ≡
where νt+1

1
1−γ log Et+1 [exp(1 − γ)ηi,t+1 |yt+1 ].

My distributional assumptions imply

∗
wct = const. + (ψ − 1)[Et rc,t+1 + Et νt+1
] + ρc Et wct+1 + 12 ψθ ϑt ,

(1.56)

where ϑt is a Jensen’s inequality term, defined as
h

i
∗
∗
ϑt ≡ 2 log Et exp (1 − γ)(rc,t+1 − Et [rc,t+1 ] + νt+1
− Et [νt+1
]) + ψθ ρc (wct+1 − Et [wct+1 ]) .

(1.57)

i
i
In the absence of jump risk, ϑt equals Vart [mt+1
+ rc,t+1
], i.e. the risk-neutral variance

of the consumption claim. When jumps are present, there is an analogous term capturing
Gaussian volatility and jump risk.
Iterating forward on (1.56) and assuming that lim j→∞ ρ j wct+1 = 0, one obtains
∞

wct

= const. + Et

∗
1ψ
∑ ρcj [(ψ − 1)(rc,t+1+ j + νt+1+
j ) + 2 θ ϑt+ j ]

(1.58)

j=0
∞

∗
1ψ
ρc [wct+1 − Et wct+1 ] = [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj [(ψ − 1)(rt+1+ j + νt+1+
j ) + 2 θ ϑt+1 ]

(1.59)

j=1

≡ (ψ − 1)[NDR,t+1 + NFIR,t+1 ] + 21 ψθ NUNC,t+1 ,

(1.60)
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where discount rate news NDR,t+1 are also defined using the decomposition
∞

rc,t+1 − Et rc,t+1 = [Et+1 − Et ] ∑ ρcj [∆ct+1+ j − ρ · rc,t+2+ j ] ≡ NCF,t+1 − NDR,t+1 . (1.61)
j=0

The key difference with respect to the representative agent model is the second term,
NFIR,t+1 . The subscript FIR is shorthand for future idiosyncratic risk, which captures
news about the higher moments of idiosyncratic shocks.84 Equation (1.60) says that, when
the EIS is greater than 1, the wealth-consumption ratio is higher when agents get good
news about the distribution of idiosyncratic risk, as summarized by the cross-sectional
∗ . The third term N
certainty equivalent νt+1
UNC,t+1 captures news about uncertainty, i.e.

the higher moments of future aggregate shocks. Plugging (1.60-1.61) into the projected
pricing kernel (1.13), (1.16) obtains.
In empirical implementations of the ICAPM, it is standard to assume that the
VAR is configured such that rc,t+1 = Sr0 yt+1 . Then, using a similar method from above, I
can also solve for the wealth-consumption ratios, and, in turn, an affine expression for ϑt .
The solution must satisfy


f (1 − γ)Sr + ψθ ρc A + β(1 − γ) + β0 (1 − γ) = −θ log δ
+


g (1 − γ)Sr + ψθ ρc A + β(1 − γ) =

0
θ
ψ [log ρc + (ρc − 1)A E(yt )](1.62)
θ
ψ A,

(1.63)

an (L + 1)-dimensional system of equations in A and ρc . Given A and ρc , the expression
for ϑt in (1.57) is a known, affine function of yt .
84 This

term is related but not identical to the indirect effect discussed in the previous section. It captures
the intuition that agents may be willing to pay a premium to hedge against increases in idiosyncratic
risk in future periods. However, idiosyncratic risk also affects the average return on consumption, so the
appropriate definition of discount rate news may be different.
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Proof of Proposition 1.5 (Term Structure)
I will begin by establishing the result for the dividend claim, then proceed to the
0 = A0 +(A0 )0 y .
consumption claim. The proof is by induction. First, I establish that pdk,t
t
0,k
k
0 , implying that pd 0 = 0 and thus that
By our no arbitrage restriction that Dk,t = Pk,t
k,t
h = Ah + (Ah )0 y implies pd h+1 =
A00,k = 0 and A0k = 0. Next, I must show that pdk,t
t
0,k
k
k,t
h+1 0
Ah+1
0,k + (Ak ) yt . Combining the Euler equation with the dividend strip return yields

h+1
h
pdk,t
= log Et [exp{mt+1 + ∆dk,t+1 + pdk,t+1
}]
h+1 0
h
h 0
Ah+1
0,k + (Ak ) yt = log Et [exp{mt+1 + A0,k + (Sk + Ak ) yt+1 }]

= log Et [exp{m0 + (1 − θ)A0 yt + Ah0,k + (Sk + Ahk − Λ)0 yt+1 }]
= m0 + Ah0,k + f (Sk + Ahk − Λ) + [g(Sk + Ahk − Λ) + (1 − θ)A]0 yt }]
where m0 ≡ κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 . Matching coefficients yields the recursions
Ah+1
= m0 + Ah0,k + f (Sk + Ahk − Λ)
0,k

(1.64)

= g(Sk + Ahk − Λ) + (1 − θ)A,
Ah+1
k

(1.65)

which establishes the claim. One obtains coefficients for the real risk-free asset, by setting
Sk = 0 in (1.64-1.65). Analogously, the coefficients for expected real dividend growth
are obtained by setting m0 = 0 and Λ = 0. Next, I turn to the consumption claim. The
only substantive difference is that, since the return on the consumption claim depends
i , I cannot use the projected version of the pricing kernel. Instead, I work with
on ηt+1

Euler equation directly to evaluate expectations. All other steps in the proof are the same.
Again, no arbitrage requires that A00 = 0 and A0 = 0. Then, I show that wcth = Ah0 + (Ah )0 yt
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implies wcth+1 = Ah+1
+ (Ah+1 )0 yt :
0
i
i
h
wcth+1 = log Et [exp{mt+1
+ ∆ct+1 + ηt+1
+ wct+1
}]
i
i
Ah+1
+ (Ah+1 )0 yt = log Et [exp{mt+1
+ ηt+1
+ Ah0 + (Sc + Ah )0 yt+1 }]
0

= θ log δ − (1 − θ)(κc + (ρc − 1)A0 ) + Ah0 + (1 − θ)A0 yt
i
+ log Et [exp{[(1 − γ)Sc − (1 − θ)ρc A + Ah ]0 yt+1 + (1 − γ)ηt+1
}]

= m̃0 + Ah0 + (1 − θ)A0 yt
+ log Et [exp{[(1 − γ)Sc − (1 − θ)ρc A + β(1 − γ) + Ah ]0 yt+1 }]
= m̃0 + Ah0 + f (Sc + Ah − Λ̃) + [g(Sc + Ah − Λ̃) + (1 − θ)A]0 yt
where m̃0 ≡ θ log δ − (1 − θ)(κc + (ρc − 1)A0 ) + β0 (1 − γ) and Λ̃ ≡ γSc + (1 − θ)ρc A +
β(1 − γ). The third equality uses the law of iterated expectations and Lemma 1.2, and the
fourth equality follows from Lemma 1.3. Matching coefficients yields the recursion

Ah+1
= m̃0 + Ah0,k + f (Sk + Ahk − Λ̃)
0

(1.66)

Ah+1 = g(Sk + Ahk − Λ̃) + (1 − θ)A,

(1.67)

so the only substantive difference between (1.64-1.65) and (1.66-1.67) comes from
the definitions of m̃0 and Λ̃. Further note that m̃0 = m0 − β0 (−γ) + β0 (1 − γ) and Λ̃ =
Λ − β(−γ) + β(1 − γ), so the difference between the recursions comes entirely from the
projection terms.
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Risk-free rate
From the Euler equation, the one-period risk-free rate satisfies

r ft+1 = − log (Et [exp(mt+1 )])


= − κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 + (1 − θ)A0 yt + log (Et [exp(−Λyt+1 )])
= r f0 − [g(−Λ) + (1 − θ)A0 ]yt ,

where r f0 ≡ −[κ − (1 − θ)(ρc − 1)A0 + f (−Λ)]. Terms involving η drop out from the
i .
expression because of the conditional independence of rk,t+1 and ηt+1
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Runs on Money Market Mutual Funds
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Abstract
We study daily money market mutual fund flows at the individual share class
level during September 2008. This fine granularity of data facilitates new insights into
investor and portfolio holding characteristics conducive to run risk in cash-like asset
pools. To test theories with strategic complementarities and incomplete information we,
first, study dynamic interactions between investors with differing levels of sophistication
within the same money fund, holding constant the underlying portfolio. Second, we
employ quantile regressions to identify multiple equilibria in a “bank run” setting. We
find strong empirical evidence of run-like behavior within intermediated asset pools
during the financial crisis.

2.1

Introduction
Runs on financial institutions have long been a subject of academic and regulatory

interest, and are widely thought to have important welfare consequences. Although a
large part of the theoretical literature on runs has focused on commercial banks, recent
studies such as Allen, Babus, and Carletti (2009) and Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny
(2013) consider the broader issue of instability in the shadow banking system.1 During
the recent financial crisis, many types of intermediated asset pools suffered run-like
behavior, e.g., ETFs, asset-backed SIVs, and ultrashort-duration bond funds. Especially
vulnerable were vehicles with cash-like liabilities, for which the liquidity mismatch
became magnified during the crisis: creditors demanded unusually high-frequency access
to their cash, while the liquidity of assets plunged. The crisis highlighted that run-like
1 Allen et al. (2009) point out that “modern runs typically involve the drying up of liquidity in short
term capital markets (a wholesale run) instead of, or in addition to, depositor withdrawals from a financial
intermediary.” Gennaioli et al. (2013) analyze the potential for instability in the shadow banking system
due to investors’ neglect of tail risks.
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behavior can occur in a far broader set of pooled vehicles than bank deposits.
This paper brings unique evidence to the study of run-like behavior in pooled
investment vehicles by studying the crisis in money market mutual funds (MMMFs,
henceforth) following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008. During
the year prior to September 2008, Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) find that the riskiness
of asset holdings of MMMFs increased dramatically and that dispersion in yields across
MMMFs increased from less than 30 to more than 150 bps/year. These fundamental
shifts increased the cross-sectional heterogeneity in MMMF riskiness, making the crisis
that unfolded in September 2008 a unique testbed within which to study runs in pooled
investments that are similar in structure, but have varying risks and yields, as well as
having different investor clientele.
On September 16, a single money market mutual fund that held Lehman commercial paper, the Reserve Primary Fund, “broke the buck,” that is, marked the net asset
value of the fund below the $1 book value per share that investors normally expect as
their redemption value; billions of dollars in investor redemptions occurred almost immediately. The following day, run-like behavior spread to many other MMMFs that cater
to institutional investors. Prime (non-government) MMMFs like the Reserve Primary
Fund suffered outflows from institutional investors totaling roughly $300 billion during
the week of September 15-19, 2008, even though many of these funds held little or no
Lehman debt, and even though no other funds announced to their investors that they
broke the buck during that week.
Even a cursory examination of the MMMF crisis strongly suggests that investors
feared that fund managers were exposed to a common risk–a sudden and sharp reduction
in the liquidity of commercial paper backed by financial institutions–even though they
had largely diversified away most issuer-specific and sector-specific idiosyncratic risks.2
2 An important exception are those MMMFs that were overly exposed to asset-backed commercial
paper issued by vehicles holding large fractions of subprime real estate loans.
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But, the precise mechanism through which this common exposure played out during
the crisis week, and during the surrounding weeks, is as yet unknown, and is crucial in
preventing another money market mutual fund crisis, or crises in similar intermediated
pools having cash-like liabilities paired with assets carrying liquidity risk.
The MMMF crisis of September 2008 presents a unique natural experiment
enabling a study of the mechanism driving investor runs from a broad segment of similar
intermediated portfolios, including whether investors focused their redemptions on funds
with lower quality fundamentals in their holdings and on funds with more sophisticated,
larger-scale investors. Indeed, few market observers could foresee the sudden collapse of
Lehman, and fewer still predicted that the U.S. Treasury would not intervene to save the
firm.
Compared with commercial banks, our data on MMMF flows are unique in
several dimensions that allow unprecedented insights into the mechanism of runs; our
dataset has a high level of granularity in both the cross-sectional and time domains.3
And, as we will see, during the week of the crisis, runs evolve very quickly. Runs are
intrinsically dynamic so it is important to document how they unfold, and how agents
learn in “real time.”4 Our daily data on investor flows within each share class allows an
analysis of these run dynamics; we find that less-informed institutional investors (those
with a lower scale of investment) follow more highly informed (large scale) institutional
investors, consistent with a prediction of He and Manela (forthcoming). Further, we
create a “real-time” daily estimate of the level of highly liquid assets in each MMMF;
with this estimate, we find evidence of “liquidity spirals,” a la Brunnermeier and Pedersen
(2008).
We use these features of our data to shed light on recent theoretical models of
3 In addition, during the week of the crisis, MMMFs carried no explicit insurance, further making them
a unique subject for the study of run-like behavior in cash-like pooled vehicles.
4 See also Gu (2011), He and Xiong (2012), and Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007).
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financial intermediation, a key feature of which is the interaction between fundamentals
and investors’ strategic behavior, and how this interaction depends on investor information.
In Morris and Shin’s (1998) benchmark model of regime change, agents exogenously
receive private and public signals about the strength of fundamentals. The common
public signal acts as an additional coordination device for agents’ actions, affecting the
probability of regime changes (Goldstein and Pauzner, 2005). Weak fundamentals trigger
a run, but the run would not have occurred were it not for agents’ self-fulfilling beliefs,
which amplify the effect of a bad draw of fundamentals.5
Such interactions between strategic behavior and fundamentals makes empirical
identification of strategic complementarities very difficult (Goldstein, 2013). To meet
this challenge, we propose two novel identification strategies, both of which exploit the
rich granularity of our MMMF data.
Our first, and simplest, identification strategy is made possible by our daily data
on flows to different institutional share classes within the same prime (non-government)
MMMF portfolio. This unique structure allows us to study the interaction between
redemptions of institutional investors in share classes with lower expense ratios (larger
investment minimums) and institutional investors in share classes with higher expense
ratios (smaller minimums), both residing within the same fund and holding pro-rata
shares in the same portfolio of securities. Since the largest institutional investors have
more “skin in the game” and, presumably, have access to more resources (analysts and
data) than smaller institutional investors, we would expect them to be both more attentive
and potentially better informed than their smaller counterparts. This share class-level
5 Angeletos

and Werning (2006) allow the public signal to be generated endogenously as an equilibrium
outcome from a financial market. When public signals are endogenous, there can be regions with multiple
equilibria. Angeletos, Hellwig, and Pavan (2007) present an extension of their baseline model, where agents
receive noisy signals about the size of attacks during the previous period. This can generate “snowballing”
effects similar to those in the herding literature (e.g., Chari and Kehoe, 2003; Gu 2011), where large attacks
can be immediately followed by additional attacks, as investors update their beliefs based upon the actions
of other investors.
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approach offers us a path to identify whether flows are due to information cascades
(about portfolio fundamentals), or to strategic complementarities (i.e., the fear that other
investors’ selling activities could impose a negative externality on one’s own investment).
We find strong evidence that the most sophisticated (low expense) institutional
investors are more likely to be among the first movers, and are more responsive to
measures of portfolio quality than less sophisticated, smaller scale institutional investors.
We also find evidence that better informed (low expense) investors act strategically in
response to actions by their less-informed (high-expense) counterparts within the same
MMMF. Specifically, large-scale institutional investors redeem more strongly in response
to the redemptions of smaller-scale institutions (in the same fund) when these small
investor redemptions represent a large share of fund assets, consistent with large investors
reacting to the magnitude of strategic complementarities posed by small investor actions.
These results reinforce theories predicting that self-fulfilling runs are more likely to occur
when fundamentals weaken beyond a critical value.
Our second identification strategy uses the connection in the theoretical literature
between strategic complementarities and multiple equilibria which suggests that pooled
investment vehicles with very similar characteristics, ex-ante, could experience very
different equilibrium outcomes, ex-post. Therefore, we employ quantile regressions
which can measure the heterogeneity in outflows at different points in the flow distribution,
as well as the heterogeneity in the sensitivity to fund and investor characteristics.6 As
shown by Echenique and Komunjer (2009), when multiple equilibria are present and
the dependent and independent variables exhibit complementarity, quantile econometric
models are well-suited for identification of otherwise difficult to measure relations
6 Angeletos

and Pavan (2011) propose a similar identification scheme, arguing that the size of the
equilibrium set can be used to identify the mechanism of the model. Our quantile approach allows us a
means to measure the fraction of funds in each segment of the flow distribution, as well as the differential
impact of investor and fund characteristics in each segment. This allows insights into the type of equilibria
that our empirical results support.
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between these variables by examining these relations in the tails.
We find that, ex-post, outflows of MMMFs during the crisis occur in a very
heterogeneous way. Although outflows from prime (non-government) MMMFs appear
to reflect a general “flight-to-quality” (i.e., to safer cash vehicles), we find that investors
in a small minority of funds exhibit the bulk of run-like behavior. Further, we provide
evidence about the types of funds most likely to exhibit investor runs. Specifically, prime
institutional shareclasses that have greater levels of assets, have a lower proportion of
highly liquid assets, have a lower expense ratio, are a member of a fund complex with
a larger proportion of prime institutional money (as a fraction of total complex money
market assets), have higher lagged flow volatility, and/or have higher average yields
exhibit greater outflows during the crisis week of September 2008.
Our findings contribute to several empirical literatures on financial crises. First,
we present new evidence of strategic complementarities, consistent with results in recent
work by Chen et al. (2010), Qian and Tanyeri (2013), and Hertzberg et al. (2011), albeit in
a different institutional setting and identified via different methods. Second, we provide
evidence on the link between risk-taking and run-like behavior, supporting work on
banking panics by Gorton (1988), Schumacher (2000), Martinez-Peria and Schmukler
(2001), and Calomiris and Mason (2003). Third, similar to Kelly and Ó Gráda (2000), Ó
Gráda and White (2003), and Iyer and Puri (2012), we identify investor characteristics
which are linked to runs, and consider dynamic interactions between different types
of investors in a strategic setting. Finally, we contribute to the literature on the recent
financial crisis, particularly Gorton and Metrick (2012), Covitz et al. (2013), Acharya
et al. (2013), and Schroth et al. (2014), who provide evidence of run-like behavior by
financial intermediaries in the repo and asset-backed commercial paper markets.7
7 A key source of fragility in these markets, which differs from the money market, is rollover risk; see,
e.g., He and Xiong (2012). However, MMMFs are one of the primary sources of demand for these assets.
Parlatore (2014) shows how strategic complementarities in MMMF sponsors’ support decisions can create
incentives for MMMF sponsors to run on the asset (e.g., repo and ABCP) markets.
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Our analysis also contributes to recent papers on the stability of MMMFs; our
focus on investor behavior, rather than fund manager or management company behavior,
distinguishes our paper from these prior studies. For example, Strahan and Tanyeri
(2014) document the heterogeneity in how funds were affected by the September 2008
financial market crisis. Their primary focus is on the behavior of fund managers, while
ours is on investor flows, after the failure of Lehman Brothers. McCabe (2010) finds that
investor, portfolio, and sponsor risks played a key role in determining which funds were
most exposed to outflows during the MMMF crisis of September 2008.8 In contrast to
McCabe’s study of overall outflows from individual MMMFs during the crisis period,
our study focuses on the dynamics of day-by-day investor redemptions among different
shareclasses that belong to the same MMMF, which is crucial for detecting run-like
behavior of investors.9
The reader should note several key differences between our analysis and these
prior studies. First, while these aforementioned papers generally distinguish between
retail and institutional share classes, they do not distinguish between institutional shareclasses with different expense ratios. Our paper shows that strategic interactions between
different institutional investors played a key role in the unfolding of the MMMF crisis
of September 2008. Another difference in our study is that, while prior studies estimate
average effects, we study the heterogeneity in the flows of money into and out of MMMFs
during the September 2008 crisis using a quantile regression analysis. The effect of the
crisis on MMMFs was far from homogenous; our quantile-based approach allows us to
compute the full extent to which individual funds bore the brunt of the crisis. Also, we
focus on the dynamics of fund flows, day-by-day, by including variables such as lagged
flows in our analysis.
8 Chernenko and Sunderam (2014) study how MMMFs’ exposure to Eurozone banks affected their
lending behavior to non-Eurozone borrowers following the 2011 European banking crisis.
9 Indeed, it is this time-series of investor flow behavior, measured over short time-periods, that defines
whether an investor run occurs vs. a general flight-to-quality.
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2.2

Data and Initial Results
Our data are purchased from iMoneyNet, a company that collects daily informa-

tion from over 2,000 U.S. registered money market mutual funds (MMMFs) that invest
primarily in U.S. short-term, dollar-denominated debt obligations, and cover the period
from February 2008 to June 30, 2009. These MMMFs are offered to retail as well as
institutional investors, through different share classes, which are often claims on the same
fund security holdings. The iMoneyNet data consists of fund investment objective, fund
family/adviser (i.e., “complex”), share class type (i.e., retail vs. institutional), daily total
net assets and portfolio average maturity by share class, and weekly sector breakdown of
portfolio holdings. Importantly, the data includes share class-level expense ratios. These
data are especially crucial for our study, as they allow us to identify investor “skin in
the game,” which is likely to be highly related to investor sophistication and attentiveness; expense ratios are inversely related to the required investment minimums for share
classes–the lowest expense ratio share classes are accessible only to the largest-scale
institutional investors.
Figure 2.1 (left panel) shows daily flows to or from MMMF categories during
September and October 2008. Specifically, we report the daily percentage change in
aggregate assets under management for prime institutional, prime retail, government
institutional, and government retail share classes. Daily outflows from prime institutional
share classes amount to more than 10% on a single day, September 17, 2008. Movements
out of prime retail share classes are far more subdued. In contrast, MMMFs holding
U.S. Government-backed securities (mainly Treasuries and agencies) experience strong
inflows, as investors seek the liquidity of the U.S. Government market as safety. On a
cumulated basis, Panel B of Figure 2.1 shows that the flows out of prime institutional
share classes amounts to $400bn during the first two weeks of the crisis. Movements into
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Panel A: Daily flows (% of previous day TNA) by category

Panel B: Cumulative flows ($ Bil) by category
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Figure 2.1: Daily Flows to/from money fund categories in September-October 2008.
This figure plots summary statistics for flows to/from money market mutual fund share
classes in different categories during September and October 2008. The left panel
displays the daily percentage change in total assets under management for each category,
while the right panel plots the cumulative change in assets under management for each
category, in billions of dollars, over the two-month period. September 15-22, 2008, the
week following the failure of Lehman Brothers is indicated by blue shading.

or out of retail share classes were far smaller, by comparison.
Moreover, these massive category-level outflows were far from equally distributed
across funds. To demonstrate this, we calculate the daily percentage change in total assets
under management (“flow”) for each fund within each category (e.g. prime institutional).
For each fund, we aggregate daily flows for all prime institutional share classes with
claims on that fund’s assets; we separately aggregate for prime retail share classes. For
each date in the period of interest, Panel A of Figure 2.2 displays the 10th , 50th , and 90th
quantiles of flows for the cross-section of (aggregated) prime institutional and prime
retail share classes, respectively.
Panel A of Figure 2.2 shows that, during the period ending one week prior to the
Lehman bankruptcy announcement (i.e., Friday, September 5, 2008), the distribution of
flows across prime institutional share classes is fairly tight, as indicated by the vertical
distance between the 10th and 90th quantiles. However, the distribution widens during
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Panel A: Quantiles of daily flows − Prime Institutional funds
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Figure 2.2: Quantiles of Daily Flow Distributions by Category in September-October
2008 (in %). This figure plots the 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles of fund-level flows
in each category (as a fraction of fund assets) for September-October 2008. The left
panel corresponds with Prime Institutional funds, and the right panel corresponds with
Prime Retail funds. September 15-22, 2008, the week following the failure of Lehman
Brothers is shaded in blue.

the following week (September 8-12), and further widens during the following week;
this dispersion continues to be abnormally wide during the next several weeks, finally
tightening and becoming more stable by the end of October. These observations indicate
that, ex post, the massive category-level redemptions are highly concentrated among a
small subset of funds. For instance, the 10th percentile on September 17 experienced
outflows greater than 15% of prior-day total net assets! In contrast, the median fund
experienced an outflow of about 2% on the same day.10
Panel B of Figure 2.2 shows cross-sectional quantiles of flows from prime retail
share classes. While the pattern of flow quantiles is qualitatively similar to that of prime
institutional share classes, the distribution remains much tighter (note that the graph has
been magnified, so that the difference between the 10th and 90th quantiles is less than 4%
10 It

should be noted that a broader run might have occurred, had the crisis played out longer, or if the
Treasury and some fund advisors had not stepped in with implicit or explicit assurances of backup support.
For instance, Wachovia announced, on September 17, that it would support three of its money funds that
were vulnerable to excessive outflows.
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of total net assets on September 18). Thus, retail investors had a more muted response
to the crisis. It is also interesting that peak outflows among retail funds occurred on
September 18, one day later than peak outflows among institutional funds. Those few
retail investors who redeem only do so after information from the popular media becomes
available about the evolving MMMF crisis.
We measure several covariates to capture fund and investor characteristics. Fund
characteristics are chosen to represent different indicators of the quality of portfolio
fundamentals.11 Investor characteristics are chosen to represent the average quality
of investors’ private information as well as the tendency to quickly move money. We
consider
• Average yield, AV GY IELD, defined as the average value of the (annualized) 7-day
gross yield of fund portfolio holdings from March-August 2008;
• Fund-level expense ratio, EXPR, calculated as a TNA-weighted average of share
class-level expense ratios;
• Standard deviation of daily log fund flows, FLOW ST DEV , calculated using data
from March-August 2008;
• Proportion of total money market mutual fund assets, for a complex (e.g., Fidelity),
represented by prime institutional share classes, PIPERC;
• Fund size (logged), LOGT NA, the sum of total net assets of all share classes
(within the category, e.g., Prime Institutional) of a given MMMF; and
• Proportion of fund assets represented by liquid portfolio holdings, LIQUIDRT ,
which is a daily estimate of highly liquid assets available as a fraction of total net
11 By

“fundamentals,” we refer to predetermined characteristics of funds’ investments and/or the characteristics of the fund management companies. These variables would affect investors’ payoffs regardless
of the behavior of other investors (i.e., variables which set the threshold level of redemptions that a fund
could sustain without breaking the buck).
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assets, updated daily by subtracting the difference between daily fund outflows and
maturing assets from prior-day liquid assets.12
All of the above-mentioned variables are available to subscribers of iMoneynet,
and we expect that larger scale (“skin in the game”) investors subscribe to the database
and actively analyze it.13 We emphasize that a clean separation of covariates into those
that purely represent fundamentals (payoffs) vs. investor characteristics (player types) is
not possible.14 However, we identify variables that are more likely to be a good proxy
for either fundamentals or investor size and/or sophistication (but not both). Further
information on our dataset, including univariate summary statistics and correlations are
available in a supplemental online appendix.
First, for fundamentals, we assume that AV GY IELD, LIQUIDRT , and PIPERC
proxy for, respectively, the overall quality (credit plus liquidity) of portfolio assets in
a fund, the liquidity of these assets, and the insurance behind a fund provided by the
implicit backing of a deep-pockets advisor. Second, we use EXPR as a proxy for the level
of investor sophistication, since expense ratio tends to be strongly inversely related to the
scale of investment, with the lowest expense ratio share classes being the largest-scale,
most well-informed, and most sophisticated investors (i.e., those with the most “skin
12 Our

definition of liquid assets follows Duygan-Bump, et al. (forthcoming) and equals the sum of
portfolio weights of repos, Treasury securities, and U.S. agency notes. Asset holding data are available
weekly, so we interpolate between weekly values using a method which is similar in spirit to the one
in Strahan and Tanyeri (forthcoming). We observe the weighted average maturity of the portfolio on
a daily basis, which is used to estimate the fraction of portfolio holdings which matures each day. We
then compare this number with that day’s change in TNA. If the share of maturing assets exceeds net
redemptions, we assume that the liquid asset share remains unchanged. If redemptions exceed maturing
assets–which is extremely rare prior to the start of the crisis period–we assume that the difference between
redemptions and maturing assets is met by selling liquid securities. Results are similar if we use the weekly
liquid asset share from iMoneyNet in place of our daily “real-time” variable.
13 Closing-day TNA data is available by 8 a.m. the following morning, which allows a quick calculation
of prior-day flows (thanks to Pete Crane for this information).
14 For instance, large-scale, well-informed investors may be attracted to funds with higher yields (weaker
fundamentals), as they have the sophistication to enjoy higher yields (higher risk) while being among the
first to exit should fundamentals begin to deteriorate in such funds. Or, a fund whose sponsor would face a
particularly high reputational cost should one of its funds break the buck may choose to hold a less risky
portfolio. Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) find evidence to support this conclusion.
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in the game”). LOGFLOW ST DEV represents the presence of “hot money” investors,
i.e., the tendency for capital to enter/leave the fund over shorter periods of time, as does
LOGT NA.15
Our definition of liquid assets separates MMMF holdings into two categories. The
vast majority of “illiquid” assets are invested in bank obligations, non-bank commercial
paper, and floating-rate notes. While more disaggregate holdings data are available, our
analyses suggest that the available sample size necessitates the use of a relatively coarse
classification of holdings risk. Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) document a dramatic
increase in the spreads for all of these instruments relative to Treasuries during the year
preceding the failure of Lehman, consistent with an elevated level of risk.16

2.3

Evidence of Strategic Behavior from Share Class Data
With heterogeneously informed investors, strategic behavior can unfold in at

least two opposing ways in the presence of run externalities. First, He and Manela
(2013) show that less-informed agents may optimally wait and withdraw after early
movers (who are, in equilibrium, better-informed) after learning that the bank’s portfolio
liquidity may have been impaired. That is, less-informed investors wait until the marginal
cost of waiting (imposed by the risk of additional better-informed investors running)
equals the marginal benefit of waiting (through earning interest). Conversely, in global
games models with payoff complementarities, such as Chen et al. (2010), more-informed
investors can react to the actions of less-informed investors due to negative externalities
(loss of fund liquidity) associated with the latter’s actions.
15 That is, the largest investors tend to gravitate towards the largest funds, as evidenced by a significant
negative correlation between EXPR and LOGTNA.
16 See Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) for additional discussion of the composition of MMMF portfolios and how concerns about sponsor reputation affected MMMF managers’ portfolio choice decisions.
Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) describe bank obligations as the riskiest category, while Duygan-Bump, et
al. (forthcoming) emphasize the distress in the ABCP market.
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Better-informed investors may also react to the prior-day redemption behavior of
other well-informed investors. In the dynamic model of Angeletos et al. (2007), such
investors update beliefs based on a noisy signal about the size of previous attacks and the
observation that the regime survived any attacks in previous periods. Large prior attacks,
ceteris paribus, reveal negative information about fundamentals, making future attacks
more likely.17 However, an institution’s survival from previous attacks can cause investors
to revise beliefs upward about the strength of fundamentals. In our setting, informed
investors’ response to prior-day redemptions of other informed investors reflects the
relative importance of these two channels (the existence of large attacks vs. the survival
of funds after large attacks), which may change as the crisis unfolds.
Our MMMF data uniquely allow us to test the predictions of these different
theories for the dynamics of runs on bank-like vehicles, since we have information on
share class-level expense ratios of a particular MMMF. To explain, it is common for
multiple share classes with different levels of expense ratios to coexist in a single MMMF;
these share classes always have identical (pro-rata) claims on the fund’s assets. Thus,
redemptions in one shareclass present strategic externalities for remaining investors in
all shareclasses of a given fund equally, pro-rata. Those share classes with low expense
ratios require high investment minimums, which allow only large-scale (and, presumably,
more sophisticated and attentive) investors to buy them; those with high expense ratios
are populated with smaller-scale investors. Thus, funds with multiple share classes enable
us to compare the behavior of players who differ in the precision of their information
about fundamentals and/or the behavior of other investors, holding constant all fund
characteristics –notably portfolio quality and fund management company characteristics.
17 If prior attacks also serve to weaken fundamentals (e.g., by forcing funds to sell their most liquid asset
holdings), future attacks become even more likely in the presence of large prior attacks.
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2.3.1

Investor Sophistication and Cumulative Outflows
Large-scale institutional investors have more “skin in the game,” consistent with

them being better informed and more closely monitoring shifts in portfolio fundamentals
as the crisis evolves (given the fixed costs associated with information acquisition). In
Table 2.1, we cross-sectionally regress share class cumulative investor flow (computed
as the first difference in daily log TNA, multiplied by 100, then summed over the five
days) during September 15-19 on share class expense ratio (each share class among our
prime institutional funds is represented with a single observation in this regression).18
We find (models 1 to 3) that share class expense ratio is positively and significantly
associated with following-day investor flow, regardless of whether fund or complex (e.g.,
Fidelity) fixed effects are included, meaning that larger-scale institutions redeem much
more sharply than higher expense-ratio, smaller-scale institutions.19
We adopt a non-parametric approach in models 4 through 6. Here, we separate
prime institutional share classes into four bins based on their expense ratios.20 The base
category (model intercept) represents funds with expense ratios above 45 bp; models 5
and 6 include complex and fund fixed effects, respectively. These specifications show that
all of the impact of expense ratio is contained within those share classes having an expense
ratio below 25 bps (basis points)/year. Above this breakpoint, there is essentially no
effect of scale of investment (expense ratio) on crisis-week flows–indicating a nonlinear
18 A

fund fixed effect allows us to hold constant the quality of the portfolio as well as the implied
insurance; alternatively, the coarser complex fixed effect provides a rougher control for fundamentals and
implied insurance, while retaining the effect of differences in clientele across different funds.
19 Our results are consistent with a prediction, developed and tested by Ziebarth (2013), from a version
of the Angeletos and Werning (AW; 2006) model, in which a subset of agents observe a common signal
about the behavior of other investors prior to making their decision whether to run. The AW model predicts
that, for a sufficiently low level of fundamentals, the probability of a run is increasing in the fraction of
well-informed agents.
20 Among funds with available data, the median level of minimum investment is $10 million, $3 million,
$1 million, and $25,000 for funds with expense ratios less than 15 bp, between 15 and less than 25 bp,
between 25 and less than 45 bp, and greater than 45 bp, respectively. Thus, scale of investment is strongly
inversely related to expense ratio.
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Table 2.1: Share Class-level Regressions for Cumulative Flows Following the Failure
of Lehman Brothers. This table presents the coefficients from OLS regressions of the
change in the log of share class-level assets under management for share classes of prime
institutional money market funds (×100) during the week of September 15-19, 2008
on expense ratios. Depending on the specification, we include no fixed effects, complex
fixed effects, or fund fixed effects. The final three columns replace the continuous
variable EXPR with a series of dummy variables for different ranges of the expense
ratio. The omitted category is share classes with expense ratios greater than 45 bp.

EXPR

(1)
0.67∗∗∗
(4.786)

(2)
0.67∗∗∗
(4.244)

(3)
0.77∗∗∗
(2.942)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-1.21
(-0.274)
-23.09∗∗∗
(-3.562)
-55.09∗∗∗
(-3.658)
None
Fund
245
0.174

-1.70
(-0.216)
-23.17∗∗
(-2.648)
-65.96∗∗∗
(-4.181)
Complex
Complex
245
0.423

-1.17
(-0.116)
-23.82∗∗
(-2.084)
-88.79∗∗∗
(-2.907)
Fund
Fund
245
0.624

Indicators:
25 < EXPR ≤ 45
15 < EXPR ≤ 25
EXPR ≤ 15
Dummies
Clustering
N
R2

None
Fund
245
0.102

Complex
Complex
245
0.349

Fund
Fund
245
0.519

effect of scale of investment on the tendency to run. Note that the lowest expense ratio
segment, below 15 bps/year, exhibits a much higher level of outflows than the larger
expense ratio breakpoints. Specifically, specification 4 indicates that share classes with
an expense ratio below 15 bps experience an additional percentage outflow of 55 log
points (43% of AUM) relative to the base category (an outflow of 8%). These differences
increase to 66 and 89 log points when complex and fund fixed-effects are included,
respectively. Thus, run-like behavior is heavily focused in share classes with the very
largest scale institutional investors. This finding suggests that the most well-informed
investors were early movers during the crisis week, consistent with the model of He and
Manela (forthcoming).
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2.3.2

Dynamic Interactions between Investor Types
Next, to measure flow dynamics, we estimate a vector autoregression (VAR)

model, where we partition each MMMF’s share classes into those with (1) lower- and (2)
higher-than-median expense ratios as of September 15, 2008 (columns Lowi,t and Highi,t
in Panel A of Table 2.2).21 To focus on dynamics within a given fund between its different
scale of institutional investors, we aggregate, at the fund level, all flows across belowmedian share classes, as well as aggregating flows across all above-median shareclasses.
Then, we implement a VAR with two dependent variables, where daily fraction flows
to the aggregated fund-level low (or high) share class is regressed on its one-day lagged
value, as well as the one-day lagged fraction flow of the high (or low) aggregated fundlevel share class of the same fund. In implementing this VAR, (and in the remaining
tables of the paper), we separately estimate the model coefficients over four separate sub
periods: the “baseline” period (February 1 through September 9, 2008), the “early-crisis”
period (Wednesday, September 10 to Tuesday, September 16, 2008), the “peak crisis”
period (Wednesday, September 17 to Friday, September 19), and the “late-crisis” period
(September 22-October 17).22 As control variables, we augment with several lagged fund
characteristics described in Section 3.1: EXPR, LOGFLOW ST DEV , LIQUIDRT , and
PIPERC, each scaled by its respective (cross-sectional) standard deviation, on each day.
Panel A of Table 2.2 indicates that, during the baseline period, flows are largely
segmented, with each segment exhibiting a negative AR(1) coefficient–indicative of
investors temporarily parking money in a MMMF between the sale of one asset and the
purchase of another.
21 Only

funds with at least one share class above and one share class below the median are included here.
Lehman declared bankruptcy on September 15, most market observers (as well as our
summary flow statistics) support that the most intense run-like behavior by investors in MMMFs occurred
from September 17 until September 19, the date of the first MMMF “breaking the buck” to the date when
the Treasury and the Federal Reserve announced programs to support MMMFs and the commercial paper
market.
22 Although
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Table 2.2: Fund-level Vector Autoregressions - Prime Institutional. For each fund, we
separate prime institutional share classes into two categories based on their expense
ratios. For each date in the sample, we calculate the first difference in the log of
total assets under management within each category, which we denote by Lowi,t and
Highi,t . Panel A presents the coefficients from panel vector autoregressions for Lowi,t
and Highi,t estimated for four different subperiods in 2008. We multiply Lowi,t and
Highi,t by 100 to express them in log percentage points. We also include additional
fund characteristics: EXPR, LOGFLOW ST DEV , LIQUIDRT , and PIPERC. Panel B
focuses on low expense ratio share classes and adds interactions between flows and
%Highi,t−1 , which is the fraction of lagged total fund assets in institutional share classes
in the “High” category as of date t − 1. All specifications also include time dummies,
which are omitted for brevity. Standard errors are clustered at the fund level.
Panel A: VAR with Controls

Variable
Lowi,t−1
Highi,t−1
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
LIQUIDRT
PIPERC
N
R2

Baseline
Lowi,t
Highi,t
-0.098∗∗∗
0.018
(-3.655)
(1.194)
0.014
-0.178∗
(1.302)
(-1.998)
0.017
-0.056
(0.660)
(-1.616)
0.077∗∗∗
0.061
(2.704)
(1.191)
-0.118∗∗∗
-0.084∗∗
(-3.092)
(-2.608)
-0.024
0.009
(-0.787)
(0.327)
9,050
9,050
0.071
0.056

Early Crisis
Lowi,t
Highi,t
0.136
0.230∗∗
(0.916)
(2.358)
0.207∗∗
0.043
(2.287)
(0.445)
0.568∗∗∗
0.147
(2.884)
(0.975)
-0.467∗∗
-0.169
(-2.217)
(-0.655)
0.582∗∗∗
-0.148
(2.750)
(-0.565)
0.064
-0.769∗∗
(0.237)
(-2.644)
301
301
0.173
0.141

Peak Crisis
Lowi,t
Highi,t
0.291∗∗
0.081
(2.604)
(0.432)
-0.057
0.176
(-1.026)
(0.963)
1.072∗
0.328
(1.871)
(0.392)
-1.471∗∗
0.515
(-2.206)
(0.353)
1.904∗∗∗
2.923
(2.822)
(1.402)
-1.157
0.210
(-1.636)
(0.288)
180
180
0.263
0.075

Late Crisis
Lowi,t
Highi,t
0.044
0.042
(0.451)
(1.110)
0.049
-0.049
(0.878)
(-0.611)
0.151
-0.068
(1.237)
(-0.404)
-0.272∗∗
-0.260
(-2.235)
(-1.313)
0.175∗
-0.249
(1.730)
(-0.992)
-0.226∗
0.100
(-1.910)
(0.937)
1,067
1,067
0.055
0.017

Peak Crisis
Lowi,t
Lowi,t
0.286∗∗
0.251∗∗∗
(2.372)
(3.007)
-0.089
-0.093
(-1.266)
(-1.281)
0.137
0.162
(0.482)
(0.539)
-0.055
(-1.018)
0.603∗
(1.984)
0.017
0.059
(0.349)
(1.370)
0.923
0.687
(1.357)
(0.969)
-1.481∗∗
-1.569∗∗
(-2.190)
(-2.109)
1.972∗∗
2.094∗∗∗
(2.562)
(2.699)
-1.131
-1.135
(-1.455)
(-1.538)
180
180
0.264
0.313

Late Crisis
Lowi,t
Lowi,t
0.004
0.006
(0.080)
(0.108)
-0.125∗
-0.125∗∗
(-1.997)
(-2.010)
1.066∗∗∗
1.067∗∗
(2.664)
(2.652)
0.026
(0.904)
-0.091
(-0.528)
0.009
0.009
(0.906)
(0.845)
0.068
0.073
(0.418)
(0.448)
-0.377∗∗∗
-0.374∗∗∗
(-3.022)
(-3.001)
0.175∗
0.176
(1.672)
(1.633)
-0.197∗
-0.197∗
(-1.915)
(-1.922)
1,067
1,067
0.140
0.141

Panel B: Additional Specifications for Low Expense Ratio Share Classes

Variable
Lowi,t−1
Highi,t−1
Highi,t−1 × %Highi,t−1
Highi,t
Highi,t × %Highi,t−1
%Highi,t−1
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
LIQUIDRT
PIPERC
N
R2

Baseline
Lowi,t
Lowi,t
-0.097∗∗∗
-0.097∗∗∗
(-3.632)
(-3.658)
0.022
0.025
(1.320)
(1.382)
-0.053
-0.060
(-0.703)
(-0.785)
0.013
(1.176)
-0.017
(-0.297)
0.003
0.003
(1.620)
(1.648)
-0.009
-0.009
(-0.296)
(-0.293)
0.083∗∗
0.082∗∗
(2.629)
(2.616)
-0.112∗∗∗
-0.111∗∗∗
(-2.909)
(-2.886)
-0.016
-0.017
(-0.458)
(-0.464)
9,050
9,050
0.072
0.072

Early Crisis
Lowi,t
Lowi,t
0.070
-0.008
(0.503)
(-0.063)
0.007
0.030
(0.101)
(0.599)
0.781∗∗
0.435
(2.193)
(1.599)
-0.158∗
(-1.918)
1.144∗∗∗
(3.407)
-0.018
-0.009
(-1.077)
(-0.570)
0.730∗∗
0.594∗∗
(2.425)
(2.065)
-0.491∗∗
-0.476∗∗
(-2.206)
(-2.085)
0.562∗∗
0.676∗∗∗
(2.645)
(3.220)
0.102
0.249
(0.367)
(0.940)
301
301
0.198
0.244
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This picture changes dramatically during the early crisis and peak crisis periods.
During the early crisis period, flows in each category become positively cross-correlated
with a lag. Sophisticated (low expense ratio) investors react to less-informed (high
expense ratio) investors’ flow behavior, consistent with a strategic response to the negative
externalities emphasized in Chen et al. (2010). As in He and Manela (forthcoming), the
cost of waiting can be lower when the average quality of other investors’ information
is low (e.g., their costs to acquire information are high); therefore, the presence of a
large fraction of less-informed investors could give better-informed investors less of an
incentive to redeem quickly.23
In the next column, we observe that smaller institutions primarily respond to the
prior flow behavior of more sophisticated investors. Such a dynamic is consistent with
the mechanisms in He and Manela (forthcoming) and Angeletos et al. (2007), where
large prior-day redemptions from well-informed investors cause less-informed investors
to revise their beliefs downward about fundamentals. So, flow dynamics occur in both
directions, with each investor type reinforcing the other’s redemptions (or lack thereof);
in other words, a feedback mechanism develops between small and large investors during
the early days of the crisis.
By the time of the peak crisis period, after the Reserve Primary fund announces
that it has “broken the buck,” the behavior of smaller institutional investors is essentially
unpredictable–consistent with Diamond and Dybvig (1988) panic-type behavior–while
strategic redemptions of large investors, Lowi,t , become very responsive to prior redemptions from other large investors, Lowi,t−1 .24 During this period, an outflow of 1% by large
23 Hellwig

and Veldkamp (2009), within a “beauty contest” game with endogenous information acquisition, demonstrate how strategic complementarities in payoffs generate complementarities in information
acquisition as well.
24 The magnitude of the three (fund-aggregated) high expense ratio share classes with the largest outflows
are 52%, 45%, and 26% on September 17, 31%, 27%, and 23% on September 18, and 48%, 39%, and 34%
on September 19. For the same dates and aggregated shareclass cross-section, the median outflows are
only 1%, 2%, and 2%, respectively
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institutional investors leads to a following-day outflow of 0.29% by other large institutions, suggesting that negative information and/or concerns about liquidation externalities
dominate the positive information associated with the fact that no funds (except Reserve
Primary) broke the buck at the end of the early crisis period. Thus, the dynamics of flows
change from the early period to the peak period, with large investors now focusing on
each other’s moves. In the late crisis period (after the intervention of the Treasury and
Fed), flows are largely unpredictable.
Coefficients on control variables offer further interesting results. During the
baseline period, investors’ search for higher yields makes them more likely to invest in
MMMFs with less liquid portfolios. The sensitivity of flows to a one-standard deviation
increase in LIQUIDRT is about -10 bps/day. In addition, funds whose daily flows
are more volatile, as indicated by LOGFLOW ST DEV , tend to have higher inflows,
particularly in low expense ratio share classes.
Consistent with Table 2.1, the coefficient on EXPR for the Lowi,t model during
the early crisis period suggests that a one standard deviation decrease is associated with
a 57 basis point decrease in the average daily (log) flow to a fund (e.g., an increase
in outflow) from large-scale investors. And, a one standard deviation below-average
portfolio liquidity predicts outflows of 58 bp per day. Since such information is available
from iMoneyNet early the following morning, initial redemptions from sophisticated
investors are focused on funds most likely to have been affected by the systematic
shock to credit quality/liquidity in the asset market. Further, the relationship between
LOGFLOW ST DEV and flows is large and negative, suggesting that early redemptions
are much larger in funds with more “hot money.”
The role of fund characteristics differs for high expense ratio share classes during
the early crisis period. These smaller-scale institutional investors appear to only react to
the creditworthiness of the fund management company: a one standard deviation increase
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in PIPERC, the proportion of a complex’s money market business that resides in Prime
Institutional share classes (the riskiest category), is associated with an 77 bp per day
increase in outflows. Thus, institutional investors with less “skin in the game” appear to
be unable to discern whether portfolio fundamentals are deteriorating in their fund during
the early days of the crisis, and look only at the stability of the advisor for comfort.
Moving to the peak crisis period, as overall market conditions continue to deteriorate, the response of large-scale investor flows to both portfolio and clientele characteristics significantly amplify. The coefficient on EXPR for model Lowi,t roughly doubles,
while the coefficients on LOGFLOW ST DEV and LIQUIDRT more than triple.
During the late crisis period, fund characteristics play a relatively minor role, as
all coefficients drop substantially in economic magnitude. The two statistically significant
coefficients for Lowi,t suggest mild evidence that strategic concerns may have motivated
some larger investors to redeem even after the Treasury’s issuance of temporary deposit
guarantees.

2.3.3

Additional Evidence of Strategic Behavior by Sophisticated
Investors
If large-scale investors are better-informed about fundamentals than smaller

investors, one would expect lagged flows from large-scale investors to be more informative about portfolio quality. As such, any responses of well-informed investors to
their more poorly informed counterparts should predominantly reflect strategic concerns.
Recall that Panel A indicated that, conditional on Lowi,t−1 and PIPERC, Highi,t is essentially unpredictable–particularly after the early crisis period–based on other observables
throughout the crisis. Thus, the behavior of less informed investors adds an additional
element of randomness which is almost orthogonal to fund characteristics to the potential
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payoffs of large-scale investors.25
To test whether large-scale investors react to outflows from small-scale investors
because of strategic externalities, we add a term, in Panel B, that interacts Highi,t−1 , high
expense ratio lagged flow (as a fraction of prior day institutional AUM in the “High”
category within a fund), with the lagged percentage of prime institutional assets within a
given fund represented by aggregate high expense share classes (denoted by %Highi,t−1 ).
These specifications are located in odd columns of Panel B.26 We would expect the
direct coefficient of Highi,t−1 on Lowi,t , which represents any information conveyed by
Highi,t−1 , to be close to zero, as such investors have relatively little information about
portfolio fundamentals (as we showed in Panel A). However, in the presence of strategic
externalities posed by less-informed redemptions, we would expect the coefficient on
the interaction term, Highi,t−1 × %Highi,t−1 , to be positive during the crisis; that is,
when a greater fraction of fund assets are redeemed by small investors (i.e., %Highi,t−1
is large, and Highi,t−1 is large and negative), large investors interpret this as a bigger
strategic threat. For completeness, we also include the direct level %Highi,t−1 in these
specifications, though these coefficients are generally insignificant.
We recognize that large-scale investors could also respond to the same-day behavior of small-scale investors.27 The even columns of Panel B test this second hypothesis
25 We

speculate that such an outcome could happen if, for example, uninformed investors receive no
private signals about the fund’s portfolio quality and choose whether to redeem based only upon a public
signal. Such a model would likely feature multiple equilibria because, for a sufficiently high concentration
of uninformed investors, it closely resembles the Diamond-Dybvig (1988) model. In contrast, if there are
no uninformed agents, then the model resembles the setup of a global games model–e.g., Goldstein and
Pauzner (2005).
26 To clarify, when %High
i,t−1 is close to zero (no poorly-informed investors), the response to Highi,t−1
approximately equals the direct coefficient on Highi,t−1 (the interaction term plays no role); as %Highi,t−1
moves toward one (no well-informed investors), the response to Highi,t−1 equals the direct term plus the
interaction coefficient.
27 For example, Angeletos and Werning (2006) present a model in which a subset of (better informed)
investors receive a noisy signal about redemptions of other (less informed) investors. They consider this
public signal in conjunction with their own private signals prior to making their own decisions. Redemption
requests at MMMFs are placed throughout the day, but settled at the end of the day. Thus, it is plausible
that large investors could be “tipped off” about the behavior of small investors in plenty of time to redeem
their own shares on the same day.
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by adding contemporaneous flows from small-scale investors, Highi,t , along with an
interaction term, Highi,t × %Highi,t−1 .28
Again, the strongest evidence of strategic complementarities occurs during the
early crisis period. The specification in the third column indicates an 80 bp outflow
from large-scale investors in response to a 1% prior-day outflow from small investors,
Highi,t−1 , if almost all of the fund’s assets are owned by small-scale investors, and
essentially no reaction if the fund is dominated by large investors. In column four, the
sensitivity of large-scale investors, Lowi,t , to same-day flows from small-scale investors,
Highi,t , again strongly depends on the concentration of small investors (see the coefficient
on Highi,t × %Highi,t−1 ); fraction outflows from small investors are matched one-for-one
from large investors if %Highi,t−1 is close to one. This specification also indicates that
large investors react much more strongly to concurrent small investor redemptions, rather
than lagging by one day.
During the peak crisis period, we find no evidence that large-scale investors
respond to lagged flows from small-scale investors, but continue to find evidence that
they respond to contemporaneous flows. In particular, a contemporaneous 1% outflow
from small-scale investors is accompanied by a 50 bp outflow from large-scale investors
when %Highi,t−1 is close to one.
During the late crisis period, the interaction term on lagged flows is large and
highly significant. Outflows from large investors move almost one-for-one (in percentage)
with lagged flows from small investors, as %Highi,t−1 goes to one. In contrast to the
earlier periods, there is little evidence of a response to contemporaneous flows. Thus,
given the availability of deposit guarantees, larger investors appear to have less incentive
to monitor the same-day behavior of smaller investors. Overall, the results of this section
28 Admittedly, the simultaneity of Low and High makes this second test somewhat more crude relative
i,t
i,t
to the first, particularly with respect to interpreting the coefficient on Highi,t . However, the main coefficient
of interest is the interaction term.
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indicate that large-scale investors react to the actions of small investors only when
these actions pose a strategic externality. And, the reaction of large investors is quick
(contemporaneous) when it matters most (during the early and peak crisis periods).
We perform some additional unreported tests to verify the robustness of our
results. First, the results involving lagged flows are similar when we omit other fund
characteristics. Second, to mitigate concerns about potential omitted variables, we
augment the specifications in Panel B with additional interactions between %Highi,t−1
and each of the other predictor variables, including Lowi,t−1 . In such specifications, these
additional interaction terms are insignificant, consistent with our strategic interpretation.
Finally, we re-run the analysis, replacing fund characteristics with fund dummies.29 The
results highlighted above are insensitive to the inclusion of these fund fixed effects.

2.4

Panel Quantile Regressions
The empirical results presented so far suggest that we should use an estima-

tion methodology that captures time-varying dynamics and heterogeneity in the crosssectional distribution of fund flows in order to infer the key drivers of run-like behavior
in some MMMFs during the crisis. Conventional approaches such as (panel) OLS fail
to fully account for these effects, so we adopt an alternative methodology. This section
provides panel quantile regression results, focusing on the role of various characteristics
in shaping the flow distribution as the crisis unfolds.
To motivate our approach, we refer to Echenique and Komunjer (2009), who
consider how to test models with complementarities between the dependent variable (e.g.,
the outcome of a strategic interaction) and explanatory variables (e.g., characteristics
29 Given

the short length of the event windows we impose the restriction that the coefficient on this fund
dummy is the same throughout the crisis period. We allow the fund fixed effect to differ in the baseline
period. Complex dummies yield almost identical results
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of the players or payoffs), where equilibria may not be unique.30 Angeletos and Pavan
(2012) make a similar argument within the context of testing global games models with
endogenous information and multiple equilibria.
Our quantile regression models allow us to identify the fundamental characteristics of a fund that may make it more susceptible to run-like behavior by investors. They
also help identify what role the size and/or sophistication level of a fund’s investor base
may have played in increasing its exposure to run-like risk. The discussion above suggests
that, in addition to being empirically relevant, quantile methods may be especially useful
for measuring such effects, as they enable us to estimate comparative statics in the tails
of the conditional flow distribution, where identification may be more robust to potential
fragility or multiplicity of equilibria.

2.4.1

Methodology
We focus on modeling three quantiles, namely the 10th, 50th (median) and 90th,

of the flow distribution, conditional on a vector of observable variables. Three quantiles
is the minimum number sufficient to allow for heterogeneity and asymmetry in the flow
distributions. In this way, we can determine whether fund and/or investor characteristics
differentially affect funds in different parts (e.g., the center vs. tails) of the conditional
cross-sectional distribution.
30 They

explain that, within this class of models, “despite the possible presence of multiple equilibria,
a monotone comparative statics (MCS) prediction holds: there is a smallest and a largest equilibrium,
and these change monotonically with explanatory variables... By focusing on the regions in which the
monotonicity of equilibria holds, we still obtain that tail (small and large) conditional quantiles of the
dependent variable increase in the explanatory variable. Testing for complementarities is thus possible by
examining the behavior of the extreme conditional tails of the dependent variable.”
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We adopt the following specification for conditional quantiles of a variable Yi,t :
Yi,t = f0 (Xi,t , β) + ε0i,t = Xi,t0 β0 + ε0i,t

P[ε0i,t < 0|Xi,t ] = 0.5

Yi,t = f1 (Xi,t , β) + ε1i,t = Xi,t0 β0 − exp[Xi,t0 β1 ] + ε1i,t

P[ε1i,t < 0|Xi,t ] = 0.1

Yi,t = f2 (Xi,t , β) + ε2i,t = Xi,t0 β0 + exp[Xi,t0 β2 ] + ε2i,t

P[ε2i,t < 0|Xi,t ] = 0.9.

(2.1)

The functions f0 (·), f1 (·), and f2 (·) represent the median, 10th , and 90th percentiles of
the distribution of Yi,t given Xi,t , respectively.To facilitate interpretation of the results, we
anchor the model around the conditional median, governed by β0 , of the flow distribution.
We then add (or subtract) spreads, governed by β1 and β2 , that quantify the difference
between the effect of covariates on funds in the left or right tails of the cross-sectional
distribution of fund flows. We first look at the effect of covariates on the median, then
separately consider any additional effects on these spreads of an exponential affine
functional form. This guarantees that the conditional quantiles never cross and yields an
internally-consistent dynamic model.
As our specification is relatively new, some discussion of how to interpret parameters is in order. β0 governs the effect of Xi,t on the median level of flows and affects the
other conditional quantiles as well. Since β0 shifts the entire distribution of flows, its
interpretation is quite similar to an OLS regression coefficient. We refer to these terms as
“median exposures” or “common exposures”, though we emphasize that these coefficients
affect all quantiles symmetrically. β1 captures the additional effect of covariates on the
left tail of the flow distribution–the spread between the median and the 10th percentile.
For ease of exposition, we refer to this distance as a fund’s “left tail exposure.”31
31 If

( j)

( j)

( j)

β1 and Xi,t are the jth elements of β1 and Xi,t , respectively, then a one unit increase in Xi,t
( j)

generates a β1 percent increase in the left tail exposure for a given fund. β2 governs a fund’s right
tail exposure, defined analogously. From a fund’s perspective, increases in left tail exposure are “bad”
(indicating higher downside risk) while increases in right tail exposure are “good”.
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Our model for the conditional quantiles has an additional interpretation which is
useful in a panel context. Partitioning the vector Xi,t = [Wi,t0 , Zt0 ]0 , where Wi,t is a vector of
fund-specific characteristics and Zt is a vector of time-specific factors, our model is
f0 (Xi,t , β) = Wi,t0 β0 + Zt0 γ0 ≡ Wi,t0 β0 + α0,t

(2.2)

f1 (Xi,t , β) = Wi,t0 β0 − exp[Wi,t0 β1 ] exp[Zt0 γ1 ] ≡ Wi,t0 β0 − exp[Wi,t0 β1 ]α1,t
f2 (Xi,t , β) = Wi,t0 β0 + exp[Wi,t0 β2 ] exp[Zt0 γ2 ] ≡ Wi,t0 β0 + exp[Wi,t0 β2 ]α2,t ,
where β = [β00 , γ00 , β01 , γ01 , β02 , γ02 ]0 . Here (α0,t , α1,t , α2,t )0 is a vector of time-specific shocks.
α0,t is a shock that shifts the distribution for all funds symmetrically. α1,t and α2,t scale
up or down the left and right tail exposures, respectively.32 This specification makes
sense in our application, given the important interactions between market-wide events
(e.g., declines in liquidity) and investor behavior. We also allow the relationship between
covariates and flows to change over time.33
Following Koenker and Bassett (1978), a variety of methods have been developed
for estimating conditional quantiles. We estimate the relevant parameters using the
sequential semi-parametric method in Schmidt (2013) and calculate standard errors using
simple bootstrap procedures.34 Further estimation details are in an Online Appendix.
Before going further, we introduce some terminology to ease the exposition in
the discussion that follows. Our specification in (2.2) enables us to compare different
quantiles of the conditional flow distribution, holding conditioning variables, Wi,t , fixed.
multiplicative structure gives β1 and β2 useful factor-loading interpretations. If Wi,t0 γ1 = 0, a
fund’s left tail exposure is equal to the aggregate shock; as Xi,t0 β1 increases, the sensitivity to the aggregate
shock increases.
33 For example, perhaps investors put a heavy weight on the riskiness of a fund’s holdings during the
early stages of a crisis, but place less weight on this during later stages.
34 Bootstrap procedures, when applicable, are generally thought to be more reliable than asymptotic
approximations in quantile regression applications. We use a clustered bootstrap, where we construct our
bootstrap data by drawing complete fund time series with replacement, which allows for arbitrary serial
correlation in the residuals within funds.
32 This
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A “median fund” is not particularly lucky or unlucky when compared with funds with
similar observable characteristics, experiencing flows that are relatively close to f0 (Xi,t , β).
In contrast, a “left tail fund” is relatively unlucky, experiencing flows relatively close
to f1 (Xi,t , β), while a “right tail fund” is relatively lucky. Relative to peers with similar
observables, left tail funds are most likely to have experienced run-like behavior, so we
are particularly interested in comparing left tail funds with different values of Wi,t .35

2.4.2

Quantile Regression Results for Prime Institutional Funds
Table 2.3 presents our quantile regression estimates for the panel of Prime In-

stitutional share classes. The dependent variable is the daily change in log (fund-level)
aggregated share class total net assets. In our discussion to follow, for simplicity, we
often refer to the aggregate of prime institutional share classes as a prime institutional
“fund,” but the reader should be reminded that, strictly speaking, a fund can consist of
both prime institutional and prime retail share classes.
As was the case in Table 2.2, we split the sample into, and allow the model
coefficients, β0 , β1 , and β2 to change, over each of four separate subperiods, and each
column of the table presents estimates for a specific subperiod. Panel A presents our
estimates of β0 , the coefficients governing the conditional median. Panels B and C
present our estimates of β1 and β2 , the coefficients governing left and right tail exposures,
respectively. As in Table 2.2 above, we express the dependent variable in log percentage
points, and divide all characteristics other than lagged flows by their cross-sectional
standard deviations.
Our specification includes a number of fund-level variables, functions of lagged
flows (which are centered relative to an equal-weighted average flow), and an interaction
35 In

a number of cases, a variable has a strong effect on a fund’s left tail exposure while having a minor
effect on its median and right tail exposures; thus, changes in Wi,t have little effect on flows from median
or right tail funds, but they make a large difference for left tail funds.
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Table 2.3: Fund-Level Panel Quantile Regressions - Prime Institutional. This table
presents the coefficients from estimating equation (2) via quantile regression using
the recursive method in Schmidt (2013). The dependent variable (yi,t ) is the daily log
difference in fund-level assets under management for prime retail funds, in percentage
points (i.e. × 100). The top panel reports β0 .The middle panel reports β1 . The bottom
panel reports β2 . Numbers in brackets are one-sided bootstrapped p-values clustered
at the fund level. ∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance relative to the baseline
coefficient at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively, via a one-tailed test.

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LOGT NA
LIQUIDRT
LIQUIDRT × (yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 )
yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 > 0
yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 < 0

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LIQUIDRT
|yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 |

Panel A: Common (Median) Exposure
Baseline
Early Crisis Peak Crisis
Late Crisis
-0.0021
-0.0095
-0.5619 ** -0.1075 ***
[0.493]
[0.285]
[0.019] ††
[0.001] †††
-0.0021
0.0630 *
0.2150
0.0672 **
[0.448]
[0.080] †
[0.189]
[0.011] ††
0.0164 *
-0.0198
-0.4407 ** -0.1559 ***
[0.087]
[0.355]
[0.039] ††
[0.002] †††
-0.0234 **
-0.0452
0.0031
-0.0116
[0.039]
[0.302]
[0.595]
[0.450]
0.0228 *** -0.2312 *** -1.0642 *** -0.1379 ***
[0.009]
[0.000] †††
[0.000] †††
[0.004] †††
-0.0300 **
0.0425
0.5581 *
-0.0489
[0.034]
[0.396]
[0.087] †
[0.103]
-0.0030
0.0179
-0.1218 **
-0.0150
[0.318]
[0.155]
[0.019] ††
[0.171]
-0.0378 ***
0.0649
0.4136 ***
0.0072
[0.000]
[0.240]
[0.009] †††
[0.318]
0.0005
0.2589 ***
0.4746 ***
0.1027 **
[0.481]
[0.007] ††
[0.002] †††
[0.013] ††

Baseline
-0.0049
[0.485]
-0.0503 **
[0.034]
0.5576 ***
[0.000]
0.0333
[0.134]
-0.0123
[0.327]
0.0651 ***
[0.000]

Panel B: Left Tail Exposure
Early Crisis Peak Crisis
0.1266
0.2976
[0.159]
[0.154]
-0.4528 ***
-0.1908 *
[0.003] †††
[0.077]
0.5735 ***
0.3114 **
[0.000]
[0.015] †
0.0807 *
0.2181 *
[0.081]
[0.065] †
-0.1339 *
0.0439
[0.051] †
[0.499]
0.0206
0.0028
[0.111] †
[0.550] †††

Late Crisis
0.0999
[0.158]
-0.1977 ***
[0.003] ††
0.4546 ***
[0.000] †
0.0019
[0.385]
0.0002
[0.482]
0.0460 ***
[0.000] †
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Table 2.3: Fund-Level Panel Quantile Regressions - Prime Institutional, Continued.
This is a multi-page figure. See detailed caption on previous page

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LIQUIDRT
|yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 |
N
Q10 Pseudo-R2
Q50 Pseudo-R2
Q90 Pseudo-R2

Baseline
0.0140
[0.272]
-0.0899 ***
[0.000]
0.5575 ***
[0.000]
0.0453 **
[0.044]
0.0110
[0.415]
0.0344 ***
[0.000]
19,332
0.138
0.010
0.114

Panel C: Right Tail Exposure
Early Crisis Peak Crisis Late Crisis
-0.0829
0.3284 **
0.0123
[0.167]
[0.024] ††
[0.374]
0.1198
-0.1292
-0.0204
[0.216] †
[0.190]
[0.457] †
0.5642 ***
0.2653 ** 0.4700 ***
[0.000]
[0.012] ††
[0.000]
0.0134
0.0272
-0.0486
[0.244]
[0.382]
[0.216] †
-0.0894
0.4194 **
0.0257
[0.154]
[0.039] ††
[0.300]
0.0855 **
0.0599 *** 0.0488 ***
[0.016] †
[0.008]
[0.004]
615
367
2,299
0.288
0.348
0.108
0.054
0.188
0.028
0.146
0.155
0.064

between lagged flows and LIQUIDRT , our real-time liquidity measure. We will discuss
the coefficients involving lagged flows, which complement the results in Table 2.2, in
section 6 below. In addition to the fund characteristics whose coefficients are given in
the table, the model includes three time-specific factors, α0,t , α1,t , α2,t , which we plot
in Figure 2.3. The left panel displays our estimates of α0,t , the aggregate shock to the
median, and the right panel shows the shocks to the tails, −α1,t and α2,t . We de-mean
the fund characteristics Wi,t so that α1,t may be interpreted as the left tail exposure
(i.e., the distance between the median and the 10th percentile) for an “average” fund.36
We parameterize these factors using simple cross-sectional statistics, along with time
dummies for the three days in the peak crisis period. Since the associated coefficient
estimates add little intuition, we defer any discussion of the parameterization to the
Online Appendix.
36 Specifically,

a fund whose lagged flow and other characteristics both equal the cross-sectional average.
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Panel A: Aggregates shock to median (α0,t) exposures

Panel B: Aggregate shocks to left tail (−α1,t) and right tail (α2,t) exposures
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Figure 2.3: Common Median and Tail Exposures from Estimated Models. This figure
plots our estimates of the common median (α0,t ), left tail (α1,t ), and right tail (α2,t )
exposures from our panel quantile regressions for Prime Institutional and Prime Retail
funds. Left tail exposures have been multiplied by negative 1 for ease of interpretation.
The other estimated coefficients from Equation (2) may be found in Tables 3-4. September 15-22, 2008, the week following the failure of Lehman Brothers is indicated by blue
shading.

Baseline Period
The column labeled “Baseline period” shows results for a seven-month pre-crisis
period from 2/1/2008 through 9/9/2008. Beginning with median coefficients in the top
panel, we observe that most covariates insignificantly predict following-day fraction
flows and/or have a very small economic magnitude. In addition, the aggregate shocks
to the median α0,t , plotted in the top panel of Figure 2.4, are very close to zero. The
very low pseudo-R2 of 0.01 indicates that the conditioning variables add little additional
explanatory power relative to a model with a constant median.
Next, we turn to the tails. The bottom panel of Figure 2.3 says that, in the precrisis period, the daily flow distribution is fairly symmetric, with funds facing average
tail exposures (α1,t and α2,t ) of about 1.5% per day in both tails. During this period, a
left tail fund could expect to lose outflows of about 1.5% of AUM per day, with a right
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tail fund receiving inflows of about the same magnitude.37

Early-Crisis Period (September 10-16)
During the early-crisis period, which lasts from Wednesday, September 10th
through the following Tuesday, September 16, unusual outflows begin to occur (as shown
in Figures 1 and 2), likely due to some investors reacting to news about the growing
insolvency of Lehman and its subsequent default. In Figure 3, the early crisis period
includes the first two data points in the shaded region (which indicates the Lehman
week), as well as the preceding three trading days. During this period α0,t begins to
drift into negative territory (where it remains throughout the crisis), and the common
left tail exposure α1,t reaches elevated levels, ranging from 2-3%–i.e., the difference
between median and left tail funds becomes more pronounced relative to the baseline
period–consistent with the increase in cross-sectional heterogeneity in flows in Figure
2.2.
Of interest is whether, during this period, redemption behavior reflects a general
“flight to quality” across all risky assets, or whether investors are more discerning in their
withdrawals. Therefore, we first examine the role of fund characteristics, whose coefficients are in the column labeled “Early Crisis” in Table 2.3, in shaping the conditional
distribution of early-crisis outflows. First, we observe that there is little evidence that
fundamental and investor characteristics help to predict median flows–the coefficients
for the median in Panel A are mostly small and insignificant. An exception is LOGT NA,
suggesting that a one standard deviation increase in LOGT NA shifts the flow distribution
to the left (i.e., towards additional outflows) by 23 bp per day during the pre-crisis
37 We

find stronger evidence of predictability in the tails, though these differences are primarily
driven by differences in unconditional volatility across funds. A one standard deviation increase in
LOGFLOW ST DEV is associated with a symmetric 56% increase in both the left and right tail exposures
(see the coefficients on LOGFLOWSTDEV in the left tail, Panel B, and the right tail, Panel C).
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period.38
In contrast to the median, fundamentals strongly predict increases in early crisis
left tail exposures. Specifically, left-tail funds with lower portfolio liquidity (indicated
by a lower LIQUIDRT) and higher yield levels (higher AVGYIELD) experience higher
outflows, though the latter coefficient is insignificant. Also, left tail exposures are higher
in funds that are part of a shallow-pocket complex (indicated by a higher PIPERC, the
percentage of complex MMMF assets represented by prime institutional share classes).
Thus, these “first-mover investors” implemented a withdrawal of money during the early
stages of the crisis from funds with lower liquidity and credit quality, and less of a
chance of sponsor subsidization–i.e., funds with poor fundamentals. This finding is
consistent with a very focused flight from the poorest quality MMMFs with the highest
risk exposures, and not from prime MMMFs in general, consistent with Figure 2.2.
Next, we look at the role of investor type to address whether investors consider
the strategic/informational context when making the decision to redeem. As mentioned
in Section 4, a fund’s expense ratio covariate (EXPR) captures (inversely) investors’
scale, sophistication, attentiveness, and/or access to information. Investors in the lowest
expense ratio share classes can be expected to be the most informed about fund quality
and flow shocks, as they have the most at-risk. We find weak evidence of a quantitatively
small median effect of about 6 bp per day. In contrast, funds with lower expense ratios
face significantly larger left tail exposures; a one standard deviation increase in a fund’s
expense ratio is associated with a 45 (log) percentage point reduction in its left tail
exposure. All else constant, left tail funds with more sophisticated investors face a
significantly higher exposure to abnormally large outflows relative to left tail funds with
smaller, less sophisticated investors.
38 We experimented with the inclusion of LOGT NA in the tails but found that it possessed almost no
predictive content, so we restrict the tail coefficients to equal zero. However, the median effects, captured
by the coefficients in Panel A, also have a symmetric impact in shifting the 10th and 90th percentiles.
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Recall, from Table 2.2, that EXPR, LIQUIDRT , and PIPERC help to predict
shareclass-level redemption behavior during the pre-crisis period. Our findings here are
fully consistent with Table 2.2, and they yield further insights about how these average
effects are distributed across funds with similar observables. Table 2.3 indicates that
predictability is primarily concentrated among the hardest-hit (left tail) funds, while
having little effect for median or right tail funds. Consistent with He and Manela (2014),
a larger fraction of investors might be willing to wait for additional information about the
funds when the perceived risks from other investors are lower and/or the fund is more
likely to survive additional attacks (safer portfolios or lower costs of sponsor support).
Finally, we observe that the coefficients on LOGFLOW ST DEV are almost unchanged relative to the baseline period. Left tail and right tail exposures, which depend
on fund-specific variables, Wi,t , as well as the common shocks, α1,t and α2,t , continue
to be higher for funds whose daily flows are more volatile in the baseline period. Since
the coefficients are almost identical, the results here would seemingly be at odds with
our findings in Table 2.2, namely that LOGFLOW ST DEV is a negative and significant
predicator of flows during the early crisis. However, inspection of Figure 2.3 reveals that
α1,t is larger than α2,t on average, particularly for the last two days of the early crisis
period. Therefore, even though LOGFLOW ST DEV has a symmetric effect on the left
and right tail “factor loadings”, the realizations of the common factors are different, so
the effect of the increase in the left tail exposure (which lowers the conditional mean)
dominates the increase in the right tail exposure (which increases the conditional mean).

Peak Crisis Period (Wednesday through Friday, September 17-19)
By the peak time of the crisis, after the Reserve Primary Fund marked its assets
below $1 per share (i.e., “broke the buck”), the conditional flow distribution changes
dramatically, shifting to the left and becoming highly negatively skewed. The estimated
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common shocks to the median, α0,t , indicate that the conditional median shifts downward
by 3%, 4%, and 2% on September 17th, 18th, and 19th, respectively (see Figure 2.3).
At the same time, the common shocks to left tail exposures, α1,t , are extremely large,
equaling 8, 5, and 4 log percentage points on the three days. In contrast, the common
right tail exposures remain around 2% on the 17th and 18th, increasing upwards of
3% on the final day of the period (which coincides with the Treasury’s announcement
of temporary deposit guarantees). Thus, the left tail expands dramatically (indicating
higher downside risk) while the response of the right tail (governing large inflows) is less
pronounced.
In this period, investors’ reactions to fund characteristics begin to shift the entire
distribution, as evidenced by the median coefficients in Panel A.39 Specifically, the coefficients on AV GY IELD and LIQUIDRT significantly affect funds’ median exposures.40
The coefficient in the median on LOGT NA more than quadruples to -1.06, indicating
that larger funds continued to be more susceptible to outflows. These coefficients reflect
a more broad-based flight to quality by all MMMF investors, when compared with the
early crisis period.
Further, while PIPERC is insignificant in the median, it predicts outflows in
the left tail. That is, those fund complexes with the greatest proportion of MMMF
assets represented by prime institutional funds (thus, those complexes with “shallow
pockets”) experience exacerbated outflows in the left tail region. Thus, fund investors
consider the ability of a management company to rescue a failing fund only when the fund
experiences strong outflows for other reasons.41 Also, while imprecisely estimated, the
39 Note that predictability, as measured by the pseudo-R2 , is at its highest during the peak crisis and,
moreover, is higher in the left tail than in other parts of the distribution. This is due, in part, to an increase
in the variance of the common shocks to the left tail of the flow distribution (α0,t , α1t , and α2,t ).
40 We discuss the implications of the interaction variable between LIQUIDRT and (y
i,t−1 − yt−1 ) in
Section 6.
41 Parlatore (2014) develops a model for money market funds that stresses the importance to runs of
the sponsor’s implicit support to maintain a stable net asset value. She finds that such a support can, in
some situations, increase the possibility of a run, due to strategic complementarities in sponsor support
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left tail coefficient on AV GY IELD is quantitatively large, suggesting that a one standard
deviation increase in average gross yield is associated with a 30% increase in left tail
exposure. The right tail coefficient is quite similar and strongly statistically significant,
so the flow distribution is more dispersed overall for high yield funds. Given that α1,t
is larger than α2,t throughout this period, the left tail exposures increase in response to
AV GY IELD by substantially more than the right tail exposures.
During the peak crisis period we also see some interesting effects on right tail
exposures. Specifically, right tail funds with more liquid assets that pay higher yields
experience a greater chance of receiving large inflows (or smaller outflows) than the
average fund.42 Thus, some investors initially redeem from all share classes having
higher yields, assuming they are risky, then return to those higher yield funds where they
have learned (presumably from the actions of other investors, or from a statement by the
fund sponsor) that fundamentals are strong. Figure 2.3 mirrors this result: some share
classes initially experience large withdrawals, only to mean-revert before the Treasury’s
policy announcement on September 19.
Figure 2.4 presents graphical evidence on the economic magnitude of flows on the
peak crisis day, September 17, as well as illustrating the nonlinearity in flows with respect
to one covariate: the expense ratio, which is inversely related to minimum investment
scale. The figure presents fitted values of log fraction flows, based on perturbing EXPR
by one standard deviation for the 10-percentile, median, and 90-percentile outflow funds,
and can be viewed as an elasticity of flows with respect to changes in the expense ratio.
The cross-sectional mean expense ratio is shown as asterisks, while a one-standard
decisions and the effect these decisions have on the underlying asset market. If enough sponsors decide
not to support their funds, this can lead to a run on the underlying asset market which will suppress asset
prices and liquidity in this market.
42 Such a result is consistent with He and Manela (forthcoming), who, in a model with endogenous
information acquisition, show that such dynamics are to be expected for banks with sufficient liquid asset
holdings: after sufficiently many investors observe positive signals about the bank’s liquidity position, they
realize that the bank is not at risk of a run and so begin to re-deposit assets with the bank.
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Figure 2.4: Marginal Effects of Expense Ratio on Log Flow Distribution for 9/17/2008 Prime Institutional Funds. The left panel plots the effect of changing the variable EXPR
on the 10th, 50th, and 90th conditional quantiles of the flow distribution for prime
institutional funds on 9/17/2008. Lagged flows are held constant at the category-level
flow and all other variables are held constant at their cross-sectional averages. Stars
mark the location of the cross-sectional average value of EXPR, and triangles add
1 standard deviation to this value. The right panel plots the conditional distribution
functions of flows at these two points, where we interpolate between quantiles by
assuming that ηi,t , as defined in the equation (3) in Appendix 2.B.1, is drawn from an
exponential distribution. This distributional assumption is not imposed in the estimation
procedure. As above, stars and triangles (along with dashed lines) mark the locations of
the conditional quantiles for each value of EXPR.

deviation increase is shown with triangles. All other covariates, except for expense ratio,
are assumed to be at their cross-sectional means of that day.
We can clearly see that the effect of increasing the expense ratio, from its mean,
by one standard deviation is very minor for median or right tail funds. However, EXPR
appears to have a substantial effect on the funds’ left tail exposures, so the fortunes of
left tail funds respond dramatically to changes in EXPR. Thus, our model finds that,
all else constant, very large outflows were much more likely to occur in funds with
the largest-scale investors (most skin in the game). Again, this is consistent with the
predictions discussed in the previous section about the quality of investors’ information
and the probability and severity of runs.
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Finally, LOGFLOW ST DEV continues to be a strong predictor of the shape of
the flow distribution, having strong predictive power in both tails. The tail coefficients
shrink towards zero, implying that the elasticity of left tail exposures with respect to
pre-crisis volatility is lower relative to other periods. However, given the abnormally large
values of α1,t and α2,t , the marginal effect of LOGFLOW ST DEV on the tail exposures
is often larger, particularly for the left tail, relative to other periods. Also, in contrast to
other periods, pre-crisis flow volatility is a negative and significant predictor of median
outflows. To the extent that higher volatility reflects a higher concentration of “hot
money”, our estimates suggest that funds with a disproportionate share of “hot money”
faced substantially higher exposure to sudden, large outflows.43

Late-Crisis Period (September 22-October 17)
Table 2.3 and Figure 2.3 show that, after the Federal Reserve and the U.S. Treasury announced backstop programs for MMMFs and for commercial paper, outflows
substantially decrease for all funds. The common shocks to the median (α0,t ) are generally negative but closer to zero, and the common shocks to the tails (α1,t and α2,t ) remain
elevated relative to pre-crisis levels. The median coefficients for this “late crisis” period
indicate that money continues to disproportionately flow out from the largest funds with
the most sophisticated investors, as well as from funds with above average yields and
more volatile pre-crisis flows. Turning to the tails, LOGFLOW ST DEV continues to
scale up both tail exposures, roughly symmetrically. The left tail coefficient on EXPR
remains significantly negative and is unchanged relative to the peak crisis period.44
43 This

result is similar to a finding in Iyer and Puri (2012), namely that the length of time elapsed since
an account opens is a strong predictor of run-like behavior from retail investors in an Indian bank. In
particular, more recently acquired customers were less hesitant to withdraw quickly.
44 Given that deposit guarantees are available during this period, it is reasonable to ask why we continue
to observe abnormally large outflows well into mid-October 2008. An explanation comes from He and
Manela (forthcoming), who extend their model to allow for multiple banks. They explain that “instead of
holding cash, a bank run in this setting involves the transfer of deposited funds from one illiquid bank to
another more liquid one. Information is privately more valuable in this setup since the outside option is a
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2.4.3

Quantile Regression Results for Prime Retail Funds
We next implement our baseline quantile panel regressions of Equation (2.2)

across retail funds. Due to space constraints, we report these results in an Online
Appendix. It shows coefficient estimates from this model, estimated for each of the
four periods in Tables 2.2-2.3. Our prior results of Table 2.3 indicate that institutional
investors react to fundamentals during the early crisis period of September 15 and 16.
We find no such evidence for retail investors. Instead, these investors responded only
during the peak and late crisis periods, after the media broadly reported that the crisis was
unfolding. Even then, flows of retail investors are much less sensitive to fundamentals,
relative to institutions.

2.5

Liquidity Spirals and Flow Dynamics
Our finding in Figure 2.1 that, in the aggregate, money flowed away from the

prime market toward the Treasury market is consistent with liquidity spiral models such
as Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2008), and is related to a deterioration in speculators’
(market makers’) capital, which forced them to switch their liquidity provision towards
low-margin, highly liquid Treasury securities, thus creating an increased wedge between
the liquidity of the prime and Treasury markets.45
Feedback effects may occur in two important ways for MMMFs. First, funds
likely first sell their most liquid securities to minimize trading and liquidity costs. If
so, then investors may anticipate the reduced liquidity of the fund, and this may trigger
nearly identical bank.” Thus, even if outflows aren’t motivated by fears about funds “breaking the buck”,
small differences in fund performance (e.g., due to liquidation externalities as emphasized in Chen et al.
(2011)) could still give investors an incentive to move money away from hard-hit funds.
45 Specifically, money markets saw the equivalent to the margin-liquidity spiral in the form of higher
repo haircuts on private ABS and corporate securities relative to U.S. Treasury and Agency notes, as
shown empirically by Krishnamurthy, Nagel, and Orlov (2012). Investor redemptions play a similar role
for MMMFs as margin calls in Brunnermeier and Pedersen’s model, since these funds have a liquidity
mismatch which could trigger fire sales.
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further outflows after the initial outflows, as well as a building “price-pressure” in the
illiquid assets that may need to be sold.46 Second, a more severe “liquidity spiral” may
occur if funds experience outflows sufficient to force them to sell less liquid assets,
which may further depress the price of their remaining assets. The cascading effect of
depreciating prices on MMMF holdings may, again, trigger further outflows. Our daily
flow data allow us to study, at a high frequency, how such feedback effects play out in
real time during the crisis week.

2.5.1

Changes in Flow Persistence
Our panel quantile model in Table 2.3 presents AR(1) coefficients of fraction

flows (measured relative to value-weighted-average fund flows), yit−1 − ȳt−1 , divided
into above-average lagged flows, yit−1 − ȳt−1 > 0, and below-average lagged flows,
yit−1 − ȳt−1 < 0. By separately considering the effect of flows above and below the sameday cross-sectional average, we determine if persistence in fund flows differs among
funds with the largest (relative) inflows vs. those with the largest outflows.47 We also
include a term which interacts LIQUIDRT with yit−1 − ȳt−1 .
During the peak crisis period, this AR(1) coefficient for the median fund roughly
doubles, for funds with negative relative lagged flows (yit−1 − ȳt−1 < 0), and becomes
very significant for funds with positive relative lagged flows (yit−1 − ȳt−1 > 0). Clearly,
funds with early extreme flows continue to exhibit same-direction extreme flows; thus,
run-like behavior is concentrated in certain funds that had already experienced outflows
in prior days. Further, the negative coefficient on the interaction variable, LIQUIDRT ×
(yit−1 − ȳt−1 ), indicates that investors were less likely to run from funds with greater
portfolio liquidity, controlling for prior-day outflows. This finding is consistent with
46 That

is, the depression of illiquid asset prices can occur in the absence of selling–if the probability of
future selling increases sufficiently (as perceived by market participants).
47 Similar results obtain if we center relative to zero instead of the category average.
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liquidity spirals developing among share classes experiencing early outflows and having
less liquidity in their portfolios.48

2.5.2

Effects of Covariates on Cumulative Flows
Next, we illustrate how the dynamics of fund flows evolved, day-by-day, during

the crisis. To this end, we use our model to simulate the impact of perturbations in the
value of exogenous variables on multi-period flow distributions. We fix initial values
for the fund characteristics, yielding initial conditional quantile forecasts. Next, we
interpolate between quantiles and simulate the current day’s flow from a parametric
distribution.49 Plugging this simulated draw into the law of motion from the estimated
model generates conditional quantile estimates for the next day. Iterating forward, we are
able to trace out the distribution of cumulative flows over the course of the crisis. Further
details, along with some additional graphical results, are in an Online Appendix.
In Table 2.4, we present this analysis for all covariates, where flows are now
cumulated over the entire crisis week, September 15-19, 2008. We show the magnitude
of the expected impact of a one standard deviation increase vs. decrease of a particular
covariate at various quantile points in the flow distribution (left four columns) as well as
the difference in their expected impacts (see “Difference”). The right four columns show
the probability of outflows exceeding various breakpoints ranging from 5% to 40%.
Focusing on the difference as a measure of the impact of covariates, we can see
48 We

note that it is also possible that persistence in outflows among low-liquidity funds occurred partly
due to information cascades. Less-informed investors may infer from their more sophisticated first-mover
competitors (who redeem shares early) that the fundamentals of a fund are worse than expected. For
instance, it is likely that only more sophisticated investors had access to information on portfolio liquidity,
through iMoneynet or Crane. If so, we will observe persistence in outflows among less-informed investors,
which further depress the prices of common asset holdings of the funds.
49 Given the non-crossing property of our conditional quantile estimates, we can generate internally
consistent density/distribution estimates by interpolating between quantiles. This interpolation adds little
information if we want to look at flow distributions over a single day, but it can be useful for looking at
multi-period cumulative flow distributions. This turns out to be important, since covariates and lagged
flows are not independent from one another.

LOGTNA

PIPERC

LOGFLOWSTDEV

EXPR

LIQUIDRT

Variable
AVGYIELD

Value
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median
f (x̄ + σx )
f (x̄ − σx )
Difference
p-value
p-value vs. median

1%
-56.65
-40.42
-16.23 *
[0.078]
[0.119]
-45.01
-52.02
7.01
[0.161]
[0.338]
-43.40
-54.44
11.03 ***
[0.004]
[0.033]
-57.81
-40.71
-17.10 ***
[0.000]
[0.001]
-53.46
-41.92
-11.55 **
[0.025]
[0.026]
-50.58
-45.73
-4.85 ***
[0.000]
[0.000]

Cumulative Flow Quantile
10%
50%
-37.55
-16.52
-26.18
-11.50
-11.37 **
-5.01 **
[0.050]
[0.047]
[0.092]
-28.64
-11.03
-34.79
-17.26
6.15
6.23 **
[0.119]
[0.041]
[0.631]
-27.17
-11.95
-36.14
-16.76
8.97 ***
4.81 **
[0.000]
[0.013]
[0.014]
-38.01
-16.86
-26.50
-12.08
-11.50 ***
-4.77 ***
[0.000]
[0.005]
[0.001]
-35.40
-15.73
-27.65
-12.75
-7.74 **
-2.98 **
[0.022]
[0.049]
[0.018]
-34.55
-18.13
-28.37
-9.88
-6.18 ***
-8.25 ***
[0.000]
[0.000]
[0.000]
90%
3.42
1.59
1.83
[0.456]
[0.031]
8.86
-2.38
11.24 **
[0.049]
[0.248]
2.46
1.31
1.15
[0.379]
[0.029]
5.47
0.56
4.91 **
[0.043]
[0.000]
1.64
1.89
-0.24
[0.455]
[0.087]
-3.17
7.19
-10.36 ***
[0.000]
[0.000]
4.87
2.37
2.50 ***
[0.000]

5.90
1.44
4.46 **
[0.024]

8.28
1.16
7.12 ***
[0.000]

1.66
6.52
-4.86 ***
[0.003]

2.13
5.33
-3.20
[0.133]

29.00
14.58
14.42 ***
[0.000]

26.15
14.47
11.68 **
[0.027]

30.23
12.30
17.93 ***
[0.000]

13.33
28.30
-14.97 ***
[0.000]

15.01
27.59
-12.58 *
[0.093]

76.50
49.62
26.88 ***
[0.000]

66.33
60.12
6.21 *
[0.096]

66.62
58.05
8.57 **
[0.038]

57.01
68.75
-11.74 **
[0.050]

53.15
73.13
-19.98 **
[0.033]

87.54
65.35
22.19 ***
[0.000]

78.76
76.38
2.38
[0.275]

77.14
76.42
0.72
[0.444]

74.31
80.34
-6.03
[0.165]

67.96
85.30
-17.34 **
[0.041]

Probability that Cumulative Outflows Exceed
40%
25%
10%
5%
7.80
28.72
67.55
78.56
1.08
11.56
56.02
74.55
6.72 *
17.16 **
11.53 *
4.01
[0.069]
[0.044]
[0.072]
[0.192]

Table 2.4: Comparative Statics for Cumulative Flow Distributions during Lehman Week - Prime Institutional. This table shows the impact of
explanatory variables on cumulative flow distributions (as a percentage of initial assets) for prime institutional funds for the September 15-19
period. These estimates are obtained by simulating from the estimated model for daily flows presented in Table 2.3. The left columns report the
1st, 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles of the cumulative flow distributions, respectively. The right columns report the probability of experiencing
cumulative outflows in excess of 40%, 25%, 10%, and 5%, respectively. We begin by fixing each of the explanatory variables at its average.
Then, one variable at a time, we report the impact of adding and subtracting one standard deviation on the simulated outflow distribution. See
Appendix 2.B.4 for more details. We also report p-values for a test of whether the difference is statistically significant, obtained by using the
bootstrapped distribution of parameter estimates from our model. In addition, for the left panel, we report the p-value of a test for whether the
marginal effect is significantly different at a given quantile relative to the marginal effect at the median.
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that non-linear effects exist in AVGYIELD, EXPR, PIPERC, and LOGFLOWSTDEV.
Specifically, the differential (expected) economic impact of a one-standard deviation
shift upward vs. downward, in these covariates, is much larger in the left tail than for
the median fund. For instance, the difference in the effect on outflows of increasing vs.
decreasing AVGYIELD by one standard deviation amounts to 16.2% for the 1-percentile
fund, compared to 5.0% for the median fund. Clearly, the magnitude of the impact of
fund- as well as clientele characteristics on outflows is greatly magnified in the left tail,
although there are also effects on the median.
The right four columns provide an alternative measure of the economic effect of
the covariates on weekly flows during the crisis. For example, a fund with AVGYIELD
one standard deviation above the average has a 7.8% chance of experiencing weekly
outflows exceeding 40%, while a fund with AVGYIELD one standard deviation below
the average only has a 1.1% chance of this occurring.

2.6

Conclusion
This paper studies money market mutual fund (MMMF) runs during the crisis

period of September and October of 2008. We find that run-like behavior was especially pronounced among MMMFs that catered predominantly to institutional investors,
although we also find weak evidence of correlated withdrawals among retail MMMFs
during the crisis. This finding indicates that “sophisticated” investors mainly present
a “bank-run” risk (a negative externality) to each other, and present a weaker risk to
“passive” (retail) investors in same-complex MMMFs.
Second, we find that runs were more pronounced among funds that had less liquid
portfolios. We also find that MMMF runs were more likely when the fund didn’t have
“deep pocket backing,” indicating that investors infer that funds are guaranteed by their
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management company. Moreover, we find that funds with higher prior flow volatility
and large-scale investors were more likely to experience runs. Finally, we use data on
different share classes within the same fund to explore differences in the flow behavior of
sophisticated (low expense ratio) and less sophisticated (high expense ratio) investors,
keeping portfolio holdings (and thus risk characteristics) constant. We find evidence of
both strategic redemption behavior by the better informed investors and of information
cascading from the better-informed to the less-informed investors during the crisis.
Our paper provides a set of new empirical findings which can be set against
theoretical models of runs. First, we show that runs can evolve in a matter of days
and that they involve important feedback effects from past (out-) flows on future flows.
Second, we show that it is difficult to identify ex-ante which funds are subject to runs
ex-post, although there is also clear evidence that large scale investors were keenly
aware of fund fundamentals as measured by the quality of the fund holdings and the
characteristics of investors in the same funds.
Our empirical findings, coupled with the large scale of investment in such funds,
suggest that further theoretical work is needed on the stability of pooled funds with a
large and time-varying maturity and/or liquidity mismatch between assets and liabilities.
Most theoretical models tend to consider a static environment where a single financial
institution interacts with investors in isolation, whereas the run-like episodes of the
recent financial crisis simultaneously affected multiple financial institutions, suggesting
the presence of a potentially important interaction between aggregate and idiosyncratic
risk. Our results shed additional light on the role of market-wide conditions in affecting
run-like behavior at individual institutions, which may inform future theoretical work.
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Chapter 2 Appendix
2.A

Background Information
This appendix provides more background on some institutional details of money

market mutual funds and a timeline of events of the crisis of September 2008.

2.A.1

Institutional Background on MMMFs
Banks and money market mutual funds (MMMFs) are similar in some respects

(e.g., the presumption of dollar-in-dollar-out), but quite different in others (e.g., no
explicit deposit guarantees and vastly different regulatory structures, including disclosure
requirements). Thus, MMMFs provide a novel laboratory to study the mechanisms
of runs. In addition, MMMF data provide a unique test bed, since we observe daily
flows from different investor types in each MMMF (e.g., institutional versus retail share
classes, and large-scale vs. smaller-scale institutional share classes). Further, we can
observe characteristics of the advisory company overseeing the MMMF, such as the size
and scope of their asset management services. Such data are not readily available to
researchers for banks and their deposit accounts.
In principle, MMMFs are much like other mutual funds. Like other mutual
funds, they are regulated under the Investment Company Act of 1940 and its various
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amendments (henceforth, ICA). However, they operate under a special provision of the
ICA, Rule 2a-7, which allows them to value investor shares at the “amortized cost” or
“book value” of assets—an accounting-based rather than a market-based principle—that
is, shares are valued at the purchase price of securities minus computed premium or
discount, amortized over the securities’ remaining life. This provision of the ICA allows
MMMFs to maintain a constant $1.00 per share net asset value. For investors, this fixedvalue has many advantages. It allows retail investors to use their MMMFs for transactions
purposes, such as paying bills and settling securities trades, without worrying about daily
fluctuation in MMMF balances. They are also able to tie their MMMFs to bank products,
such as checking accounts, ATMs, and credit cards. A constant $1.00 NAV also allows
many kinds of institutions (e.g., state and local governments) to hold their liquid balances
in MMMFs, since they are generally restricted from investing in variable NAV products;
many industrial corporations have similar restrictions on investments of their excess cash
balances. And, for both retail and institutional investors, a constant $1.00 NAV vastly
simplifies tax accounting by eliminating the need to track the capital gains and losses
that arise with a long-term mutual fund.
Like banks, MMMFs seek to offer highly liquid liabilities, while holding less
liquid assets. To be sure, this liquidity mismatch is much less extreme for MMMFs, but
still raises the possibility that a MMMF might become liquidity-constrained, unable to
meet redemption requests, despite holding highly liquid assets.50 These risks have been
controlled differently in banks and MMMFs. Banks are required to maintain capital,
and depositors are insured, but banks may generally hold highly illiquid assets (e.g.,
30-year mortgages), hold assets that may be lower-rated or difficult to rate or price, and
50 This issue can also arise with long-term mutual funds. Mutual funds are required by law to offer
investors the ability to redeem their shares on a daily basis at the fund’s net asset value per share. It is
at least theoretically possible that requests for redemptions could outstrip a fund’s ability to liquidate its
underlying portfolio in order to satisfy those redemptions. This possibility is more meaningful for bond
mutual funds, such as during a financial crisis if liquidity were to dry up in certain fixed income instruments
(e.g., high yield bonds).
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may employ leverage. MMMFs, in contrast, under Rule 2a-7, must hold only highly
liquid, high quality assets, and generally may not use leverage.51 The Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and others have long recognized the potential exposure
of MMMFs to investor runs; the SEC has recently tightened the provisions under which
MMMFs operate, and are currently considering further regulations to control this potential
exposure.52
Prior to September 2008, Rule 2a-7 had worked well to control risks. From the
adoption of Rule 2a-7 by the SEC in 1983, until September 2008, a period during which
hundreds of banks and thrifts failed, only a single MMMF had “broken the buck” (i.e.,
failed to return $1.00 per share). Even that event went largely unnoticed, because the fund
was small and held by a limited number of institutional investors (primarily banks).53
Total net assets (TNA) in MMMFs increased vastly in the period leading up to
2008. Specifically, the total assets held in MMMFs increased from almost $500 billion at
the end of 1990 to more than $3.8 trillion at the end of 2008, reflecting the huge increase
in popularity of these funds among individuals and institutions. As of December 2008,
the total M2 money supply in the United States was $8.3 trillion, of which $1.3 trillion
was invested in retail share classes of money market mutual funds.54 Therefore, MMMFs
are a substantial share of liquid assets for individuals in the U.S. (the so-called “cash
51 Over

the years, the provisions of Rule 2a-7 have been tightened to further reduce systemic risks (see
Collins and Mack, 1994).
52 Specifically, amendments to Rule 2a-7, effective on May 5, 2010, have imposed several new requirements on money market mutual funds. These include, among other things: (1) requiring that a fund hold
10% of its portfolio value in securities that may be easily liquidated within one day, and 30% that may be
easily liquidated within one week; (2) reduce the maximum weighted average maturity from 90 to 60 days,
and (3) require fund management to “know your clients” to judge flow volatility, and to increase asset
liquidity, if necessary. Among other things, the SEC is considering further requiring funds to convert to a
floating NAV or to impose redemption fees when they face a significant risk of an asset value depreciation.
53 The Community Bankers US Government Fund broke the buck in 1994. It was an institutional fund,
and paid investors 96 cents per share.
54 M2 consists of currency, travelers’ checks, demand deposits, other checkable deposits, retail money market mutual funds, savings, and small time deposits.
See
www.federalreserve.gov/releases/h6/hist/h6hist1.txt for yearly values of M2 and www.ici.org for
yearly retail money fund assets.
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economy”). Until the crisis of 2008, MMMFs holding predominantly non-government
securities dominated the asset value of the sample (during 2008, assets held in government
MMMFs nearly doubled, to $1.45 trillion). As of December 2008, there were 38 million
shareholder accounts, most of which were retail accounts.55 Therefore, a large crosssection of individuals in the U.S. hold assets in MMMFs, indicating that any perceived
instability of MMMFs could impact a large proportion of U.S. households. Institutions
own about two-thirds of the TNA of MMMF in a much smaller number of accounts.
Therefore, even outflows from a relatively small number of institutional accounts can
impact the stability of MMMFs.

2.A.2

Key Money Market Events of September-October 2008
Numerous traumatic economic events had occurred since August 2007, putting

considerable pressure on MMMFs. From August 2007 to August 2008, several unregulated liquidity pools used by institutional investors failed, both in the U.S. and elsewhere.
This led to vast inflows to MMMFs, as these institutional investors turned to the tighter
regulatory provisions required of MMMFs under Rule 2a-7, and, perhaps, to the implicit
backup of sponsors for their MMMFs in a time of peril. It is very likely that this vast
inflow of money believed there was little chance that a systematic risk event would
significantly impact the mutual fund industry, setting the stage for the widespread impact
of a common extreme risk event, as modeled by Gennaioli et al. (2013).
Then, the Federal Government declined to assist a reeling Lehman Brothers,
which failed on September 15, 2008. On September 16, 2008, the Reserve Primary
Fund (which held about $750 million in commercial paper issued by Lehman Brothers)
“broke the buck.” Immediately, prime MMMFs began to see vast outflows, and they
struggled to sell securities to meet these redemptions. On Friday, September 19, 2008,
55 Money

market mutual funds held assets of roughly $2.7 trillion, as of September 2013.
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the U.S. Treasury offered a guarantee to MMMFs in exchange for an “insurance premium” payment. On that same day, the Federal Reserve announced The Asset-Backed
Commercial Paper Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility to provide funding
to U.S. depository institutions and bank holding companies to finance purchases of
high-quality asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) from money market mutual funds
under certain conditions. This program was set up to assist MMMFs holding such paper
to meet redemption demands and to promote liquidity in the ABCP market and money
markets, more generally. This program began operations on September 22, 2008, and
was closed on February 1, 2010.
In addition, in response to the growing difficulty of corporations in rolling over
their short-term commercial paper, the Fed announced The Commercial Paper Funding
Facility on October 7, 2008, followed by additional details on October 14, 2008. This
program took effect on October 27, 2008, and was designed to provide credit to a special
purpose vehicle that would purchase three-month commercial paper from U.S. issuers.
On October 21, 2008, the Federal Reserve announced yet another program, The
Money Market Investor Funding Facility (MMIFF). The MMIFF was a credit facility
provided by the Federal Reserve to a series of special purpose vehicles established by
the private sector. Each SPV was able to purchase eligible money market instruments
from eligible investors using financing from the MMIFF and from the issuance of ABCP.
Eligible Assets included certificates of deposit, bank notes and commercial paper with a
remaining maturity of at least seven days and no more than 90 days.
In addition, the SEC took a number of actions, perhaps the most important being
to allow MMMFs to price their underlying securities at amortized cost at a point during
the crisis when quotes on commercial paper were generally regarded as unreliable.56
Following these developments, investors continued to redeem shares from prime MMMFs,
56 This was an interesting development, especially since the SEC later proposed a floating NAV as a
potential solution to runs on money market funds.
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but at a diminishing rate. By the end of October 2008, the MMMF crisis was essentially
over.

2.A.3

Further Details on iMoneynet Database
Our daily MMMF data from iMoneyNet cover the period February 2008 to June

30, 2009, and include data on funds that no longer exist. We approximate daily fund
share class flows as the daily fraction change in share class total net assets.57 We also
exclude observations from the Reserve complex from our analysis.
Panel A of Table 2.5 presents univariate summary statistics for prime institutional
share classes as of September 15, 2008. Specifically, we show the mean, standard
deviation, and a range of quantiles for all covariates listed above, in addition to the TNA
and cumulative fraction flows for the prime institutional share classes (aggregated to the
fund level) during the week of September 15-19, 2008.
Panel B reports cross-sectional correlations between share class characteristics.
Most notable is the strong negative correlation between AVGYIELD and LIQUIDRT
(-0.67), which reflects that less liquid assets tend to earn higher yields. Most of the
remaining covariates are only weakly correlated, which is reassuring given our discussion
above about the difficulty of cleanly separating variables into fundamentals vs. investor
characteristics. An exception is the expense ratio, which is significantly negatively
correlated with LOGFLOWSTDEV and LOGTNA: larger scale investors tend to move
their money more frequently, and invest in larger funds–undoubtedly to minimize any
impact on the fund (and themselves) when they move the money.
Consistent with our more formal model results, the last row of Panel B shows
the correlations between cumulative crisis-week flows (CUMFLOWS) and each of
57 Almost

all money fund dividends are reinvested in the same money fund share class, so distributions
(and their passive reinvestments) have a negligible effect on our estimates of flows.
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Table 2.5: Summary Statistics for Prime Institutional Funds as of 9/15/2008. This table
presents several summary statistics for the cross section of money market funds in the
Prime Institutional category within the iMoneyNet database as of September 15, 2008,
the Monday following the failure of Lehman Brothers. AV GY IELD is the average of
the (annualized) 7-day gross yield from March through August, 2008. LIQUIDRT is
a “real-time” estimate of liquid assets available as a fraction of total net assets, and is
calculated by comparing an estimate of maturing assets with net redemptions. EXPR is
asset-weighted average of the expense ratios (in percentage points) of the shareclasses
of each fund. LOGFLOW ST DEV is the natural logarithm of the standard deviation of
daily percentage changes in fund assets over the period March-August 2008. PIPERC
is the ratio of complex-level assets under management in prime institutional funds to
total money market fund assets under management. LOGT NA is the logarithm of total
assets under management (in billions), and CUMFLOWS provides the total change in
fund-level assets under management from September 15-19, in percentage points.

Panel A: Univariate Summary Statistics
Variable
AVGYIELD
LIQUIDRT
EXPR
LOGFLOWSTDEV
PIPERC
LOGTNA
TNA ($ Bil)
CUMFLOWS

Mean
2.933
0.197
0.294
-3.870
0.445
8.104
10.209
-10.189

StdDev
0.176
0.165
0.181
0.744
0.230
1.705
15.865
18.215

5%
2.590
0.000
0.087
-5.383
0.115
5.184
0.178
-40.380

10%
2.715
0.030
0.130
-5.062
0.165
5.522
0.251
-36.584

25%
2.832
0.080
0.176
-4.161
0.286
6.801
0.898
-19.792

Quantiles
50%
2.945
0.170
0.242
-3.803
0.416
8.153
3.474
-6.171

75%
3.040
0.247
0.360
-3.429
0.612
9.587
14.578
0.658

90%
3.123
0.410
0.534
-2.995
0.783
10.264
28.695
4.632

95%
3.159
0.538
0.720
-2.839
0.918
10.526
37.285
17.603

Panel B: Pairwise Correlation Matrix
Variable
AVGYIELD
LIQUIDRT
EXPR
LOGFLOWSD
PIPERC
LOGTNA
TNA ($ Bil)
CUMFLOWS

AVGYIELD
1.000
-0.667
0.112
-0.114
0.080
0.116
0.141
-0.247

LIQUIDRT

EXPR

FLOWSD

PIPERC

LOGTNA

TNA

C. FLOWS

1.000
-0.063
0.148
-0.059
-0.141
-0.078
0.250

1.000
-0.395
-0.173
-0.342
-0.202
0.317

1.000
0.196
0.009
-0.020
-0.169

1.000
0.196
0.083
-0.265

1.000
0.733
-0.572

1.000
-0.388

1.000

these characteristics. We find that LIQUIDRT and EXPR are positively correlated with
crisis-week flows (less liquid share classes with larger scale investors are more likely
to see outflows during the crisis), while the remaining characteristics, AVGYIELD,
LOGFLOWSTDEV, PIPERC, and TNA, are negatively correlated (higher risk and larger
share classes that have hot money clientele and that are a larger portion of MMMF assets
at the fund family level are more likely to see outflows during the crisis).
Finally, Table 2.6 reports quantile regression estimates for prime retail Funds.
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These estimates are discussed in section 2.4.3 of the main text.

2.B

Quantile Regression Methodological Details
This appendix gives further detail about our panel quantile regression methodol-

ogy: the recursive estimation method, our parameterization of time-specific shocks, and
multi-period flow simulations.

2.B.1

Recursive estimation procedure
This section provides a brief overview of recursive method in Schmidt (2013),

which we use to recursively estimate the parameters of (2.1). To see how the estimation
method works, it is helpful to rewrite the data generating process for Yi,t as
Yi,t = Xi,t0 β0 − Di,t exp[Xi,t0 β1 ]ηi,t + (1 − Di,t ) exp[Xi,t0 β2 ]ηi,t ,

(2.3)

where ηi,t is a nonnegative random variable with P[ηi,t < 1|Xi,t ] = 0.8 and Di,t is a
Bernoulli random variable which equals 1 with probability 0.5.58 The left tail and right
tail exposures, exp(Xi,t0 β1 ) and exp(Xi,t0 β2 ), are analogous to “semi-variances”, where β1
and β2 separately govern the variance of bad and good shocks, respectively. If β1 = β2 ,
this is consistent with a simple mean-variance model where the variance is a loglinear
function of Xi,t . This alternative way of writing the DGP also mirrors the manner in
which we estimate the relevant parameters.
Schmidt’s (2013) method sequentially estimates the parameters of interest using
a series of standard linear quantile regressions. Specifically, we first estimate β0 using
standard linear quantile regression. Next, we estimate β1 and β2 by splitting the sample
58 The

conditional quantile restrictions hold since if P(ηi,t < 1|Xi,t ) = 0.8, P(Yi,t < Xi,t0 β0 −
= 1|Xi,t ) × P(ηi,t > 1|Xi,t ) = 0.5 × (1 − 0.8) = 0.1.

exp[Xi,t0 β1 ]|Xi,t ) = P(Di,t
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Table 2.6: Fund-Level Panel Quantile Regressions - Prime Retail. This table presents
the coefficients from estimating equation (2) via quantile regression using the recursive
method in Schmidt (2013). The dependent variable (yi,t ) is the daily log difference in
fund-level assets under management for prime retail funds, in percentage points (i.e. ×
100). The top panel reports β0 .The middle panel reports β1 . The bottom panel reports
β2 . Numbers in brackets are one-sided bootstrapped p-values clustered at the fund level.
∗∗∗ , ∗∗ , and ∗ indicate statistical significance relative to the baseline coefficient at the
1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively, via a one-tailed test.

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LOGT NA
LIQUIDRT
yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 > 0
yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 < 0
LIQUIDRT × (yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 )

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LIQUIDRT
|yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 |

Panel A: Common (Median) Exposure
Baseline
Early Crisis Peak Crisis
Late Crisis
0.0048
-0.0155
-0.2036 **
-0.0613 **
[0.201]
[0.289]
[0.022] ††
[0.036] ††
-0.0035
0.0496 ***
-0.0101
0.0584 **
[0.230]
[0.009] †††
[0.328]
[0.036] ††
-0.0018
0.0246
-0.1788 **
-0.0296
[0.432]
[0.210]
[0.014] ††
[0.129]
-0.0021
-0.0096
-0.0371
-0.0131
[0.290]
[0.266]
[0.464]
[0.337]
-0.0030
0.0133
-0.2079 *** -0.1321 ***
[0.270]
[0.295]
[0.001] †††
[0.001] †††
0.0025
-0.0118
-0.0750
-0.0467 *
[0.380]
[0.415]
[0.186]
[0.066] †
-0.0454 ***
0.0691
0.2841 ***
0.0874 *
[0.000]
[0.325]
[0.002] †††
[0.070] †††
0.0183
0.0466 *
0.4274 **
0.0806 *
[0.214]
[0.098]
[0.023] ††
[0.082] †
-0.0125
-0.0856 **
-0.0280
-0.0265
†
[0.272]
[0.042]
[0.319]
[0.104]

Baseline
0.0356
[0.168]
0.0298
[0.208]
0.7277 ***
[0.000]
0.0330
[0.193]
0.0852 ***
[0.003]
0.1849 ***
[0.000]

Panel B: Left Tail Exposure
Early Crisis Peak Crisis
0.0428
0.1559
[0.288]
[0.325]
-0.0691
-0.1289
[0.263]
[0.398]
0.8970 ***
0.4328 **
[0.000]
[0.017] ††
-0.0113
-0.2236
[0.425]
[0.426]
0.0036
0.1411
[0.521]
[0.263]
0.1209 ***
0.1987 *
[0.001]
[0.086]

Late Crisis
0.0743
[0.173]
0.0131
[0.405]
0.5842 ***
[0.000] ††
0.0637
[0.229]
0.0831 **
[0.043]
0.1628 ***
[0.000]
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Table 2.6: Fund-Level Panel Quantile Regressions - Prime Retail, Continued. This is a
multi-page figure. See detailed caption on previous page

Variable
AV GY IELD
EXPR
LOGFLOW ST DEV
PIPERC
LIQUIDRT
|yi,t−1 − ȳt−1 |
N
Q10 Pseudo-R2
Q50 Pseudo-R2
Q90 Pseudo-R2

Baseline
-0.0345
[0.146]
0.0486 *
[0.099]
0.8639 ***
[0.000]
0.0279
[0.160]
0.0312
[0.166]
0.1199 ***
[0.000]
20,634
0.203
0.012
0.186

Panel C: Right Tail Exposure
Early Crisis Peak Crisis
0.1129
0.0630
[0.257]
[0.319]
0.0644
0.0802
[0.312]
[0.172]
1.0489 *** 0.6715 ***
[0.000]
[0.001]
0.0677
0.0078
[0.230]
[0.315]
0.0862
0.0838
[0.112]
[0.321]
0.1049 *
0.1508 **
[0.058]
[0.016]
669
400
0.320
0.295
0.012
0.068
0.323
0.188

Late Crisis
-0.0154
[0.322]
0.0757 *
[0.097]
0.4176 ***
[0.000] †††
0.1183 *
[0.060]
0.2096 ***
[0.004] ††
0.1583 ***
[0.000]
2,506
0.180
0.041
0.172

into two halves based on the signs of the residuals and performing an additional linear
quantile regression on the log of these residuals. Using the positive residuals, we can estimate β2 . To see why this works, note that if Yi,t − Xi,t0 β0 > 0, Yi,t − Xi,t β0 = exp[Xi,t0 β2 ]ηi,t .
Taking logs, we get that log[Yi,t − Xi,t0 β0 ] = Xi,t0 β2 + log ηi,t . Given our assumption that
P[ηi,t < 1|Xi,t ] = P[log ηi,t < 0|Xi,t ] = 0.8, the transformed model satisfies the standard
assumptions for linear quantile regression. To get feasible estimators, β0 is replaced
with βˆ 0 , the initial estimate from the quantile regression for the median. An analogous
procedure works for the absolute value of the negative residuals, enabling us to estimate
β1 .

2.B.2

Time-specific regressors
Our panel specification in (2.2) includes a vector Zt of time-specific regressors,

with associated parameters γ0 , γ1 , and γ2 . Using these variables, we define the “aggregate
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shocks” α0,t = Zt0 γ0 , α1,t = exp[Zt0 γ1 ], and α2,t = exp[Zt0 γ2 ]. We next describe the choices
of Zt which yield the estimated shocks depicted graphically in Figure 2.3.
The most flexible specification for α0,t , α1,t , α2,t is to include a dummy variable
for each date in the sample in Zt . However, a simpler specification reduces bias and
improves the efficiency of the other coefficient estimates, which is desirable given our
sample sizes. Potential bias is introduced in second stage estimation of β1 and β2 , which
can become more pronounced as the dimension of the parameter vector increases.59
We began by estimating a version of the model with time dummies and found
that, for all periods other than September 17-19, the estimated coefficients could be
almost perfectly predicted by simple cross-sectional statistics. Our initial estimates
of the aggregate shocks to the median, α0,t , closely tracked the median of the crosssectional distribution of log flows, denoted by Q50t . As such, we assumed that α0,t =
γ0,0 + γ0,1 Q50t . For the tails, we found that log α1,t = γ1,0 + γ1,1 log(Q50t − Q10t ) and
log α2,t = γ2,0 + γ2,1 log(Q90t − Q50t ) were sufficient to capture common variation in
the left and right tails, respectively. Thus, Zt = [1, Q50t , log(Q50t − Q10t ), log(Q90t −
Q50t )]0 , and we enforce zero restrictions on coefficients as necessary. We do, however,
allow the coefficients γ0 , γ1 , and γ2 on these cross-sectional statistics to differ in the
baseline period, relative to the crisis period.
For the peak crisis period, these relationships break down to some extent, so we
augment Zt with time dummies in both the median and the tails for each of the three
dates. Results with time dummies for all dates in the sample are similar and available
upon request.
59 This

bias results from a well-known property of linear quantile regression, namely that it will set
exactly K fitted residuals to zero, where K is the dimension of Xi,t . Since we require the log of the absolute
value of the fitted residuals to estimate the tail parameters, we must exclude observations with fitted
residuals exactly equal to zero from the second stage estimation, generating the bias. The efficiency
argument is standard; parameter estimation error shrinks with the complexity of the model.
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2.B.3

Multi-period flow simulations
We next explain how we simulate from the dynamic model to study the relation-

ship between explanatory variables and cumulative flows during the crisis period. We
begin by fixing each of the explanatory variables at its average, while the initial value of
lagged flows is assumed to be equal to the category average, i.e., Yi,τ−1 = Ȳτ−1 , where τ
is the first date in the simulation. Next, we take one of the elements of Xi,τ and add or
subtract one standard deviation.
Our method for simulating a single daily flow mirrors the DGP as described
in Equation (2.3). Given the model parameters, it is straightforward to draw Yi,t given
Xi,t by drawing a Bernoulli random variable, Di,t , along with ηi,t , whose distribution
remains to be specified. We assume that ηi,t is distributed as an exponential random
variable with rate parameter − log 0.2, which ensures that P(ηi,t < 1) = 0.8. Figure 2.6
demonstrates that the distribution fits the data quite well; kernel density estimates of the
fitted residuals, η̂i,t , are essentially indistinguishable from the parametric density, for
both positive and negative residuals. We calculate cumulative flows by summing up the
τ+h
simulated {Yi,t }t=τ
.

We update several elements of Xi,t , given a simulated value of Yi,t−1 . The first is
Yi,t−1 − Ȳt−1 , which we calculate by subtracting off the actual cross-sectional mean from
the data. Second, we update LOGT NA by adding Yi,t−1 . Third, we update LIQUIDRT by
assuming that any redemptions in excess of maturing assets (estimated using the average
cross-sectional weighted average maturity) are met by selling liquid assets. Then, given
Xi,t , we simulate Yi,t . Iterating back and forth, we trace out the path of cumulative flows.
For each set of initial Xi,τ , we simulate 10,000 total sample paths for cumulative
flows. We calculate the 1st, 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles of the set of simulated paths
as well as the probability of experiencing cumulative outflows in excess of 40%, 25%,
10%, and 5%, respectively. In addition, using the bootstrapped distribution of parameter
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Figure 2.5: Standardized residual density from baseline model - Institutional funds.
This figure plots the empirical distribution of the standardized residuals from the model
in Table 2.3, η̂i,t , which is generated using a kernel smoother. The dashed line plots the
density of a Laplace-distributed random variable which has been normalized to satisfy
the conditional quantile restriction which is assumed when estimating the model.

estimates, we compute two statistical tests. The first tests whether the marginal effect
of the variable of interest on cumulative flows is significantly different from zero. The
second, which is only applicable for quantiles, tests whether the difference between the
marginal effect at the median and a different quantile differs from zero.
Some additional results from the dynamic simulation exercise are illustrated
graphically in Figure 2.7. At the beginning of each window (September 10), we fix each
of the explanatory variables at its average plus or minus one standard deviation. The
results show that there are long-lasting effects of changes to many covariates, approaching
30-40% by September 26, 2008, especially for funds with the greatest left tail exposure.
Importantly, note the asymmetry in the impact of the covariates on flow distributions.
Figure 2.8 provides comparative statics for the cumulative outflows during the
week following the failure of Lehman Brothers. We change the explanatory variables
one at a time, while holding the other variables fixed at their sample means. For each
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Figure 2.6: Impact of Explanatory Variables on Multi-Period Flow Distributions Institutional Funds. This figure shows the impact of explanatory variables on quantiles
of multi-period cumulative flow distributions (as a percent of initial assets). The lines
plot the 10th, 50th, and 90th quantiles of the cumulative flow distributions, respectively.
We fix each of the explanatory variables at its average plus or minus one standard
deviation. The initial value of lagged flows is assumed to be equal to the category
average, and all other variables are fixed at their averages. We estimate the quantiles
by drawing shocks from the Laplace distribution and using the recursive definition of
the dependent variable to simulate 10,000 sample paths for each set of conditioning
variables. See Appendix 2.B.3 for further details.
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of the explanatory variables, the left panel shows the 10%, 50%, and 90% quantiles of
the cumulative flow distributions, while the right panel shows the probability that the
cumulative outflows exceed 10%, 25%, or 40%. The plots show that the left tail of the
cumulative outflows is strongly associated with a high average yield, a low liquid asset
share, a low expense ratio, and a high standard deviation of log flows. Variables such
as the average yield, the liquid asset share, and the standard deviation of log flows also
affect the right tail very strongly.
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Figure 2.7: Comparative Statics for Cumulative Outflows During the Week after the
Failure of Lehman Brothers - Institutional Funds. This figure shows the impact of
explanatory variables on the distribution of cumulative flow distributions (as a % of
initial assets) from September 15-19, 2008. The lines in the left panel plot the 10th,
50th, and 90th quantiles of the cumulative flow distributions, respectively. The right
panel shows the probability of having cumulative outflows exceeding 10%, 25%, and
40%, respectively. We plot the marginal effect of changing each of the explanatory
variables on these statistics, holding all other variables equal to their sample means.
Each subpanel corresponds with a different fund-specific explanatory variable.
We estimate these quantiles by drawing shocks from the Laplace distribution and using
the recursive definition of the dependent variable to simulate 10,000 sample paths,
beginning at the start of the pre-crisis period (9/10/2008) for each set of conditioning
variables. The value of lagged flows on 9/10/2008 for each simulation is assumed to be
equal to the category average, while all other variables are held fixed at their averages.
See Appendix 2.B.3 for further details.
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Figure 2.7: Comparative Statics for Cumulative Outflows During the Week after the
Failure of Lehman Brothers - Institutional Funds, Continued. This is a multi-page figure.
See detailed caption on previous page.
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An Empirical Test of Pricing Kernel
Monotonicity
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Abstract
A large class of asset pricing models predicts that securities which have high
payoffs when market returns are low tend to be more valuable than those with high
payoffs when market returns are high. More generally, we expect the projection of the
stochastic discount factor on the market portfolio – that is, the discounted pricing kernel
evaluated at the market portfolio – to be a monotonically decreasing function of the
market portfolio. Numerous recent empirical studies appear to contradict this prediction.
The nonmonotonicity of empirical pricing kernel estimates has become known as the
pricing kernel puzzle. In this paper we propose and apply a formal statistical test of
pricing kernel monotonicity. We apply the test using seventeen years of data from the
market for European put and call options written on the S&P 500 index. Statistically
significant violations of pricing kernel monotonicity occur in a substantial proportion of
months, suggesting that observed nonmonotonicities are unlikely to be the product of
statistical noise.

3.1

Introduction
A ubiquitous intuition in asset pricing theory is that securities which covary

positively with a broad market portfolio tend to be less valuable than those which covary
negatively. When the prices of contingent claims written on a market portfolio satisfy
this principle, we expect the projection of the stochastic discount factor on the market
portfolio – that is, the discounted pricing kernel evaluated at the market portfolio – to be
a monotonically decreasing function of the market portfolio. In this paper we investigate
whether this general principle is in fact consistent with observed option prices and market
returns.
Let us take a moment to explain what we mean here by stochastic discount factor,
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pricing kernel, and projection. Many authors take the terms stochastic discount factor
and pricing kernel to be synonymous, but they have distinct meanings in much of the
recent literature on pricing kernel monotonicity, and this is sometimes the source of
confusion. The stochastic discount factor at time t is a random variable Mt , known at
time t + 1, such that the current price Yt of any asset satisfies Yt = Et (Mt Yt+1 ), where Et
denotes the (objective) expectation conditional on information available at time t. This is
a standard concept in arbitrage-free models of asset pricing; see e.g. Cochrane (2001).
Let St denote the price of the market portfolio at time t. The projection of the stochastic
discount factor on the market portfolio is Mt∗ = Et (Mt |St+1 ), the expected value of the
stochastic discount factor at time t, conditional on the price of the market portfolio at
time t + 1. Letting rt denote the one-period risk-free interest rate at time t, we may
write Mt∗ = (1 + rt )−1 πt (St+1 ) for some uniquely determined function πt dependent on
information available at time t. We shall refer to this function πt as the pricing kernel.
Consider a contingent claim written at time t on the market portfolio whose price
at time t + 1 is given by Yt+1 = ft (St+1 ) for some payoff function ft . The price of such
an asset at time t satisfies
1
Yt = Et (Mt ft (St+1 )) =
1 + rt

Z ∞
0

ft (x)qt (x)dx,

(3.1)

where qt is the one-period risk neutral density of the market portfolio at time t. Alternatively, applying the law of iterated expectations we may write
1
1
Yt =
Et (πt (St+1 ) ft (St+1 )) =
1 + rt
1 + rt

Z ∞
0

ft (x)πt (x)pt (x)dx,

(3.2)

where pt is the one-period physical density of the market portfolio at time t; that is, the
(objective) conditional probability density function of St+1 given information available
at time t. Since (3.1) and (3.2) hold for any payoff function ft , it must be the case that
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πt = qt /pt . The pricing kernel is therefore the ratio of the risk neutral and physical
densities of the market portfolio.
If the ubiquitous intuition referred to in our opening paragraph is correct, the
pricing kernel πt should be a nonincreasing function. This was made clear in an important
contribution by Dybvig (1988), who showed that if πt is not nonincreasing, then it is
possible to obtain the payoff distribution of the market portfolio at a reduced price by
using contingent claims to reallocate payoffs from good states of the world to bad states
of the world. More precisely, if πt is not nonincreasing then we can find a payoff function
ft – necessarily decreasing over some region – such that ft (St+1 ) and St+1 have the same
(objective) probability distribution conditional on information available at time t, and yet
Et (Mt ft (St+1 )) < Et (Mt St+1 ). Further discussion of this result, and related results, are
given by Beare (2011).
Though intuitively appealing, pricing kernel monotonicity was drawn into question by three empirical studies published in the early 2000s: Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (2000),
Jackwerth (2000) and Rosenberg and Engle (2002). Each of these studies produced a
flexible empirical estimate of the pricing kernel for the S&P 500 index at one or more
dates between 1988 and 1995. All three studies obtained estimated pricing kernels that
were monotonically decreasing at high and low levels of markets returns, but increasing
over an intermediate range of returns.1 Jackwerth (2000) drew particular attention to
the curious shape of the estimated pricing kernel, emphasizing that it was inconsistent
with the existence of a risk averse representative agent. Even without a representative
agent, in the context of a one-period (myopic) portfolio choice problem, pricing kernel
nonmonotonicity remains puzzling, as there cannot exist even a single individual agent
who rationally chooses to invest all their wealth in the market portfolio, or in any security
1 In the paper by Rosenberg and Engle (2002), the estimates obtained using the orthogonal polynomial specification are nonmonotone, while the estimates obtained using the power specification are
monotonically decreasing by construction.
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or combination of securities whose payoff is a monotonically increasing function of the
market return. Brown and Jackwerth (2012) coined the term pricing kernel puzzle in
reference to the apparent nonmonotonicity of pricing kernel estimates.2 Chabi-Yo et al.
(2008) use the term risk aversion puzzle to refer to the same phenomenon. Hens and
Reichlin (2012) provide a general review of the literature on the pricing kernel puzzle,
and we refer the reader to their paper for additional discussion and references.
There is an important distinction between the empirical study of Rosenberg and
Engle (2002) and those of Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (2000) and Jackwerth (2000). In the latter
two papers, the authors estimate pt by applying a kernel density estimator to historical
market returns. Since the estimator of pt does not take into account measurable changes
in market volatility, it is perhaps better viewed as an estimate of the unconditional
probability density function of the market portfolio St+1 . Rosenberg and Engle (2002)
instead use an estimator of pt that incorporates current information on market volatility.
In general we should only expect the ratio πt = qt /pt to be nonincreasing when the
physical density pt properly conditions on information available at time t. This point
was made forcefully by Chabi-Yo et al. (2008), who argued that the nonmonotonicity
of empirical pricing kernel estimates might be explained by a failure to condition on
relevant state variables in the estimation of pt .
In this paper we seek to determine whether the observed departures from monotonicity in empirical pricing kernel estimates are statistically significant. The pricing
kernel estimates appearing in Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (2000), Jackwerth (2000) and Rosenberg and Engle (2002) are not accompanied by uniform confidence bands, so it is not
clear whether their nonmonotonicity can be attributed to statistical noise. The same is true
for more recent pricing kernel estimates appearing in Barone-Adesi et al. (2008, 2012). In
these two papers, the estimated pricing kernels are not in fact monotone, yet the authors
2 An early version of Brown and Jackwerth (2012) was circulated in 2000. The term pricing kernel
puzzle appears in a number of studies published during the following decade.
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argue that they provide evidence in favor of pricing kernel monotonicity because their
general shape appears to be roughly monotone. A formal statistical test of monotonicity
should be able to provide a rigorous basis for statements of this kind. Indirect evidence
in favor of pricing kernel nonmonotonicity has been documented by Constantinides et
al. (2009), who found that option prices appear to violate bounds implied by pricing
kernel monotonicity, and by Bakshi et al. (2010), who found that the average returns
on call options written on the S&P 500 index tend to be decreasing in the strike price
– a pattern suggestive of a U-shaped pricing kernel. On the other hand, Chaudhuri and
Schroder (2010) found that options written on individual stocks exhibited average returns
consistent with a monotone pricing kernel.
The contribution of this paper is a statistical test of pricing kernel monotonicity
that can account for uncertainty about the risk neutral and physical densities associated
with the market portfolio. Our test is an extension of a procedure developed by Carolan
and Tebbs (2005) and Beare and Moon (2014). We consider two test statistics based on
the L1 and L2 distances between an estimated ordinal dominance curve (defined below)
and its least concave majorant, and apply our procedure using data on 180 cross sections
of European put and call options written on the S&P 500 index in distinct months between
1997 and 2013, with times to maturity of between 18 and 22 trading days. Using the L1
(L2 ) test statistic, we reject the null hypothesis of monotonicity 37% (46%) of the time at
the 5% significance level, and 22% (26%) of the time at the 1% significance level.
Our paper is similar in spirit to recent papers by Golubev et al. (2014) and
Härdle et al. (2014) that also attempt to formally assess the statistical significance of
apparent violations of pricing kernel monotonicity. Using methods different to ours,
those papers identify statistically significant violations of pricing kernel monotonicity
using German options data during the years 2000–2006. Here we identify statistically
significant violations using US options data during the years 1997–2013. One major
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advantage of the approach taken here is that, similar to Rosenberg and Engle (2002), we
incorporate current information on market volatility in our estimation of pt . For dates
between 1975 and 1996, we obtain volatilities using the MiDaS estimator of Ghysels
et al. (2005, 2006). For dates between 1997 and 2013, when high-frequency intraday
data are available, we obtain volatilities using the Real-GARCH model of Hansen et
al. (2012). Golubev et al. (2014) and Härdle et al. (2014) do not account for market
volatility or other state variables in their estimation of pt , so that, similar to Aı̈t-Sahalia
and Lo (2000) and Jackwerth (2000), their estimates of pt are more properly interpreted
as estimates of the unconditional physical density of the market portfolio. This means
that, in periods of high or low volatility, there may be a mismatch between the scales
of their estimated risk neutral and physical densities, leading to spurious rejections of
pricing kernel monotonicity.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a
relatively nontechnical discussion of the statistical framework we adopt, showing how
the approach of Carolan and Tebbs (2005) and Beare and Moon (2014) may be applied in
the present context. Details of how we estimate the risk neutral and physical distributions,
and compute critical values for our test statistics, are given in Section 3.3. Section 3.4
contains our empirical results. Detailed results are provided for two dates at which our
tests are implemented, and a summary of the results obtained at all 180 dates in the
sample period. We also subject our results to a number of robustness checks. In Section
3.5 we give some final thoughts and conclude. In a supplemental appendix we state and
prove technical results concerning the asymptotic properties of our statistical procedure,
and provide additional details about the dataset used to obtain our empirical results.
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3.2

Statistical framework
In this section we provide a basic outline of the statistical framework used to

obtain our empirical results. Details are given in the supplemental appendix, and we
refer to results given there when appropriate. A reader who is primarily concerned with
our empirical results should be able to understand the gist of our approach from the
discussion in this section and the following section.
The pricing kernel puzzle concerns the shape of the ratio of the risk neutral and
physical densities governing the payoff of some base asset – typically, a market index –
at a given future date. Let3 Q and P be two cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) on
the real line with P(x) = Q(x) = 0 for all x ≤ 0. The cdf P, referred to as the physical
distribution, describes the value after one period of a $1 investment in the base asset.
It should be interpreted as being conditional on all information available at the time of
investment. The cdf Q, referred to as the risk neutral distribution, determines the price
of derivative contracts delivering a payoff after one period determined by the value of
the base asset at that time. Such contracts have price equal to their discounted expected
payoff under Q.
We assume that the cdfs Q and P admit continuous probability density functions
(pdfs) q and p, with common support. The pricing kernel is the density ratio π(x) =
q(x)/p(x), defined over the common support of q and p. We wish to test whether π is
nonincreasing. Patton and Timmermann (2010) discuss a variety of ways to set up the
null and alternative hypotheses in statistical tests of monotonicity. We shall adopt the
following formulation.

H0 : π is nonincreasing;
3 In

H1 : π is not nonincreasing.

what follows, to simplify notation we drop the the t subscripts that were applied to the pricing
kernel and risk neutral and physical distributions in the Introduction.
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The null hypothesis H0 is composite, meaning that it admits multiple pricing kernels
π. Consistent with Carolan and Tebbs (2005), Golubev et al. (2014) and Beare and
Moon (2014), we shall choose critical values for our test statistics that deliver the correct
asymptotic size at a particular choice of nonincreasing pricing kernel: π = 1. This is the
only choice of π that is constant, since q and p must integrate to one. When π is constant
it has exactly zero derivative everywhere; we wish to reject the null hypothesis if there
is some region over which π has positive derivative. Therefore, in an intuitive sense,
π = 1 comes closer to violating H0 than any other nonincreasing choice of π. With a
suitably chosen test statistic, the rejection rate achieved at other nonincreasing choices of
π should be no greater than the rejection rate at π = 1. Beare and Moon (2014) provide a
more detailed discussion of this subject.
The approach to monotonicity testing proposed by Carolan and Tebbs (2005) is
based on an equivalence between the monotonicity of π and the concavity of a function
called the ordinal dominance curve. Given our cdfs Q and P, the corresponding ordinal
dominance curve is the map φ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] given by

φ(u) = Q P−1 (u) ,

u ∈ [0, 1].

Here, P−1 (u) = inf{x : P(x) ≥ u}, the quantile function for P. When q and p have
common support, φ is continuous and nondecreasing with φ(0) = 0 and φ(1) = 1. It turns
out that π is nonincreasing if and only if φ is concave. To see this, differentiate both sides
of the equality Q(x) = φ(P(x))) to obtain π(x) = φ0 (P(x)). Since P is nondecreasing and
continuous, we find that π is nonincreasing if and only if φ0 is nonincreasing. One may
therefore consider testing H0 against H1 by constructing a test statistic that is in some
sense an empirical measure of the nonconcavity of φ.
In Figure 3.1 we provide three examples of pairs of pdfs, their ratios, and the
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Figure 3.1: Density ratios and ordinal dominance curves. The densities used in the
first row are Gaussian with different means and equal variances. The densities used in
the second row are Gaussian with equal means and different variances. The densities
used in the third row are the estimated risk neutral and physical densities reported by
Jackwerth (2000) for monthly S&P 500 returns on April 15, 1992. In the third column
of panels, ordinal dominance curves are given by dark solid lines, while lighter dashed
lines indicate their least concave majorants.
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corresponding ordinal dominance curves. It may be helpful to think of the light pdfs as
risk neutral densities and the dark pdfs as physical densities. In the first row, the two
pdfs are normal with different means and the same variance, with the physical density
shifted to the right of the risk neutral density. In this case, the pricing kernel is monotone
decreasing, and the ordinal dominance curve is concave. In the second row the two pdfs
are normal with equal means, but the variance of the risk neutral density is greater than
the variance of the physical density. In this case the pricing kernel is U-shaped, broadly
consistent with the empirical findings of Bakshi et al. (2010), and the ordinal dominance
curve is not concave. In the third row the two pdfs are the risk neutral and physical pdfs
estimated by Jackwerth (2000) for monthly S&P 500 returns on April 15, 1992. In this
case the pricing kernel is decreasing at the extremes but nondecreasing around the center
of the return distribution, and the ordinal dominance curve again fails to be concave.
In our empirical application we shall estimate Q using a cross-section of current
option prices, and P using a time series of market returns, interest rates and volatilities.
Let m denote the number of observed option prices, let n denote the length of the time
series, and let Qm and Pn denote our estimates of Q and P. Carolan and Tebbs (2005)
and Beare and Moon (2014) take Qm and Pn to be the empirical distribution functions
of independent samples of size m and n drawn from Q and P. Here we employ more
complicated estimators. Details about the estimators of Q and P used in our application
are provided in Section 3.3. For the purposes of developing an asymptotic approximation
to the statistical behavior of Qm and Pn , and of the test statistics defined below, we will
assume that m → ∞ and n → ∞ simultaneously, with n/(m + n) → λ for some λ ∈ (0, 1).
Given our estimated cdfs Qm and Pn , we construct an estimated ordinal dominance
curve φm,n : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as follows:
φm,n (u) = Qm (Pn−1 (u)),

u ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 3.2: The least concave majorant of an estimated ordinal dominance curve.
The estimated ordinal dominance curve φm,n displayed here was constructed using the
empirical distribution functions of two independent samples from the standard normal
distribution, each with 50 observations. In this case the true ordinal dominance curve is
φ(u) = u, and the implied density ratio is π(x) = 1.

The least concave majorant of φm,n , denoted M φm,n , is the smallest concave function on
[0, 1] that is everywhere equal to or greater than φm,n . Figure 3.2 provides an example of
an estimated ordinal dominance curve φm,n and its least concave majorant M φm,n . The
least concave majorant may be efficiently computed using the convhull command in
MATLAB, or comparable functions in other numerical software packages.
1 and M 2 for testing H against H :
We will use the following statistics Mm,n
0
1
m,n

1
Mm,n
2
Mm,n

r
=
r
=

mn
m+n

Z 1

mn
m+n

Z

0

(M φm,n (u) − φm,n (u)) du,

0

1

1/2
(M φm,n (u) − φm,n (u)) du
.
2

(3.3)
(3.4)

2
1 is proportional to the L1 -distance between φ
Mm,n
m,n and M φm,n , while Mm,n is pro1 was proposed
portional to the L2 -distance between φm,n and M φm,n . The statistic Mm,n

by Carolan and Tebbs (2005) for testing whether φ is concave. Those authors also
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proposed a second statistic based on the maximum distance between φm,n and M φm,n .
Beare and Moon (2014) showed that this second statistic is poorly behaved and instead
recommended that suitable statistics should be formed by considering the Lν -distance
between φm,n and M φm,n , with 1 ≤ ν ≤ 2. In this paper we confine ourselves to the cases
ν = 1 and ν = 2. Numerical simulations reported by Beare and Moon (2014) suggest that
the choice ν = 2 may yield higher power than ν = 1 against some relevant alternatives,
and in the empirical results reported in Section 3.4.3 we do indeed obtain more frequent
2 than we do with
rejections of pricing kernel monotonicity using the test statistic Mm,n
1 .
Mm,n
1 and M 2 depend on the behavior of
The asymptotic statistical properties of Mm,n
m,n

Qm and Pn , viewed as sequences of random cdfs on the real line. Naturally, the behavior
of Qm and Pn depends on how they are constructed from the observed data, and details of
this construction are deferred to Section 3.3. For now, it suffices for us to assume that,
√
as m, n → ∞ with n/(m + n) → λ, the normalized estimation errors m(Qm (x) − Q(x))
√
and n(Pn (x) − P(x)) converge weakly to continuous random functions of x. More
specifically, we assume that



√
 m(Qm (x) − Q(x)) 
 √

n(Pn (x) − P(x))
where





 ξ(Q(x)) 

,
ζ(P(x))

(3.5)

denotes weak convergence, and ξ and ζ are independent continuous random

functions on [0, 1]. A more formal statement of this condition is given in Theorem 3.1
in the supplemental appendix. If Qm and Pn are the empirical distribution functions
of independent samples of size m and n drawn from Q and P, as they are in the case
considered by Carolan and Tebbs (2005) and Beare and Moon (2014), then Donsker’s
theorem ensures that (3.5) holds with ξ and ζ independent standard Brownian bridges
on [0, 1]. Other choices of ξ and ζ may accommodate other estimators of Q and P. In
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the supplemental appendix we identify the processes ξ and ζ corresponding to the risk
neutral and physical estimators proposed in Section 3.3; alternative derivations may be
required for other estimators.
The assumed independence of ξ and ζ means that uncertainty about Q is asymptotically independent of uncertainty about P. This condition appears reasonable in our
application, because uncertainty about Q derives from random pricing errors present in
current option price data, whereas uncertainty about P derives primarily from random
variation in historical asset returns, the bulk of which become increasingly distant as the
time series length n increases. Historical asset returns are used to estimate the shape of
P. A secondary source of uncertainty about P is uncertainty about the scale of P; that
is, the present level of physical volatility. We assume that the physical volatility can
be accurately measured using the RealGARCH model of Hansen et al. (2012), which
augments a standard GARCH model using high frequency intra-day data. If uncertainty
about the scale of P is small relative to uncertainty about the shape of P, our assumption
that ξ and ζ are independent should not be too unreasonable.4
1 or M 2 exceeds a suitably
We reject H0 in favor of H1 when our test statistic Mm,n
m,n

chosen critical value. Theorem A.1 in the supplemental appendix establishes that, when
π is constant and m, n → ∞ with n/(m + n) → λ, we have

1
Mm,n
2
Mm,n

d

→

Z 1

(M G (u) − G (u)) du

and
Z 1
1/2
d
2
→
(M G (u) − G (u)) du)
,
0

(3.6)
(3.7)

0

where G (u) = λ1/2 ξ(u) − (1 − λ)1/2 ζ(u). If the random behavior of G is known,5 critical
4 There

is an easier way to justify the independence of ξ and ζ: we may simply assume that uncertainty
about Q is asymptotically negligible relative to uncertainty about P. This assumption was used by Golubev
et al. (2014) to justify their test of pricing kernel monotonicity, and in our framework amounts to assuming
that ξ = 0, thereby trivially assuring the independence of ξ and ζ.
5 For instance, when ξ and ζ are independent standard Brownian bridges, as in Carolan and Tebbs
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values for our test statistics may be extracted from the (1 − α)-quantiles of the limit
distributions given in (3.6) and (3.7). This will deliver an asymptotic rejection rate of
α when π is constant, and of no greater than α when π is nonincreasing. If the random
behavior of G is not known, it may still be possible to obtain asymptotically valid
critical values for our test statistics by consistently estimating the (1 − α)-quantiles of
the limit distributions in (3.6) and (3.7). We discuss this further in Section 3.3.3, after
our estimators Qm and Pn have been introduced.

3.3

Construction of test statistics and critical values
In Section 3.2 we outlined the statistical framework we shall use for testing

pricing kernel monotonicity. We assumed that our risk neutral and physical estimators
Qm and Pn satisfied the weak convergence condition (3.5), but did not explain precisely
how they are computed in our application. In Section 3.3.1 we provide details about the
risk neutral estimator used in our application, and in Section 3.3.2 we provide details
about our physical estimator. We identify continuous random functions ξ and ζ such that,
under suitable conditions, our estimators satisfy (3.5). In Section 3.3.3 we explain how
critical values are calculated for our test statistics.

3.3.1

Risk neutral distribution estimation
Nonparametric methods for estimating the risk neutral density were first intro-

duced by Jackwerth and Rubinstein (1996) and Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (1998). A large
number of alternative estimators have been proposed in subsequent literature. In our
application we employ the estimator of Monteiro et al. (2008), which involves approximating the risk neutral density with a cubic spline. Two properties of this estimator make
(2005) and Beare and Moon (2014), G is itself a standard Brownian bridge.
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it ideally suited to our statistical framework: it is flexible, but parametric. Flexibility
is crucial because, to identify potential departures from pricing kernel monotonicity,
we need an estimator that is sufficiently flexible to accommodate irregularities in the
shape of the risk neutral distribution. We can achieve flexibility with the cubic spline by
employing a modest number of spline knots. At the same time, the parametric nature
of the cubic spline makes it possible for us to obtain regularity conditions under which
the weak convergence postulated in (3.5) is satisfied. This is typically not possible with
fully nonparametric estimators of the risk neutral distribution. For instance, the estimator
proposed by Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (1998) delivers an asymptotically normal estimate of the
risk neutral cdf at any given point in its support, but we do not have weak convergence
in the functional sense, as required in (3.5). Technically, the sequence of risk neutral
cdf estimates fails to satisfy a tightness condition, ruling out weak convergence. The
parametric nature of the cubic spline allows us to circumvent this difficulty.
The data used for estimating the risk neutral distribution at a given date consist
of m quadruplets (di , si , wi , vi ), i = 1, . . . , m, describing the observed characteristics of
European put and call options written on our base asset, expiring after one period. di is
equal to zero if the ith option is a call and one if the ith option is a put, si is the strike
at which the ith option is written, wi is the price of the ith option, and vi is the trading
volume of options with strike si and of type di on the date in question. We also observe
the one period risk-free interest rate r that applies at the present date. Further details
about how our data are constructed are provided in Section 3.4.1.
Following Monteiro et al. (2008), we assume that the risk neutral density q is a
cubic spline (i.e., a smooth piecewise cubic polynomial) with fixed knots x0 < · · · < xk .
The choice of knots is arbitrary; in our application we employ an ad hoc data dependent
method to choose the knot locations. Given the knots, q is specified up to a vector of
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parameters θ ∈ R4k :



 θ4 j−3 + θ4 j−2 x + θ4 j−1 x2 + θ4 j x3 if x ∈ x j−1 , x j
q(x; θ) =

 0
if x ∈
/ (x0 , xk ] .

(3.8)

The parameter vector θ is restricted in such a way that q integrates to one, is twice
continuously differentiable on (x0 , xk ), and is continuous and equal to zero at x0 and xk .
These requirements amount to 3k linear equality restrictions on θ, which we write as
Rθ = γ using a suitably chosen 3k × 4k matrix R and 3k × 1 vector γ. In addition to these
linear equality restrictions, we require that q is nonnegative. This condition imposes a
family of linear inequality restrictions on θ. We require

θ4 j−3 + θ4 j−2 x + θ4 j−1 x2 + θ4 j x3 ≥ 0

(3.9)

for all x ∈ (x j−1 , x j ] and all j = 1, . . . , k. Let Θ denote the collection of θ ∈ R4k satisfying
Rθ = γ and the inequality restrictions in (3.9).
Monteiro et al. (2008) propose choosing θ ∈ Θ to minimize a weighted sum of
squared differences between the observed prices wi and the prices implied by q(·; θ). The
trading volumes vi are used to weight the different squared pricing errors. This approach
is consistent with the idea that highly traded assets are more likely to be accurately priced.
The estimator for the “true” value of θ, which we denote θ∗ , can be written as
m

θm = argmin ∑ vi (wi − h(di , si ; θ))2 ,
θ∈Θ

(3.10)

i=1

where
1
h(d, s; θ) =
1+r

Z ∞

max{(−1)d (x − s), 0}q(x; θ)dx.

0

Note that, in view of the spline model (3.8), h(d, s; θ) is a linear function of θ for
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each (d, s). For each i, we may therefore write h(di , si ; θ) = z0i θ for all θ, with zi an
element of R4k determined by si , di , r, and the spline knots x0 , . . . , xk . Estimation of
θ∗ thus amounts to weighted linear regression subject to linear equality and inequality
restrictions. Monteiro et al. (2008) provide a fast algorithm to compute θm based on the
method of semidefinite programming. We shall not repeat the details here.
Given the estimated risk neutral density q(·; θm ), our estimate for the risk neutral
distribution Q(·) = Q(·; θ∗ ) is given by
Z x

Qm (x) = Q(x; θm ) =

0

q(y; θm )dy.

To implement our test for pricing kernel monotonicity, we need to characterize the asymptotic statistical behavior of Qm . Specifically, we need to identify a continuous random
√
function ξ on [0, 1] such that m(Qm (x) − Q(x)) ξ(Q(x)), consistent with (3.5). Theorem A.2 in the supplemental appendix establishes that, under suitable conditions, we
may take

ξ(u) =

∂
Q(Q−1 (u; θ∗ ); θ)
∂θ

0

Ψ1/2 N,

(3.11)

θ=θ∗

where N is a vector of 4k independent standard normal random variables, and Ψ is
the symmetric positive semidefinite 4k × 4k matrix defined in equation (A9) in the
supplemental appendix.

3.3.2

Physical distribution estimation
We seek to estimate P, the conditional distribution of the payoff at time t + 1 of

a $1 investment in the S&P 500 index at time t. The option prices used to estimate Q
are quoted at time t, with the options expiring at time t + 1. To estimate P we employ a
historical time series of n triples (X j , r j , σ j ), j = 1, . . . , n, covering the span 1975–2013.
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The date t corresponds to one of these time periods.6 An equal number of trading
days fall between any consecutive dates labelled j and j + 1. Depending on t, this is
between 18 and 22 trading days; further details are given at the beginning of Section
3.4.3. X j is the rate of return on an investment in the S&P 500 index from time j to
time j + 1. It is calculated as the natural logarithm of the price ratio between the two
dates. r j is the risk-free rate of interest from time j to time j + 1. σ2j is a measure of
the conditional volatility of excess returns on the S&P 500 index from time j to time
j + 1, given information available at time j. It is constructed from daily (1975–1996) or
high frequency intraday (1997–2013) historical return data. Additional details about the
construction of volatilities, and our data more generally, are provided in Section 3.4.1.
P is the conditional cdf of exp(Xt ) given rt and σt . Our estimator of P is given by
1
Pn (x) =
n

n




σt
∑ 1 σ j X j − r j + rt ≤ ln x
j=1


(3.12)

if x > 0, or Pn (x) = 0 if x ≤ 0. This is the empirical cdf of exp(X j∗ ), where X j∗ =
(σt /σ j )(X j − r j ) + rt is a recentered, rescaled version of the rate of return X j . To
implement our test we must identify a continuous random function ζ on [0, 1] such that
√
n(Pn (x) − P(x)) ζ(P(x)), consistent with (3.5). In Theorem A.3 in the supplemental
appendix, we identify conditions under which this weak convergence holds with ζ a
standard Brownian bridge on [0, 1]. The main requirement is that volatility adjusted excess
returns are iid over time. Though an imperfect approximation to reality, this condition
compares favorably to the recent empirical studies of pricing kernel monotonicity by
Golubev et al. (2014) and Härdle et al. (2014), in which time variation in conditional
market volatility is ignored. We impose no structure on the shape of P beyond continuity.
6 In

the robustness checks reported in Section 3.4.4 we also consider setting n equal to t, so that only
data observed up to period t are used to estimate P.
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3.3.3

Calculating critical values
1 and
In (3.6) and (3.7) we stated the limit distributions of our test statistics Mm,n

2 when π = 1 in terms of the random process G (u) = λ1/2 ξ(u) − (1 − λ)1/2 ζ(u). For
Mm,n

the estimators Qm and Pn defined in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, ξ is a finite dimensional
Gaussian process given by (3.11), and ζ is a standard Brownian bridge. As discussed in
Section 3.2, the two processes are assumed independent. To obtain critical values c1 and
1 and M 2 yielding a test with asymptotic size α we employ the following
c2 for Mm,n
m,n

procedure.
1. Randomly generate ζ, a standard Brownian bridge.
2. Randomly generate ξ in accordance with (3.11). Since the distribution of ξ depends
on unknown parameters θ∗ and Ψ, we substitute these with consistent estimators
θm and Ψm . The former is defined in (3.10) and the latter in equation (A.9) in the
supplemental appendix.
3. Calculate G = λ1/2 ξ − (1 − λ)1/2 ζ. The parameter λ is set equal to its finite sample
analogue n/(m + n).
4. Evaluate

1

Z 1

M =
0

(M G (u) − G (u)) du

2

Z

and M =
0

1

1/2
(M G (u) − G (u)) du)
.
2

5. Repeat steps 1 through 4 a large number of times, so as to obtain a large number of
independent realizations of M 1 and M 2 . Set c1 and c2 equal to the (1 − α) quantiles
of the simulated distributions of M 1 and M 2 .
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3.4

Empirical results
The presentation of our empirical results is divided into four subsections. In

Section 3.4.1 we describe our dataset. In Section 3.4.2 we provide a detailed description
of our results for two representative dates in our sample period – April 15, 2009, and
April 17, 2013. In Section 3.4.3 we summarize our results for the full set of 180 dates. In
Section 3.4.4 we report the outcome of a number of robustness checks.

3.4.1

Data
Our primary dataset consists of prices for European call and put options written

on the S&P 500 from January 1997 to December 2013. Daily option prices were obtained
from the data provider DeltaNeutral7 , which collects prices for options reported by the
Options Price Reporting Authority8 (OPRA). OPRA compiles information from a number
of different exchanges in order to find a national option price. Our dataset consists of
bid-ask averages of OPRA’s reported prices for different options at the close of the market
on each trading day, along with the corresponding trading volumes.
We exclude all options that do not have between 18 and 22 trading days to
maturity, and nonzero trading volume. Tables A.1 and A.2, located in the supplemental
appendix, summarize some key features of the remaining prices. In Table A.1 we report
the maximum, minimum and average number of put and call option prices observed in
the different months of each year. The average number of option prices increased from
63 in 1997 to 164 in 2013. In Table A.2 we report average implied volatilities by option
moneyness, computed using the Black-Scholes formula. The figures exhibit the familiar
volatility smile, where at-the-money options tend to have lower implied volatilities than
their far in-the-money or (to a lesser extent) out-of-the-money counterparts.
7 http://www.deltaneutral.com.
8 http://www.opradata.com.
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For the benchmark results reported in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, we exclude
options with moneyness outside ±15% from the risk neutral estimation procedure. In the
robustness checks reported in Section 3.4.4, we also examine the impact of excluding
calls with moneyness less than -3% and puts with moneyness greater than 3%. The effect
is minimal because of the volume weighting used in our estimation procedure.
For dates between 1997–2013, our physical volatility measure is derived from
a daily series of realized volatilities kindly provided by Peter R. Hansen for the years
1997–2009, and extended through 2013 using the Oxford-Man realized volatility library9
(Heber et al., 2009). These realized volatilities were constructed using high frequency
intraday data on the SPY, an exchange traded fund which tracks the S&P 500 index,
using the realized kernel method described by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008, 2009).
Following Hansen et al. (2012), we used a log-linear RealGARCH(1,2) model to produce
forward-looking volatilities from the historical SPY returns and realized volatilities.10 In
Figure 3.3 we graph the annualized realized volatility forecasts alongside the annualized
volatilities from our cubic spline risk-neutral density estimators. The realized volatility
forecasts are based on a 20-day volatility projection using the RealGARCH model, while
the risk neutral volatilities are estimated from options with a time-to-maturity of between
18 and 22 days, as discussed at the beginning of Section 3.4.3.
Volatility estimates based on intraday data are only available from 1997-2013. To
extend the time series of standardized excess returns used in our estimator of the physical
distribution, we constructed volatilities for the period 1975-1996 using the MiDaS
estimator of Ghysels et al. (2006), which models the monthly variance as a parsimonious
parametric function of lagged daily ranges for the S&P 500. Applying the MiDaS
estimator to the period 1997-2013 yields volatility estimates that are generally very close
9 http://realized.oxford-man.ox.ac.uk/data.
10 Code

for estimating the log-linear RealGARCH(1,2) model is available at http://qed.econ.
queensu.ca/jae/datasets/hansen003.
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Figure 3.3: Forward looking realized and risk neutral volatilities. Forward looking realized volatilities are calculated from intraday data using the log-linear RealGARCH(1,2)
model of Hansen et al. (2012). Risk neutral volatilities are extracted from our cubic
spline estimates of the risk neutral density at each of the 180 dates at which we apply
our monotonicity tests.

to those obtained using the RealGARCH(1,2) model. Our baseline results reported in
Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 use the MiDaS volatilities for 1975-1996 and RealGARCH(1,2)
volatilities for 1997-2013. In the robustness checks reported in Section 3.4.4 we include
results obtained using the MiDaS volatilities for the full sample period 1975-2013 used
to estimate the physical distribution. There is essentially no change.
Data for the risk-free interest rate were obtained from Kenneth French’s website11 , which reports the daily return on the one-month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson
Associates).
11 http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html.
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3.4.2

Representative examples
In Figure 3.4 we present detailed results for the dates April 15, 2009, and April

17, 2013. We chose these two dates from the 180 dates at which we apply our test because
they provide nice examples of two pricing kernel shapes that recur frequently over our
sample period and have been identified in prior studies. In the left column of panels in
Figure 3.4 we graph the estimated risk neutral and physical densities, implied pricing
kernel, and ordinal dominance curve for the date April 15, 2009, and in the right column
of panels we graph the same curves for the date April 17, 2013.
For the date April 15, 2009, we see that the physical density has a sharper peak
than the risk neutral density, while the risk neutral density is more disperse than the
physical density. This results in a broadly U-shaped pricing kernel, similar to the findings
of Bakshi et al. (2010). Care should be exercised when judging the shape of the pricing
kernel, as sampling uncertainty may be large in the tails of either distribution. The
corresponding ordinal dominance curve fails to be concave, and appears roughly convex
to the right of the center of the physical distribution, consistent with a U-shaped pricing
kernel. The L1 - and L2 -based test statistics have p-values of 0.051 and 0.007 respectively,
so we may confidently reject the null hypothesis of pricing kernel monotonicity at this
date.
For the date April 17, 2013, our estimated pricing kernel resembles the shape
identified early on by Aı̈t-Sahalia and Lo (2000), Jackwerth (2000) and Rosenberg and
Engle (2002): it is increasing around the center of the physical distribution, and decreasing
elsewhere. This causes the corresponding ordinal dominance curve to dip below its least
concave majorant at mid and lower quantiles of the physical distribution. The L1 - and L2 based test statistics have p-values of 0.109 and 0.048, so we have borderline statistically
significant evidence against pricing kernel monotonicity at this date, depending on the
test statistic and desired significance level.
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Example 1: Apr 15, 2009
Estimated physical and risk neutral densities

Example 2: Apr 17, 2013
Estimated physical and risk neutral densities
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Figure 3.4: Estimated physical and risk neutral densities, pricing kernel, and ordinal
dominance curve for two representative dates. The top panel displays the estimated
physical and risk-neutral density functions for two representative dates in our sample:
April 15, 2009 (left panels) and April 17, 2013 (right panels). Knot locations for the
cubic spline used to estimate the risk neutral density are indicated by solid dots. We used
a standard kernel smoother to obtain the physical density from our estimated physical
cdf, which is not differentiable. The center panel displays the estimated pricing kernel,
which is the ratio of the two densities in the top panel. The bottom panel shows the
corresponding ordinal dominance curve and its least concave majorant.
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We used k + 1 = 11 spline knots in the risk neutral estimation procedure. Their
locations are indicated with solid dots in Figure 3.4; some of the 11 knots lie outside the range of the horizontal axes. We set the knot locations equal to 1 ± aσt ,
where σt2 is the physical volatility for the date t at which we apply our test, and
a = 0, 0.75, 1.5, 2.25, 3.5, 5.5. This procedure was used to choose knot locations for
all 180 dates in our full sample.

3.4.3

Full sample results
For each month in the sample period, we select the date with the largest number

of option prices with a single time-to-maturity of between 18 and 22 days, and test the
monotonicity of the pricing kernel at that date, with that time-to-maturity. The sampling
frequency of the time series used to estimate the physical distribution is chosen to match
this time-to-maturity. We exclude 20 months in which there are no days with prices for
at least 40 options with a common time-to-maturity of between 18 and 22 days, and the
last four months of 2008 due to the extremely high realized volatility levels associated
with the financial crisis. This leaves us with 180 dates at which we apply our tests.
Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5 present the results of our monotonicity tests. In Table 3.1
we report the rejection frequencies obtained with our two test statistics in each year, with
5% and 1% nominal significance levels. We find that, in nearly all years in our sample
period, our test statistics exceed their critical values at a substantially higher rate than we
would expect under the null hypothesis of pricing kernel monotonicity. Overall, our L1
test rejects monotonicity 37% of the time at the 5% level, and 22% of the time at the 1%
level. Our L2 test rejects monotonicity 46% of the time at the 5% level, and 26% of the
time at the 1% level.
In Figure 3.5 we plot the p-values for our test statistics over time. These pvalues indicate the smallest nominal significance level at which we would reject the null
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hypothesis of pricing kernel monotonicity at a given date. Some p-values are extremely
close to zero, indicating that we may confidently reject pricing kernel monotonicity at
certain dates. Some intertemporal clustering of low p-values is apparent, indicating that
there may be extended periods in which pricing kernel nonmonotonicity is more frequent,
and other periods in which it is less frequent.
The mean of the estimated risk neutral distribution, discounted by the risk-free
rate, acts as a simple specification check on our cubic spline model. It should equal one
if a direct investment in the S&P 500 index is correctly priced. Table A.3, located in the
Table 3.1: Rejection rates (%) for monotonicity tests. Figures indicate the percentage
of months within a given year in which our tests yield a rejection of the null hypothesis
of monotonicity. We report rejection rates for the L1 - and L2 -based test statistics, using
nominal significance levels of 5% and 1%. In the final row we report rejection rates
over the full sample of 180 months.

Number of
Year
months
1997
12
1998
11
1999
11
2000
8
2001
6
2002
5
2003
11
2004
12
2005
12
2006
12
2007
12
2008
8
2009
12
2010
12
2011
12
2012
12
2013
12
All years
180

L1 statistic
5% 1%
33
8
45
27
36
36
12
0
50
50
0
0
9
9
17
0
33
17
58
25
58
33
12
12
50
25
58
33
67
50
17
8
42
25
37
22

L2 statistic
5% 1%
42
17
55
27
45
36
12
0
50
50
0
0
18
9
17
0
42
17
67
25
83
50
12
12
67
58
58
33
67
50
33
8
58
33
46
26
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Figure 3.5: p-values for monotonicity tests. Here we plot p-values for our L1 - and
L2 -based test statistics at 180 dates during 1997-2013. p-values indicate the smallest
nominal significance level at which we would reject the null hypothesis of pricing kernel
monotonicity at a given date.

supplemental appendix, presents summary statistics for the moments of the estimated
risk neutral densities by year. The discounted mean is in all cases very close to one. Table
A.3 also summarizes the annualized volatilities associated with our estimated risk neutral
distributions. These risk neutral volatilities were plotted against forward looking realized
volatilities in Figure 3.3.
We also performed several specification tests on our physical distribution forecasts.
Under correct specification of the physical distribution, the 180 probability-integral
transformed returns should approximate an iid sequence of U(0, 1) random variables
(Diebold et al., 1998). To test the independence of the sequence of transformed returns, we
examined the first six autocorrelations of their first five moments. None were statistically
significant at the 5% level. We used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to assess the uniformity
of the transformed returns, obtaining a p-value of 0.423 and thereby failing to reject the
null of uniformity at conventional significance levels.
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3.4.4

Robustness checks
In Table 3.2 we report the overall rejection rates obtained with our two test

statistics using a number of variations on our baseline testing procedure.
First, we explore the robustness of our results to variations in the procedure used
to estimate the physical distribution. As discussed earlier, the volatilities used in our
baseline results were constructed using a MiDaS estimator for dates between 1975–1996,
and a RealGARCH estimator for dates between 1997–2013. In row 2 of Table 3.2 we
report the outcome of our tests when all volatilities are constructed using the MiDaS
estimator. There is virtually no change. We also vary the length of the time series of
rescaled excess returns used to estimate the physical distribution. In our baseline results
we used the full 1975-2013 sample period to maximize statistical efficiency. In row 3
of Table 3.2 we report results obtained when the physical distribution is estimated using
only those rescaled excess returns occurring at or prior to the date at which option prices
are quoted. Again, there is virtually no change. In row 4 we report results obtained when
rescaled excess returns from before 1988 are excluded from our sample. This change
is motivated by the discussion in Jackwerth (2000), where it is suggested that the crash
of October 1987 may have fundamentally changed investor’s beliefs about the physical
distribution, potentially inducing pricing kernel nonmonotonicity. We find that there is a
substantial drop in the frequency of rejections when pre-1988 data are excluded from our
sample. Of course, it is natural that our tests have lower power when the sample size is
reduced. The rejection rates remain well above nominal size.
We also consider the sensitivity of our results to modeling choices associated
with the risk neutral distribution. In order to include as many months as possible, we
included in-the-money options in our baseline estimation procedure. In-the-money option
prices can sometimes be unreliable. In line 5 of Table 3.2 we report results obtained after
excluding calls with moneyness less than -3% and puts with moneyness greater than 3%
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Table 3.2: Overall rejection rates (%) under alternative specifications. This table
presents the rejection rates for our tests of pricing kernel monotonicity under a variety
of alternative specifications. The first row corresponds to the baseline results given in
the final row of Table 3.1. The model variations used to produce the results given in the
other rows are discussed in the main text.

Specification
1 Baseline
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

MiDaS throughout
Past observations only
1988-2013 sample
Exclude ITM options
Bid-ask weights
Equal weights
13 knots
9 knots
Exclude tails
Smoothed IV estimator
RND known
Constant physical volatility

Number of
months
180
180
180
180
148
180
180
156
196
180
180
180
180

L1 statistic
5% 1%
37
22

L2 statistic
5% 1%
46
26

37
39
17
39
37
34
37
22
42
34
42
66

46
48
23
46
45
42
44
26
46
39
47
72

21
22
8
21
22
22
23
14
22
20
27
52

28
27
13
28
28
26
27
16
27
27
31
60
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from our sample. With fewer option prices, we are forced to eliminate 32 months from
our sample, leaving us with 148 months. However, the rejection frequency remains about
the same with either test statistic or significance level.
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, we estimate the parameters of our cubic spline by
minimizing a weighted sum of squared pricing errors, with the weights given by observed
trading volumes. In line 6 of Table 3.2 we report results obtained using bid-ask spreads
in place of trading volumes, and in line 7 we report results obtained using equal weights
for the pricing errors. Neither variation makes an appreciable difference to our rejection
frequency. In lines 8 and 9 we vary the number of knots used in the cubic spline.12
Increasing the number of knots from 11 to 13 has little effect. Reducing the number
of knots from 11 to 9 leads to a moderate reduction in the rejection frequency, but the
rejection rates remain well above nominal size.
Pricing kernel estimates can be highly unreliable in the tails of the physical
density. To check that our rejections are not driven by nonmonotone behavior in this
region, we modified our test statistics so that the integrals in (3.3) and (3.4) are over the
interval [0.02, 0.98], rather than the entire unit interval. A corresponding adjustment was
made to critical values. Our results, displayed in line 10 of Table 3.2, differed little from
the baseline results.
The risk neutral estimator proposed by Monteiro et al. (2008) is well-suited for our
purposes because we are able to establish weak convergence of the normalized estimation
error to a finite dimensional Gaussian process. This is Theorem A.2 in the supplemental
appendix. To check the robustness of our results to the choice of risk neutral estimator, we
redid our analysis using an alternative estimator. First, we used Black-Scholes inversion
to transform our option prices to implied volatilities, and fit a quartic polynomial to the
12 The number of months at which we apply our test varies when we change the number of spline knots
because we only consider months including some date with at least 4k admissible option prices, where
k + 1 is the number of spline knots. This is done to ensure that the 4k × 4k matrix Ξm , defined in the
supplemental appendix, is invertible.
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transformed data by weighted least squares, using bid-ask spreads of implied volatility as
weights. We then transformed our fitted implied volatilities back to fitted prices using
the Black-Scholes formula, and twice differentiated to obtain an estimate of the risk
neutral density à la Breeden and Litzenberger (1978). Finally, we modified the tails of
the estimated risk neutral density, imposing a log-normal functional form in a manner
similar to Figlewski (2010). This has the effect of eliminating perverse tail behavior
associated with extrapolating a fitted quartic polynomial beyond the range of the data,
and ensures that the density integrates to one.
We do not have an analogue to Theorem A.2 that applies to the smoothed implied
volatility estimator just described, and see no obvious way to obtain one. Therefore,
when using this estimator, we are unable to account for uncertainty about the shape of
the risk neutral distribution when computing our critical values. We may compute critical
values under the assumption that the risk neutral distribution is known by setting ξ = 0
in the algorithm given in Section 3.3.3. Proceeding in this way, we obtain the results
given in line 11 of Table 3.2.13 We see that the rejection rates using the smoothed implied
volatility estimator are similar to the baseline results. For the purposes of comparison, in
line 12 we provide results obtained using the cubic spline estimator under the assumption
that the risk neutral distribution is known, so that critical values are computed with ξ = 0.
We see that the rejection rates are only modestly higher than our baseline results. This
suggests that the sampling distributions of our test statistics are dominated by uncertainty
about the physical distribution, with uncertainty about the risk neutral distribution playing
a smaller role in determining critical values.
In line 13 of Table 3.2 we report the rejection frequencies obtained under the
assumption that the volatility of the physical distribution is constant. We achieve this by
13 The robustness checks reported in lines 2,3,4,5,10 of Table 3.2 were also performed using the smoothed
implied volatility estimator in place of the cubic spline. The results, which are available on request, are
similar to the results obtained using the cubic spline.
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setting the ratio σt /σ j in (3.12) equal to one in the construction of our estimated physical
distribution. The rejection frequencies obtained with constant physical volatility are much
higher than the baseline rejection rates, and also higher than the rejection rates given in
all other rows of Table 3.2. This is not surprising: if we hold physical volatility constant,
then in times of high (low) risk neutral volatility we are likely to observe a U-shaped
(hump-shaped) pricing kernel, and reject pricing kernel monotonicity. Note that the tests
of pricing kernel monotonicity reported by Golubev et al. (2014) and Härdle et al. (2014)
both ignore the time variation in conditional market volatility. Since financial agents
do in fact take current information about market volatility into account when valuing
options, it should not be surprising that we frequently reject pricing kernel monotonicity
when we do not use this information in our estimate of the physical distribution. What
is arguably surprising is that we continue to find significant violations of pricing kernel
monotonicity when we do account for current information about market volatility, as
indicated by our baseline results.

3.5

Final remarks
We have proposed a formal statistical test of pricing kernel monotonicity, and

applied it using a sample of seventeen years of options market data for the S&P 500 index.
Statistically significant violations of monotonicity are detected in a substantial proportion
of the dates considered. Our results provide empirical support for the growing literature
on the pricing kernel puzzle, indicating that well documented nonmonotonicities in
estimated pricing kernels cannot always be attributed to sampling uncertainty. This
finding is inconsistent with a broad class of theoretical asset pricing models, suggesting
that economic mechanisms which generate pricing kernel nonmonotonicities may play
an important role in explaining observed data.
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Chapter 3 Appendix
3.A

Supplemental Appendix
In Sections 3.A.1-3.A.3 we provide a formal statement and justification of claims

made in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of the main text about the asymptotic behavior of our test
1 and M 2 and estimators Q and P . In Section 3.A.4 we provide some
statistics Mm,n
m
n
m,n

tabulated summary statistics, referred to in the main text, concerning the option price
data used to obtain the empirical results in Section 3.4 of the main text.

3.A.1

Limit distribution of test statistics
1 and M 2 have limit distriIn Section 3.2 of the main text we asserted that Mm,n
m,n

butions given by (3.6) and (3.7) under the weak convergence postulated in (3.5). The
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following result formalizes our claim. We use

to denote weak convergence in some

metric space (see e.g. Definition 1.3.3 in van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996), ◦ to denote
composition, and `∞ (X ) to denote the space of uniformly bounded real valued functions
on X equipped with the uniform metric.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose there exist independent continuous random elements ξ, ζ ∈
`∞ ([0, 1]) such that the sequences of random cdfs Qm and Pn satisfy the following weak
convergence condition in the product metric space `∞ (R) × `∞ (R) as m, n → ∞ with
n/(m + n) → λ:



√
 m(Qm − Q) 
 √

n(Pn − P)





 ξ◦Q 

.
ζ◦P

If π is constant, then we must also have
d
1
Mm,n
→

Z 1
0

(M G (u) − G (u)) du

and

d
2
Mm,n
→

1

Z
0

1/2
(M G (u) − G (u)) du)
,
2

where G (u) = λ1/2 ξ(u) − (1 − λ)1/2 ζ(u).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin by establishing that the following weak convergence
holds in `∞ ([0, 1]):
r

mn
(φm,n − φ)
m+n

G.

(3.13)

Let I denote the identity function on [0, 1]. Observe that
r

mn
(φm,n − φ) =
m+n

r

mn
(Qm − Q) ◦ Pn−1 +
m+n

r


mn
Q ◦ Pn−1 − Q ◦ P−1 .
m+n
(3.14)

Focusing first on the second term on the right-hand side of (3.14), and noting that
P ◦ P−1 = I by virtue of the continuity of P, we use the fact that P = Q when π is
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constant to obtain
r


mn
Q ◦ Pn−1 − Q ◦ P−1 =
m+n

r


mn
(Pn ◦ P−1 )−1 − I .
m+n

(3.15)

In view of the continuity of the transformation `∞ (R) 3 ψ 7→ ψ ◦ P−1 ∈ `∞ ([0, 1]), the
√
continuous mapping theorem implies that n(Pn ◦ P−1 − I ) ζ in `∞ ([0, 1]). Using the
Hadamard differentiability of the inverse operator at I tangentially to C([0, 1]) (van der
Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Lemma 3.9.23(ii)) we may apply the functional delta method
(van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Theorem 3.9.4) to obtain
√
n((Pn ◦ P−1 )−1 − I )

−ζ in `∞ [0, 1].

(3.16)

Since m/(m + n) → 1 − λ, we deduce from (3.15) and (3.16) that
r


mn
Q ◦ Pn−1 − Q ◦ P−1
m+n

−(1 − λ)1/2 ζ in `∞ ([0, 1]).

(3.17)

This takes care of the second term on the right-hand side of (3.14). The first term on the
right-hand side of (3.14) may be written as
r

mn
(Qm − Q) ◦ Pn−1 =
m+n

r



√
n
m(Qm ◦ Q−1 − I ) ◦ Q ◦ Pn−1 .
m+n

Applying the continuous mapping theorem again, we find that
in `∞ ([0, 1]). Further, (3.17) implies that Q ◦ Pn−1

(3.18)

√
m(Qm ◦ Q−1 − I )

ξ

Q ◦ P−1 = I in `∞ ([0, 1]). Therefore,

applying the continuous mapping theorem to the operation of composition – which is
justified by the uniform continuity of ξ – we find that


√
m(Qm ◦ Q−1 − I ) ◦ Q ◦ Pn−1

ξ ◦ I = ξ in `∞ ([0, 1]).

(3.19)
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Since n/(m + n) → λ, we deduce from (3.18) and (3.19) that
r

mn
(Qm − Q) ◦ Pn−1
m+n

λ1/2 ξ in `∞ ([0, 1]).

(3.20)

The weak convergence posited in the statement of Theorem 3.1 holds in the product
metric space `∞ (R) × `∞ (R). It follows that the weak convergences in (3.17) and (3.20)
hold jointly in the product metric space `∞ ([0, 1]) × `∞ ([0, 1]). In view of (3.14), this
establishes the validity of (3.13).
We complete the proof with another application of the continuous mapping
theorem. One may show without difficulty that the lcm operator M : `∞ ([0, 1]) →
`∞ ([0, 1]) and related operator D = M − I are positive homogenous of degree one.
One may also show that M (ψ1 + ψ2 ) = M ψ1 + ψ2 and D (ψ1 + ψ2 ) = D ψ1 whenever
ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ `∞ ([0, 1]) and ψ2 is affine; see Carolan and Tebbs (2005, p. 168). Since φ is
affine when π is constant, we may therefore write

1
Mm,n

Z 1

=
0

r

D

and
2
Mm,n
=

Z 1
0

D

r


mn
(φm,n − φ) (u)du
m+n

 2 !1/2
mn
.
(φm,n − φ) (u) du
m+n

In view of (3.14) and the continuity of the L1 and L2 norms, our desired result now
follows from the continuous mapping theorem if we can show that D is continuous. In
fact, continuity follows immediately from Marshall’s Lemma (Robertson et al., 1988, ch.
7) which states that sup |M ψ1 − M ψ2 | ≤ sup |ψ1 − ψ2 | for any ψ1 , ψ2 ∈ `∞ ([0, 1]).
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3.A.2

Weak convergence of risk neutral estimator
In Section 3.3.1 we discussed an estimator for the risk neutral distribution pro-

posed by Monteiro et al. (2008). We asserted that the normalized estimation error
√
m(Qm − Q) converges weakly to a finite dimensional Gaussian process. Here we
provide a formal statement and justification of this claim. We employ the following
technical conditions.
Assumption 3.1. The following statements are true.
(a) q is a cubic spline q(·; θ∗ ), with θ∗ ∈ Θ.
(b) {(di , si , vi ) : i ∈ N} is a collection of nonrandom elements of {0, 1} × (0, ∞) × (0, ∞),
while {wi : i ∈ N} is a collection of real valued random variables.
(c) For each i ∈ N, wi = h(di , si ; θ∗ ) + ei , with {ei : i ∈ N} a mutually independent
collection of real valued random variables, each with E(ei ) = 0.
0
(d) limm→∞ m1 ∑m
i=1 vi zi zi = Ξ for some positive definite matrix Ξ.
2 0
2
(e) limm→∞ m1 ∑m
i=1 vi zi zi E(ei ) = Σ for some positive semidefinite matrix Σ.

(f) supi∈N E|vi zi, j ei |2+δ < ∞ for each j = 1, . . . , 4k and some δ > 0.
(g) q is strictly positive on (x0 , xk ), with strictly positive right-derivative at x0 and strictly
negative left-derivative at xk .
Part (a) of Assumption 3.1 ensures that our model for q is well specified. Parts
(b)-(f) are standard regularity conditions for weighted linear regression with fixed regressors. Part (g) ensures that the inequality restrictions in (3.2) of the main text have an
√
asymptotically negligible impact upon the distribution of m(θm − θ∗ ).
Under Assumption 3.1 we obtain the following result, which describes the limiting
√
√
behavior of m(θm − θ∗ ) and m(Qm − Q). Let I denote the 4k × 4k identity matrix,
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and let M = I − Ξ−1 R0 RΞ−1 R0

−1

R. The matrices Σ and Ξ are defined in Assumption

3.1. We define the following sample analogues to Σ, Ξ and M:
2
1 m 2 0
Σm = ∑ vi zi zi wi − z0i θn ,
m i=1

1 m
Ξm = ∑ vi zi z0i ,
m i=1

0
−1 0
Mm = I − Ξ−1
m R RΞm R

−1

R.

In addition, we define
−1 0
Ψm = Mm Ξ−1
m Σm Ξm Mm ,

Ψ = MΞ−1 ΣΞ−1 M 0 .

(3.21)

Theorem 3.2. Suppose Assumption 3.1 is satisfied, and let N denote a vector of 4k independent standard normal random variables. Then, as m → ∞, the following statements
are valid.
(a)

√
m (θm − θ∗ ) →d Ψ1/2 N.

√
(b) m (Qm − Q)

ξ ◦ Q in

`∞ (R),

where ξ(u) =



∂
−1
∗
∂θ Q(Q (u; θ ); θ) θ=θ∗

0

Ψ1/2 N.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. First we prove part (a). The main inconvenience here is the
presence of the inequality restrictions (3.9), which we temporarily dispose of. Let Θ̃ be
the collection of θ ∈ R4k for which Rθ = γ, and let
m
m
2
θ̃m = argmin ∑ vi (wi − h(di , si ; θ))2 = argmin ∑ vi wi − z0i θ .
θ∈Θ̃

i=1

θ∈Θ̃

i=1

θ̃m is simply a weighted least squares estimator subject to linear equality restrictions.
With some elementary algebra we may show that

√
1 m
√
m θ̃m − θ∗ = Mm Ξ−1
∑ viziei,
m
m i=1
where Ξm is invertible for m sufficiently large under Assumption 3.1(d). This condition
also ensures that Ξm → Ξ and Mm → M as m → ∞. An application of the Liapounov
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central limit theorem gives m−1/2 ∑m
i=1 vi zi ei →d N(0, Σ) under Assumption 3.1(b,c,e,f).
√
We conclude that n(θ̃m − θ∗ ) →d Ψ1/2 N.
If the probability of the inequality restrictions (3.9) binding vanishes in the limit,
so that Prob(θ̃m = θm ) → 1, then the proof of (a) will be complete. Under Assumption
3.1(a,g) we may choose ε > 0 and δ > 0 such that q0 (·; θ∗ ) ≥ δ on (x0 , x0 + ε), q(·; θ∗ ) ≥ δ
on [x0 +ε, xk −ε], and q0 (·; θ∗ ) ≤ −δ on (xk −ε, xk ). If q(·; θ̃m ) → q(·; θ∗ ) and q0 (·; θ̃m ) →
q0 (·; θ∗ ) in probability uniformly on (x0 , xk ), then the probabilities of the three events

inf

x∈(x0 ,x0 +ε)

 
q (x; θ̃m ) > 0 ,
0

inf

x∈[x0 +ε,xk −ε]

 
q(x; θ̃m ) > 0 ,

inf

0

x∈(xk −ε,xk )



q (x; θ̃m ) < 0

will all converge to one as m → ∞. But then we must also have q(·; θ̃m ) ≥ 0 on (x0 , xk )
with probability approaching one, so that Prob(θ̃m = θm ) → 1. To prove uniform convergence in probability of q(·; θ̃m ) to q(·; θ∗ ) and of q0 (·; θ̃m ) to q0 (·; θ∗ ), we note that
q(x; θ) and q0 (x; θ) are linear in θ for each x ∈ R. Thus we may write q(x; θ̃m ) = q(x; θ∗ )+
0

0

∂
∗ ) and q0 (x; θ̃ ) = q0 (x; θ∗ )+ ∂ q0 (x; θ)|
∗
∗
q(x;
θ)|
(
θ̃
−θ
(θ̃m −θ∗ ). Unim
m
θ=θ
θ=θ
∂θ
∂θ
∂
form convergence in probability now follows from the uniform boundedness of ∂θ
q(x; θ)|θ=θ∗

and

∂ 0
∗
∂θ q (x; θ)|θ=θ

and the fact that θ̃m → θ∗ in probability. This proves (a).

To prove (b) we use the fact that Q(x; θ) is linear in θ for each x ∈ R to write
√
√
m(Qm (x) − Q(x)) = m(Q(x; θm ) − Q(x; θ∗ )) =



∂
Q(x; θ)
∂θ

0

√
m(θm − θ∗ )

θ=θ∗

for each x ∈ R and m ∈ N. Our desired result now follows from part (a) and the fact that
∂
∗
∂θ Q(x; θ)|θ=θ

is uniformly bounded in x.
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3.A.3

Weak convergence of physical estimator
Here we provide a formal statement of the weak convergence of

√
n(Pn − P)

asserted in Section 3.3.2 of the main text. We treat {(r j , σ j ) : j ∈ N} as a nonrandom
sequence in (0, 1)×(0, ∞), and {X j : t ∈ N} as a sequence of real valued random variables.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose {(X j − r j )/σ j : j ∈ N} is an iid sequence of random variables,
√
and let P be the cdf of exp(Xt ). Then, as n → ∞, we have n (Pn − P) ζ ◦ P in `∞ (R),
where ζ is a standard Brownian bridge.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Pn is the empirical cdf of the iid random variables exp(X j∗ ), j =
√
1, . . . , n. Thus Donsker’s theorem implies that n(Pn − P∗ ) ζ ◦ P∗ in `∞ (R), where P∗
is the common cdf of the exp(X j∗ )’s. Since Xt∗ = Xt , we have P∗ = P.

3.A.4

Summary statistics for option price data
Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, referred to in Section 3.4 of the main text, include some

summary statistics for the option price data used to obtain our empirical results. In
Table 3.3 we report the maximum, minimum and average number of put and call option
prices observed in the different months of each year. In Table 3.4 we report average
implied volatilities by option moneyness, computed using the Black-Scholes formula. In
Table 3.5 we report the maximum, minimum and average of the discounted means and
annualized volatilities implied by our estimated risk neutral distributions, by year.
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Table 3.3: Option count statistics. Figures indicate the average, minimum and maximum
number of distinct put and call option prices with nonzero trading volume and maturity
between 18 and 22 trading days, sorted by year.

Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Number of calls
Avg Min Max
29
24
35
26
20
37
26
19
35
26
19
33
22
17
27
22
15
37
26
19
31
29
25
33
32
28
36
37
30
42
43
33
63
62
48
93
62
55
76
58
50
67
59
48
75
53
43
73
60
47
72

Number of puts
Avg Min Max
34
26
52
35
27
42
33
24
46
30
19
41
32
20
44
31
22
44
32
25
40
35
31
43
37
31
43
48
41
56
67
53
88
84
65 124
86
75 100
100 88 117
111 87 143
101 90 124
104 89 139
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Table 3.4: Option implied volatilities. Figures indicate the average Black-Scholes
implied volatility of distinct put and call option prices with nonzero trading volume and
maturity between 18 and 22 trading days, sorted by moneyness (%) and year.

Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

<-15
42
50
46
45
44
93
53
34
32
36
33
62
52
45
49
39
35

Average implied volatility by moneyness category
-15:-10 -10:-6 -6:-3 -3:0 0:3 3:6 6:10 10:15 >15
29
26
23
21 19 18
17
18
0
32
28
24
21 20 17
17
20
24
33
28
24
22 20 18
17
18
27
30
26
23
21 20 19
19
22
28
35
35
30
27 26 25
23
24
33
35
29
27
24 23 22
21
24
36
29
25
22
19 18 18
20
22
39
24
20
17
14 13 12
14
17
0
23
18
14
12 10 10
11
15
22
23
18
15
12 10
9
11
14
0
26
22
19
16 14 13
13
16
19
40
36
32
30 29 27
26
30
52
36
32
29
27 25 24
24
24
29
31
26
23
20 18 17
16
18
22
32
28
24
21 19 18
17
19
23
26
22
18
16 14 12
13
16
18
24
19
16
14 12 11
12
14
35
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Table 3.5: Moments of estimated risk neutral distributions. This table presents summary
statistics for the (standardized) moments of the estimated risk neutral densities by year.
If the estimated risk neutral distribution prices the market portfolio perfectly, the
normalized mean should be equal to one.

Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Number of
months
12
11
11
8
6
5
11
12
12
12
12
8
12
12
12
12
12

Discounted mean
Avg
Min Max
1.002 0.997 1.005
1.002 1.000 1.005
1.003 0.999 1.006
1.005 1.003 1.007
1.001 0.998 1.003
1.002 1.000 1.003
1.000 0.998 1.000
1.000 0.998 1.002
1.001 0.999 1.003
1.003 1.001 1.004
1.003 1.002 1.005
0.999 0.995 1.005
0.998 0.996 1.000
0.998 0.995 1.000
0.999 0.997 1.000
0.999 0.998 1.000
0.998 0.997 1.001

Annualized volatility
Avg
Min Max
0.206 0.170 0.262
0.219 0.160 0.364
0.217 0.168 0.262
0.217 0.164 0.306
0.255 0.200 0.420
0.227 0.163 0.289
0.194 0.148 0.281
0.143 0.120 0.185
0.119 0.100 0.135
0.118 0.099 0.154
0.159 0.098 0.243
0.225 0.179 0.287
0.284 0.194 0.420
0.211 0.145 0.317
0.224 0.140 0.333
0.163 0.131 0.210
0.139 0.121 0.192
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